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Abstract
Additive Manufacturing (AM) has become a well-recognized method of manufactur-
ing and has steadily become more accessible as it allows designers to prototype ideas,
products and structures unconceivable with subtractive manufacturing techniques for
both consumer grade and industrial grade applications. Commonly used thermoplas-
tics for 3D printing have properties that may not be sufficient to comply with the
application’s certification requirements, or their performance is less than desirable for
aerospace and other high performance applications. Additionally, additively manu-
factured parts have reduced mechanical properties in the build direction of the print,
and are generally weaker than their equivalent injection-molded parts. Furthermore,
Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) tools have evolved together
with the evolution of processes for subtractive and deformative based manufacturing
methods, and ply-based additive composite manufacturing. For AM to gain more
traction in industrial engineering environments, the process specific algorithms for
AM need to be implemented in CAD/CAM software. There is therefore a need for
reinforcement of both the material and the structures, and for proving the indus-
trial capabilities of additive manufacturing, in particular fused filament fabrication,
through a new set of processes that complement the existing design paradigm. A
promising solution to the above mentioned problems of strength is using engineering
thermoplastics and through the addition of continuous carbon fibers in the print. Un-
fortunately, engineering-thermoplastic impregnated continuous carbon fiber filaments
for 3D printing do not exist due to the low demand and pure filament is currently
only available for proprietary printers at steep prices. Additional strength increase
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in the inter-layer direction may come through the addition of local reinforcement de-
posited on an existing structure in the build direction, which implies stepping away
from layer-by-layer manufacturing and manufacturing using true 3D deposition and
toolpathing. This is only possible by exploiting the full benefits of a 6 or higher
degree of freedom printing system.
In this research, a KUKA robotic platform capable of motion with 6 degrees
of freedom is used as a base to develop a multi-axis, industrial-scale 3d printer.
Polyetherimide (PEI), an engineering thermoplastic sold under the Sabic brandname
ULTEM 1000 was acquired in pellet form and extruded within tolerances into a usable
3D printing filament. ULTEM 1000-Continuous Carbon Fiber filament was developed
by dissolving the ULTEM 1000 pellets in a solution bath and consequently pulling
the carbon fiber through it. A specialized nozzle design and printing bed capable of
going up the required processing temperatures was developed and integrated with the
KUKA platform, for which specialized toolpathing software was written. The tool-
pathing software consists of two subsets: a slicing tool that allows multi-orientation
slicing, and a translation parser which converts the G-code toolpath commands into
KUKA-format KRL. The slicing tool uses Stereo lithography-format (STL) triangu-
lated mesh files to generate slices of toolpathing for a geometry, which is then modified
to add toolpathing for both global and local features with multi-orientation slicing
techniques. In this way, compound objects can be sliced without the restrictions of
common slicers. Designed for use with the broad range of capabilities of modern
industrial robotics, a 6-axis directional reinforcement can thus be added to various
types of base geometries. In addition to syntax modification, the translation parser
also detects insignificant and collinear commands in the G-code and converts groups
of points representing a discretized arc into a higher-order arc-command. Repeated
sections in the code are also collapsed into a for-loop structure. This significantly
reduces the file size and increases the accuracy of the toolpathing code.
vii
The in-house developed printer was used to print coupons for a multitude of ASTM
tests to evaluate the mechanical performance, including longitudinal and transverse
tensile and compression tests, shear and interlaminar shear tests. Specimen were also
subjected to in-house Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Differential Scan-
ning Calorimetry (DSC) tests to determine the chemical characteristics, and a range
of other methods were used to identify fiber-volume ratios, void-volume ratios and
surface quality of the pellets, filaments and printed parts. Furthermore, two configu-
rations of the printer were assessed: one where the bed is the KUKA end effector and
the nozzle is stationary, and one where the nozzle is the KUKA end effector and the
bed is stationary. A prototype of a 7th axis, and initial toolpathing was added to the
system to allow full rotational freedom expanding the robots operating envelope and
complexity of the printed parts. Beyond the printer development, toolpathing devel-
opment, material development and testing, several industrial components for funding
partners were printed as a proof of concept and for marketing purposes, demonstrat-
ing the technology readiness of this process. The methods, processes and results
discussed in this paper are developed with certification in aerospace in mind, and
they show great promise for the implementation of functional additive manufacturing
on 6 degree of freedom platforms in high-performance demanding industries.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, the context, limitations and purpose of the research are introduced.
The background context and environment of the research performed is situated in
section 1.1. The resulting problem statement and purpose of the study are elaborated
on in section 1.2 and 1.3. The hypotheses this research seeks to prove are listed in
section 1.4, whereas section 1.5 details the significance of proving these hypotheses.
The scope of the research, together with a top-level view of the logical flow in this
research is presented in section 1.6. Finally, an outline of this dissertation is presented
in section 1.7.
1.1 Problem Background
In an ever-increasingly competitive world, businesses are continuously looking to in-
crease their profit margins, and one of the methods to do this is to reduce the non-
recurring expenses. This also holds for companies in the high-tech manufacturing
fields, such as aerospace, automotive or medical fields. In manufacturing industry,
the most significant non-recurring cost contributors are the cost of engineering, tools
and fixtures. For low-volume parts, the cost addition of the non-recurring aspects
can surmount those of the recurring costs. As such, the cost of tooling can far exceed
the component cost, which is especially true in composite manufacturing, where tools
often have to withstand elevated autoclave curing temperatures and pressures while
maintaining tolerances. This is where tool-less out-of-autoclave Additive Manufactur-
ing (AM) methods such as 3D printing have an opportunity to reduce process costs.
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Tool-less AM methods also have a high chance of joining the worldwide growing mar-
kets of distributed manufacturing, where versatility and modularity of equipment can
outweigh the benefits of centralized manufacturing methods.
AM production methods generally allow for a large versatility in the products that
they can produce. The most common technology for plastic 3D printing is where plas-
tic is melted and pushed through a nozzle onto a preexisting layer or bed. The open
terminology for this method of 3D printing is Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF),
which is synonymous to Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), a technology acronym
registered by Stratasys. Common FFF printers in can switch between different parts
and materials within seconds of set-up time, greatly enhancing the scope of the ap-
plicability, not only for rapid prototyping, but also for functional components. These
functional components often times have a much more competitive cost efficiency and
lead time than traditionally manufactured components through CNC-milling or other
methods, granted that they fulfill the strength, stiffness and tolerance requirements
of the end product. Common 3D printers have the limitation that they are generally
restricted to standard, common-purpose thermoplastics, which may not be strong
or stiff enough. Printing components out of thermoplastic material may save cost
and lead time, however often these strength requirements require the parts to be
stiffened or reinforced with added material, which can reduce their attractiveness to
high-performance markets such as aerospace, medical or automotive where a high
strength-to-weight ratio is always desired. This is where fiber reinforced materials
such as Carbon, Aramid, or Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP, GFRP) excel,
having a high strength-to-weight ratio at an attractive price for these industries.
Therefore, there is a desire for a 3D printing system with high modularity and the
capability to print parts with varying complexity with continuous fiber reinforced
plastics. A final consideration regarding 3D printing technology is with respect to its
speed. 3D Printing in general is a relatively slow process, and is not suitable for high
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volume applications where speed is important. The same holds true for very large
objects; as these would take a long time to produce, if the deposition nozzle is not
adjusted for large material flow. Therefore, there is an optimal part count and part
volume where 3D printing technology is competitive, and in this research, the context
should always be considered around that strategic market point. The definition f this
optimal point will be evaluated and discussed in this research.
The quality and reliability of AM processes not only depends on the rigidity,
repeatability and accuracy of the machine, but also on the tolerances of the input
materials and process parameters which can span various fields of research. As with
many complex systems in today’s world, AM and 3D Printing is thus a very multi-
disciplinary field where understanding and respect of many technologies and scientific
fields are required to successfully capture the desired behavior of the equipment,
materials and predict the outcome of the production process. The multi-disciplinary
context of the research may be situated through a web of related technologies and
processes, as is shown in figure 1.1. As each of the technologies can easily be the
topic of an in-depth research, the focus of this research is not one of these items
individually, but the interaction of these technologies with the application and the
concepts within these fields that can be used or combined into the new AM process
of printing with continuous fibers.
1.2 Problem Statement
A variety manufacturing methods are currently available to produce quality, high
strength-to-weight components. Continuous fiber composites, such as carbon or
aramid fiber composites, are some of the highest strength to weight material systems
currently available that fit within the financially acceptable limits for their applica-
tions. There are a handful of manufacturing processes available to manufacture these
components, each with their strengths and limitations.
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Figure 1.1: The web of technologies related to industrial 3D Printing with continuous
fiber
One of the most common methods of manufacturing composites is highly manual:
hand layup and Vacuum or Pressure Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (RTM, figure
1.2a), where plies of fabric are manually draped over a mold, infused with a resin and
then cured offer a low-cost step into the composite manufacturing world. For com-
plex and highly 3 dimensional parts, these processes and methods may get relatively
expensive, as they require significant man-hours and the potential curing equipment
can become significant. More importantly and more relevant to this research topic,
the shape of the structure that can be produced is limited, as composite structures
require molds and tooling that need to be removable in most cases. Furthermore,
they are mostly suitable for structures that are relatively simple in shape, as highly
complex and 3D parts require tooling that comes at a steep pricetag.
More automated methods of composite manufacturing are Automated Tape Laying
(ATL) and Automated Fiber Placement (AFP), as shown in figure 1.2b. Both are
similar rapid AM methods that require roller pressure to ensure the placed tape or
slit tape is adhered well onto the previous layer or the mold. Filament winding, where
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Common composite manufacturing methods at the McNAIR Center:
(1.2a) VARTM of two skin panels for a UAV and (1.2b) Automated Fiber Placement.
composite material is (quasi-)geodesically wound around a (rotating) mandrel can be
used to manufacture high strength revolution-type objects, however the possible fiber
paths can be quite constrained, depending on the base objects shape. A similar
drawback exists for composite Braiding, a process that resembles filament winding in
the sense that now a braid, instead of a tape/tow, is overlayed onto a base mold. The
most significant differences with winding are the process speed and fiber path angles.
As with filament winding, for braiding, the mold is embedded in the composite after
curing and, depending on the objects shape, may be very hard or even impossible
to remove. Furthermore, ATL, AFP and filament winding are technologies perfected
to rapidly produce relatively thin shell like structures in the build direction and,
although some stiffener or grid generation is possible through clever path structuring,
they struggle or generally lack the ability to manufacture highly complex non-shell
3D reinforced structures.
Whether one considers hand Layup, AFP, ATL or filament winding, all of these ex-
isting additive manufacturing methods require one or multiple stiff and strong molds
that are machined to tolerances and behave well under autoclave and in- and post-
process pressures to ensure the part maintains it shape. These molds/tools allow the
parts to be produced within acceptable tolerances and quality, however they are the
source of high non-recurring expenses that can add a significant amount of overhead
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and lead time on low volume production components. For some components, this may
be a reason not to pursue Additive Manufacturing or composite manufacturing at all,
which limits the engineer’s design freedom. There is thus a desire to expand the scope
of manufacturing processes for mold/tool-less high strength-to-weight composites.
A secondary problem arises from the history and marketing of 3D Printing. 3D
printing has gained a lot of traction as a rapid prototyping method, and is known
to be a relatively young, but promising technology. Although the general consensus
is slowly changing, many professionals and decision makers still consider 3D print-
ing as a gimmick, and do not consider it a worthy option for the manufacturing of
functional end-user components. An additional research problem is thus, through
design for functionality, to prove the viability and technology readiness for functional
components.
Through continued research, multi-axis continuous fiber reinforced 3D printing
offers the opportunity to reduce manufacturing cost of highly three-dimensional com-
posite structures. It has the potential to reduce non-recurring expenses as it is a
tool-less, mold-less and largely automated process to make functional components.
The ability to print with continuous fiber reinforced plastics can greatly increase the
strength of the component within the layers, however having the anisotropy of a com-
posite material system only enhances the already-inherent anisotropy of 3D printed
components. To insure these printed components do not delaminate or underper-
form, it is important to add reinforcement of the fiber along the build direction of
the base layer in complex 3D parts. Fortunately, with careful design for modular-
ity, FFF systems allow for continuous fiber deposition head to be integrated on a
full 6-axis robotic platform. Continuous fiber reinforced additive manufacturing with
multi-material deposition capabilities have the opportunity to fill this void in man-
ufacturing processes, allowing for true 3D printing of 3D composites for a variety of
applications and markets.
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1.3 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to identify a need, and to identify and then tackle the
major scientific challenges in development of printing with continuous fiber printing
and to develop baseline processes that can lead to prototypes and commercialization
in high tech industry. The eventual purpose is to provide industry with a new tool to
add to the inventory of functional manufacturing methods of composite parts while
complying and satisfying aerospace standards that fit the application. As early adop-
tion is desired, the focus of the research is on cabin interior applications, which are
subject to FAR 25[115]. As the technology is in its infancy, the primary focus of
this research is high-performance markets where early adaptation of new technology
is desired in a ”pull to industry”-fashion. Additionally, the technology allows pro-
duction of high strength-to-weight custom shapes, which are desirable in applications
where part mass is important. Examples of this are cutting edge aerospace and per-
formance automotive applications. During the ”hype of 3D printing”-phase in 2012
(figure 1.3), many companies emerged and have since disappeared from the printer
manufacturing platform as they were targeting too broad of a customer base (from
home users to industry giants), or had systems that required 3D printing skills not
available to the consumer at the time of purchase. During the time of this research,
from 2014 to 2017, 3D printing has passed this hype cycle peak, and is currently go-
ing through the ”Trough of Disillusionment”, a dark valley where many investments
remain unreturned [121].
The purpose is thus not to market to a broad base of consumers or high volume
markets but rather focus on few important research & development cases that can
benefit from the technology and will pull in the technology, rather than a broad
marketing campaign. As such, the printer prototypes developed in this research are
not turnkey-systems, but they are modular and modifiable systems to fit an industry
need, and therefore will require significant operator training for appropriate usage.
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Figure 1.3: Gartner’s 2012 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies[121]
The purpose of this study is not to replace the current manufacturing methods
or to combine them with an over-arching process, as existing processes have been op-
timized for decades and their survival proves that they are suitable for their market
segment. It is the author’s hope that this research will provide an additional manufac-
turing tool and method, which fits in its own market (which could partially overlap
other processes’ markets), that can be used to produce integrated highly-tailored
performance composite 3D printed components.
1.4 Hypotheses
Through the course of this research, the following hypotheses were investigated:
1. Continuous fiber 3D Printing fills an interesting void in modern additive man-
ufacturing methods, and allows for rapid manufacturing of new, complex, func-
tional parts
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2. Fused filament fabrication is the most suitable AM technology to print complex
3D composite materials.
a) The principles of fused filament fabrication can be used to print with con-
tinuous carbon fiber
3. Material formatting within tolerances is essential for the quality of the 3D
printed composites
a) Monofilament variations have a direct correlation to print quality
b) It is possible to manufacture thermoplastic monofilament with sufficient
tolerances at a competitive rate with respect to industry prices
c) An additional preprocessing step is required to the carbon fiber material
to improve interlaminar strength of the product.
d) Impregnation of carbon fiber tows improves product quality and strength.
4. Current Commercially Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software can be modified and
utilized together with in-house developed software to:
a) Define and optimize a toolpath for multi-axis multi-material 3D printing
b) Simulate the generated toolpath and integrate the printing functionality
c) while maintaining compatibility with common NC software
5. A continuous fiber AM process can be developed applicable to the industrial
scale and focused on scalability:
a) Liquefier and feedstock thermodynamics and mechanics play a vital im-
portant role in the process
6. Current testing procedures can be applied to perform elementary mechanical
characterization, but do not demonstrate the full potential of the technology
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1.5 Significance of the Study
Although the previous sections already alluded to the significance of this study, it is
important to reflect on the implications of the outcome of this study, and how they
can affect industry and society in general. In section 1.1, the importance of compet-
itiveness was highlighted, and how industries and businesses are constantly pursuing
the state of the art to stay alive and ahead of the market. The findings of this study
and the prototype systems resulting from the research on the topic can have near
direct application in industry, especially in areas where high variability and low vol-
ume production is common, such as the automotive, aerospace and medical fields. A
process and accompanying equipment that allow high customization and variability
for the Out-Of-Autoclave (OOA), distributed production of functional composite 3D
printed parts will be adopted readily as long as the supporting structure and feed-
back is there to improve the technology, and the part size and production volume
allow for this technology. It should be noted that this technology is the start of a
new technological S-curve, where the first iterations of the equipment will still have
significant room for improvement. However, as the equipment, its capabilities and its
support evolve and mature, the cost to industry will reduce and more wide-spread
adaptation is expected to occur.
An example of a potential use and lead time reduction is given for the medical
applications of this technology, i.c. prosthetics or orthotics[57]. Currently, a patient
who requires a prosthetic limb has to undergo several fitting sessions where a plas-
ter cast is made and used to generate a geometrical copy of the limb that receives
the prosthetic. Once the duplicate is made a hand-layup procedure is used to drape
carbon fiber weaves over the cast which then need to be cured at elevated temper-
atures. Once the part has cured, it is test-fitted with the patient, and the iteration
of this mold-making only stops once the use of the prosthetic is within the patient’s
comfort limits, which generally takes up to a month per patient and can cost many
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thousands of dollars. The whole process does repeat as the patient ages or gains or
loses weight. An alternative approach of this would be where the limb is scanned
with a 3D scanner, the digital replicate is modified to the desired prosthetic, which
is then 3D printed with continuous fiber, a process that could be a matter of hours
or days instead of weeks or months, saving both valuable time, money and resources
on reduced iterations.
Once industry has access and has well received this technology (which the author
in no way suggests will be quick or easy), design choices will be affected and new, more
variable and pragmatic designs can lead to more optimal manufacturing solutions
which can benefit the general population.
1.6 Research Scope
The over-arching goal of this research is to prove, demonstrate and quantify the
3D printing of continuous carbon fiber with engineering thermoplastics. As such,
the scope of the research entails the printing process, which is dominated by the
process development and optimization required to uniformly produce these parts.
The uniformity of the process can be measured through various quantifiers:
• The success-rate of the prints, a measure of how often a print fails for any
reason.
• The consistency and variability of quality of different prints with the same input
parameters
• The mechanical, optical or other performance metrics of the prints, which are
metrics that can be tested through standardized tests.
In order to improve the uniformity, (either by means of improving the consistency,
reliability and performance of the prints) the uniformity of the inputs of the pro-
cess has to be assessed and optimized as well. The multi-disciplinary nature of 3D
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printing, or additive manufacturing as a whole, however, thus requires the study to
expand beyond the printing process and quantifying process, to also include the in-
put materials and software development. As none of the properly formatted input
materials were able to be procured from reliable industry sources for reasons further
explained in chapter 3, both the monofilament and carbon fiber filament production
were added to the scope, adding relatable processes such as polymer extrusion and
fiber impregnation. Furthermore, as the toolpath generation software with the appro-
priate requirements was not available commercially off the shelf as further detailed
in chapter 5, the scope was expanded to include the development for the software
with which takes into account all limitations of the current printing process. The
scope of the research can thus be visualized by focusing on the flow of information
and processes, as shown in figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: The scope of the research spans all pre- and post-processing steps required
for quality printing with continuous fibers.
One must note the focal points in this research that will not be addressed
throughly, although hinted on sporadically throughout this dissertation. The
research will, for example, not address the specifics of viscous melt flow in terms of
mechanical characterization or simulation or extensively detail the micromechanics
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of impregnation. The research documented in this work is primarily concerning
process development for industrial continuous fiber reinforced printing, and as such
it will not discuss the mechanical modeling, simulation or behavior of the printed
specimen beyond elementary Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) and coupon tensile
testing. Furthermore, this research will not discuss any business-related propositions
or plans concerning the resulting product or equipment, as these are considered
beyond the scope of a doctoral dissertation in engineering.
1.7 Dissertation Outline
The outline of this dissertation follows a logical workflow throughout the processes
of printing with continuous carbon fiber, starting with a state-of-the-art study, fol-
lowed by material requirements and production, the mechanics and toolpathing of
the printing itself, and finally the characterization of the printed products.
A comprehensive state of the art study is reviewed in chapter 2, touching on the
subjects of material formatting, multi-axis Fused Filament Fabrication and toolpath
planning for additive manufacturing. In chapter 3, the need for material formatting is
elaborated, and the requirements and processing steps developed for continuous fiber
printing concerning material formatting on both the monofilament and the continuous
fiber filament are detailed. The intricacies concerning the liquefier and nozzle geome-
try and overall printing process variables required for printing with continuous fiber,
once the material has been formatted, are covered in chapter 4. The two prototype
printers developed to support this research are also described and detailed here. Once
the technology to print has been understood, this knowledge needs to be applied to
the right geometries for 3D printing desired parts. The study of designing, optimiz-
ing, programming and simulating the desired toolpath and its corresponding robot
motion is elaborated on in chapter 5. In chapter 6, the printed parts are subjected
to the available methods of testing and material characterization to determine the
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mechanical strength and stiffness, but also parts porosity and consistency. Finally,
a summary of the work together with recommendations for future work or research
topics are provided in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art & Framework
The state of the art presented in this chapter is based on the division of the web of
technologies related to 3D printing with carbon fiber, as was visualized in figure 1.1.
For the reader to orient himself in the world of 3D printing, a general review of the
current state of the art from the industrial and economic perspective is presented in
section 2.1. In section 2.2, current Additive Manufacturing, in particular 3D printing
technologies and the material systems that these processes allow for, are briefly re-
viewed. A summary of the type of current capabilities of Fused Filament Fabrication
is provided in section 2.3. 3D printing requires a certain format of material for it
to function correctly. The current state of the art of material formatting from the
perspective of 3D printing with continuous fibers is presented in section 2.4. All com-
puter controlled manufacturing equipment, and 3D printers are no exception to this,
require software and instructions to operate and to perform their functions. There-
fore, in section 2.5, a brief review of toolpathing approaches and software, together
with (Computer) Numerically Controlling ((C)NC) software is discussed. Once the
parts have been manufactured, testing and characterization is required to evaluate
their optical, mechanical and compositional properties. The considerations of char-
acterization in the light of 3D printing is presented in section 2.6. Finally, in section
2.7, the over-arching framework on the integration of manufacturing together with
functional 6-axis 3D printing with multiple materials is presented.
This chapter contains content from the author’s published research in proceedings
of ”Tools and Methods of Competitive Engineering” (TMCE), 2016 [10], ”Computer
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Aided Design conference and Expo” (CAD-conference), 2016 [31], ”Composite and
Advanced Materials Expo” (CAMX), 2016 [35] and ”The International Academy for
Production Engineering” (CIRP) [189], together with lots of inputs from others.
2.1 Industrialization of 3D Printing
Manufacturing’s multiplier effect is the strongest amongst all sectors. For example,
in the United States, according to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, $1.33 is the
economic activity generated by $1 of sector GDP [66]. Manufacturing methods can be
categorized as being subtractive, additive or deformative based. Subtractive and de-
formative manufacturing development occurred synchronously with the development
of new CAD tools. This has influenced software developers and led to CAD systems
particularly adapted to subtractive manufacturing. In recent years, additive manu-
facturing is emerging as the answer to complex part manufacturing. This is still far
from being a reality due to numerous challenges faced by rapid prototyping systems
such as topology optimization, design modularity, quality and repeatability to name
a few. At a certain stage, Design for Manufacturing and Assembly guidelines took
over the design principles as the major milestone for design modeling. Unfortunately,
this did not take into account additive manufacturing principles as the concepts of
Design for 3D Printing (D3D) or Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) had not
yet attained sufficient maturity to be implemented and were only recently explored
and defined [132]. However, the current state of the art 3D printing produces parts
which, in many cases, can only carry low loading and are not used widely to produce
high strength, close tolerance parts which modern engineering systems require. 3D
printing is more likely to be used to make prototypes, consumable molds and other
non-production items, although increasingly less rare instances have shown the use
of laser sintering of metallic components for more primary applications, such as a
compressor inlet temperature sensor housing for a high-bypass turbofan engine[175].
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2.1.1 Broader Impacts
The manufacturing sector requires innovative education and research to continue to
develop. The new body of knowledge will contribute to increase the manufacturing
multiplier effect. Being capable to innovate in additive manufacturing will contribute
to manufacturing competition which could lead to the re-shoring of manufacturing
work to developed countries. One can only imagine the benefits that can emerge
from having appropriate software and manufacturing tools that enable the designer
to achieve optimal structural integrity. Nowadays, the state of the art 3D printing
produces parts which can only carry low loading and are not used widely to produce
high strength, close tolerance parts that modern systems require. 3D printing is more
likely to be used to make prototypes, consumable molds and other non-production
items. Through the methodologies discussed in this research, 3D printing can achieve
a status of printing functionally reinforced complex shapes that actually answers
tough requirements in complex domains such as aeronautic applications.
Additive Manufacturing (AM), in particular through the emersion and develop-
ment of 3D printing, has been rapidly expanding throughout industry and hobby
level manufacturing since its start in the 1980’s. 3D printing and rapid prototyping
techniques allow the designer to prototype ideas and devise products and structures
unconceivable with subtractive manufacturing techniques. Since its recent booming,
AM has become a well-recognized method of manufacturing and over the past decade,
commercial and open source hardware and software have allowed the technology to
steadily become more accessible and realistic for both consumer grade and industrial
grade projects. It is estimated that the industries compound annual growth rate was
33.8% over the last 3 years [176]. Reasons for this recent rapid expansion include
the increase of the ability to produce increasingly more complex parts and the high
demand for consumer level systems [52].
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2.2 Additive Manufacturing & Integral Design
Additive Manufacturing spans the entire range of manufacturing methods where ma-
terial is added to the part in the process, rather than removed or reshaped. It is an
entirely separate approach to the production of parts, and it should be regarded as
such. It is therefore important to consider how design methodologies are influenced
by this and how this has evolved over time. The subsequent subsections briefly touch
on the evolution of the design process (section 2.2.1), and on the effect of additive
manufacturing on existing design paradigms (section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 The Design Process
The design process is an intrinsically complex and, without careful optimization con-
straints, can lead to an infinite cycle of product development, as is shown in figure
2.1 from [161, p. 17]. Design iterations can be the result of different processes and
workflows, and as such, the design process is ill-defined and may vary greatly for
different applications. Designs are influenced by the designers preexisting knowledge
and experience, the function(s) of the product, the governing physical, material, or
scientific limitations, and to many design is considered as a black box approach. The
complexity of the design process has increased exponentially in the last centuries,
where, as depicted in figure 2.2 [161, p. 67], early designs had tens of components,
and now common aerospace products can exist of millions of individual parts. As
product quality and fulfillment of design function improved, increase in number of
parts and components followed. Products existing of multiple components require
assembly, and as the number of parts increase, so do the manufacturing and life-cycle
costs, originating from assembly costs, production costs and operational maintenance
costs through the distribution of replacement parts and up to recycling cost. It is thus
in the best interest of the designer to combine as many parts possible into one part
to prevent this complexity to trickle-down to end-user costs. Integral manufacturing
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is therefore always desired, but often impractical as subtractive manufacturing has
its limitations towards material variability and processability.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of
influences to the design process [161, p.
17].
Figure 2.2: An exponential increase in
the number of parts shows the need for
integral manufacturing to reduce assem-
bly costs [161, p. 67].
2.2.2 Additive Manufacturing in Design
Design is a complex, iterative, trial and error based process. The problem is often
ill defined and designers are rarely sufficiently engaged with the people responsible
for other life-cycle phases, such as Manufacturing, Operation, Support, End of Life,
to generate a truly optimal design. Although several methods and techniques are
available and widely applied to support the design process, some of which will be
discussed later, design remains predominantly, in application, an intuitive, iterative,
and partially subjective process which aims for convergence towards a final solution.
Computer Aided Manufacturing had its beginnings in parallel with the development of
numerically controlled subtractive manufacturing processes. Sketchpad, [148], often
referred to as the first CAD system, belongs to the same era as Pronto (as developed
by Patrick J. Hanratty in 1957 [97]), labeled as one of the first Numerical Control
(NC) manufacturing systems, as shown in figure 2.3.
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As they originated in the same period, CAD-driven design and subtractive man-
ufacturing heavily influenced one another through both the application as well as
the scientific foundations. Original geometrical representation techniques, such as
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and Boundary Representations (B-Rep) were
oriented using the logic of subtractive manufacturing. Indeed, CSG performs boolean
operations of volume subtractions on blocks, and have been integrated in CAD since
the beginning of CAM. One can imagine the block as a representative of a work part
(billet) and the removed volumes as the result of a subtractive machining process such
as drilling, milling, and chiseling. Another highlight of the same period is the exten-
sive usage of metal components in structures: specialized aluminum and titanium
alloys were gaining competitive advantage while the world of composites was yet to
emerge. Deformative based manufacturing was the preferred process for aluminum
structures out of sheets through hydroforming, stretch bending, deep drawing, rub-
ber pressing, etc. Today, additive manufacturing is gaining traction. 3D printing of
Figure 2.3: Sketchpad [148].
metals and polymers allows rapid prototyping and affordable small series. Although,
at this moment, the properties of the printed material cannot compete with those
of subtractive parts, the general belief is that 3D printing will become a powerful
addition to the subtractive and deformative process map for high performance parts.
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Although very competitive, additive manufacturing faces numerous challenges and
is far from being a competitor in several industries, such as aerospace and automotive
industry. While a general consensus exists that the 3D printing is relatively a very
slow process (building accurate layers of each only several microns high), it should be
highlighted that a major deficiency of additive manufacturing in general is the lack of
support software tools. Nowadays, with the exception of slicing and different packages
that provide optimal end-effector trajectories, additive manufacturing massively lags
behind other manufacturing communities such as subtractive and composite manu-
facturing and design. The coupling of desired mechanical performance, at a localized
region, and the ability to numerically represent and experiment on the part, is what
would ultimately render additive manufacturing a true manufacturing method that
can highly compete with other manufacturing strategies, especially in domains where
3D printing is still not practiced and in domains with small part counts or where
costumizability is desired. In order to achieve the needed efficiency, one needs to
question the foundation of design tools, and we attempt, in section 2.7, to present a
founding framework for next generation design systems.
2.3 State of the Art of Fused Filament Fabrication
The context of Additive Manufacturing was already briefly discussed in chapter 1.1,
where it was indicated that there are many forms of additive manufacturing, each with
a different Technology Readiness Level (TRL). Indeed AM encompasses technologies
beyond 3D printing, contrary to popular belief that these terms are interchangeable.
As 3D printing itself spans many different forms of manufacturing, as shown in figure
2.4, it is not the aim of this work to focus on a review of current capabilities of 3D
printed parts or technologies. This has been carried out extensively by many other
published authors in the recent past. Considering the technological aspect, different
technologies have already been compared [182][123][77][177], and current challenges
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were listed by others [49]. The economical aspects were also already discussed, in
terms of cost effectiveness [133] and market volume [25]. This is just a brief extract
of the rapidly growing published work on the subject. The applicability of continuous
fiber reinforcement to each of the major groups of 3D printing is elaborated here.
Figure 2.4: Different variations of 3D printing, adapted from [177], originally [77].
Powder based methods such as Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) have the limitations
of gravity: material cannot be deposited on the side of an in-process print. For
successful overprinting, only a two-step procedure would allow for strength increasing
measures such as continuous fiber application, which would then only be possible
using a different technology such as hand layup. Powder based methods also do not
allow for the introduction of continuous fiber in the printing, as the tolerances of
placing the dry fibers would be lost due to tolerance issues and the lack of bonding
or adhering agent before or during the print to keep the fibers in place.
Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM), a solid based method where sheets of
material are cut, stacked and bonded/cured together or any variation on this allows
the cutting of fiber sheets and potentially weaves has been proven to deliver quality
results[114]. The technology shows great promise for increased in-planar strength,
however it is one of the poorest performing ones in terms of interlaminar strength, as
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Figure 2.5: Tensile strength of various 3D printing processes [177], adapted from
[154].
shown in figure 2.5, and as such, a similar two-step approach would have to be taken
to increase the strength in the build direction.
Liquid based 3D printing processes (including melting and photo-polymerization
processes) have the highest potential for strength increases through multi-axis fea-
ture additions and addition of continuous fibers. Proven examples exist for print-
ing with continuous fibers through both melting of nylon 66 thermoplastics [98],
as well as through a combination of Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) and photo-
polymerization technology with thermoplastics [68], both are shown in figure 2.6.
(a) Markforged 3-axis Mark 2[98] (b) Piulab’s 6-axis Atropos[68]
Figure 2.6: Current developments in continuous fiber 3D printing
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The focus of this research is based on the FFF form of 3D printing within the Ad-
ditive Manufacturing spectrum, as is the most suitable form of 3D printing to apply
continuous fiber reinforcement. The growth and progression of additive manufactur-
ing and 3D printing in particular has led to new issues concerning materials strength
and reliability in geometries created with these new techniques. From the technology
reviews and common knowledge on FFF, it is known that mechanical properties of
FFF produced parts are highly anisotropic in nature: the tensile strength of printed
parts can decrease to as low as 10% of their injection molded equivalent geometries
purely depending on toolpath orientation and manufacturing method [4]. Addition-
ally, experiments have shown that the modulus of elasticity can lower to 65% [193].
In general, additively manufactured parts have reduced mechanical properties in the
build, often the Z-direction, of the print, as shown for different technologies in figure
2.5. The toolpath orientation thus heavily influences the mechanical properties of
the additively manufactured part. Therefore, the existing toolpath modules should
be augmented with additive manufacturing toolpath generation algorithms to result
in a desirable end result where full benefit can be made of the anisotropic mechanical
properties [10]. Finally, FFF allows for a part to be produced to include multiple
types of polymers, filled polymers containing metal or fiber particles and polymer,
and continuous fiber and polymer as discussed in this research, a process that can lead
to strength increases up to 400% with respect to the original unreinforced polymer
[106][102].
2.4 Material Formatting
The material format is the geometrical shape or other mechanical condition that a
feedstock material needs to have to be used in a manufacturing process. Each differ-
ent manufacturing method requires a certain set or type of input material format. For
subtractive processes, these is generally referred to as stock material or raw material.
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For FFF manufacturing, this input material is commonly referred to as ”filament”,
and generally consists of a constant diameter wire of thermoplastic material wound
on spools up to 2 kg. When developing a method to print with continuous fibers,
however, the optimal ratio of continuous fibers to pure polymer is unknown, and
it is important to be able to vary this ratio without having to redevelop an entire
filament. Furthermore, monofilaments, filaments consisting of only one thermoplas-
tic, are already well developed and readily available on the market at competitive
prices. Therefore, the input filament for the continuous fiber printer is split into a
thermoplastic monofilament and a continuous fiber reinforced polymer filament.
As the scope of the research targets performance engineering markets with strin-
gent requirements, the high performance polymer Polyether-Imide (PEI) was selected
as the base polymer for 3D printing. This amorphous polymer has a glass transition
temperature Tg of 217◦C [134], which is higher than most common 3D printing ther-
moplastics. In case of exposure to fire or heat, PEI has inherent flame-retardant
capabilities and emits low toxic smoke, which meets FAA regulations for Fire Smoke
and Toxicity (FST) for compartment interiors defined under FAR 25.853[115]. PEI
is available from SABIC under the product name ULTEMTM, the purest form being
ULTEMTM 1000 and bears UL94 V0, V2 and 5VA FST ratings.
At the early stages of this research, PEI was the highest temperature rated ther-
moplastic with which 3D printing through FFF was successfully achieved, with a pro-
cessing or nozzle temperature between 345◦ and 400◦C [157]. Common 3D printing
thermoplastics such as Polylactic Acid (PLA, Tg ≈ 58◦C)[60], Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS, Tg ≈ 105◦C) or glycol-modified Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET-G,
Tg ≈ 88◦C) have nozzle temperatures between 190◦C and 260◦C, and are classified
as standard plastics, compared to the advanced engineering material classification of
PEI (figure) 2.7 [91].
ULTEMTM is available from SABIC with added plasticizers under the variant
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Figure 2.7: Classification of Thermoplastics [91]
ULTEMTM 9085[135] to improve melt flow as it has a glass transition temperature
Tg of 186◦C. This allows printing at lower processing temperatures, however there is
a worldwide shortage in production of this variant, making the cost high and largest
source of this material is Stratasys, who requires the buyer to be a customer with
his own printer, which is not suitable for this research or its market. Therefore the
decision was made to start production of ULTEMTM 1000 monofilament in house. In
the last 12 months, ULTEMTM 9085 and ULTEMTM 1000 filament has come avail-
able on the open market for home users, opening up options for future development
partnerships.
Additive Manufacturing and FFF in particular enjoy a fast-paced development
thanks to the large open-source community and research potential. Since the start
of this research in 2014, many new materials other than PEI have been printed with,
including other engineering thermoplastics. Recent publications continue to show
these trends, and a perspective of the applicability of engineering thermoplastics to
AM can be found in reference [22].
As previously mentioned, printing with continuous fiber requires a continuous
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fiber filament. The second required filament for this research is therefore reinforced
PEI filament, referred from here on as PEI-Continuous Carbon Fiber (PEI-CCF) fila-
ment. Most of the current research practice to add carbon fiber to existing filament is
to develop new materials with chopped or short fibers mixed as reinforcement. How-
ever, the fabricated composite parts have inferior properties compared to traditional
composite parts as the fibers are not continuous.
Without proper wet-out of the carbon fiber, or when using dry tow as filament,
the composite printed part will be weaker than its pure plastic counterpart. The
fibers need to be held together with the binder material and the high viscosity melt
flow in the liquefier is not able to overcome the capillary pressure within a tow. An
additional impregnation or pre-(im)preg(nated) is thus required. The decision was
therefore made to produce this PEI-CCF filament in house, as no existing PEI-CCF
filament exists.
The following subsections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 elaborate on the existing research of
both polymer and monofilament extrusion and continuous fiber reinforced filament.
2.4.1 Polymer and Monofilament Extrusion
Monofilament extrusion, and more generally polymer extrusion is an existing research
field for over a century due to its high applicability of polymers and plastics in common
day products and processes and will therefore be only briefly discussed in this review.
Industrial polymer extrusion is an existing required step in the injection molding
process, and for many other forms of plastic component manufacturing. The descrip-
tion and quantification of the polymer melt flow is well covered under the scientific
field of rheology[32]. The role of rheology in polymer extrusion has been extensively
researched providing elementary mathematical formulations for melt flow[167]. A
polymer melt, or molten polymer material, is generally a non-Newtonian fluid as the
viscosity varies not only with temperature, but with shear rate as well. An extruder
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used for polymer extrusion contains a barrel with multiple heating zones in which
the material is processed. A motor-driven screw transports the pellets through the
zones and pushes the molten pellets through the nozzle, a convergent zone in the
barrel. Once through the nozzle, a die may be present to shape the material. As
viscosity changes with temperature, zones in the extruder and 3D printer liquefier
thus have varying melt viscosities as the pressure and resulting flow speed in those
zones change.
The viscosity is an important variable for monofilament production and FFF, as
high viscosity requires high pressures to push through the nozzle and low viscosity
may result in excessive shear thinning or uncontrolled melt flow. Low viscosity of
the polymer during monofilament production may cause filament thinning or ”ooz-
ing” (slow dripping) from the nozzle during 3D printing causing blobbing, stringing
between depositions. Excessively high viscosity flow requires significant amounts of
motor torque on the extruder’s filament screw, which may result in locking up of the
system. For printing with continuous fibers, excessively high viscosity flow puts the
continuous fiber under excessive tensile stress which may cause failure of the print
due to fiber breakage or flaking. For engineering polymers, with a high molecular
weight such as PEI, additives, especially plasticizers are often added to reduce the
melt viscosity and/or process temperatures. The effect of various parameters on
polymer viscosity is shown graphically in figure 2.8 [167]. In the case of ULTEMTM
9085, the PEI was blended with Polycarbonate (PC) to improve the ductility and
flow compared to ULTEMTM 1000[94].
Monofilament Extrusion
As previously mentioned, monofilament extrusion is an existing process for an existing
product. Although many papers are available describing the intricacies and proposed
optimization of this process, in practice, the process is machine and material-specific
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Figure 2.8: Influence of process and material parameters on polymer viscosity [167]
and often a trade secret of extruder Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs).
Common extruders generally have 1 or 2 extrusion screws and are called single screw
and twin screw extruders respectively. For melt flows where a high degree of mixing
of the flow is desired, twin screws provide a more stable mixing and heating of the
flow. The extruder screws themselves have a particular design that allows for a feed,
transition and metering zone. Therefore, these extruder screws are very costly to
machine and, as the cost of the extruder is heavily reliant on the number of screws,
often times, a single screw extruder suffices. Many different types of screw geometries
exist as shown in figure 2.9 [95], each with their own function and processing abilities
to the melt flow. The details of each flute geometry as well as the details of each step
in the extrusion process are well described in references[53].
The shape of the nozzle and die of the extruder heavily affect the quality of the
extruded monofilament, and the material expands as it exits the nozzle, a phenomenon
commonly referred to as die swell. This die swell has to be taken into account when
determining the nozzle diameter. Inaccuracies in the nozzle geometry and pressure
system can cause instabilities originating from the shear stress and shear rate in
the flow. Significant research efforts have been done to identify, characterize and
minimize, both numerically and experimentally, the nozzle flow instabilities[3]. For
this dissertation, requests for quotes were sent to industrial monofilament production
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Figure 2.9: Extruder screw geometry directly affects melt processing parameters [95]
labs and companies, and the cost of making a small-batch sample for in-house use
during the development of the 3D printer was in the tens of thousands of dollars per
kilogram of PEI filament. Given that no other alternatives were available at the time,
the decision was made to manufacture an extruder system in-house for the production
of PEI monofilament.
Effects of Monofilament Quality on 3D printing
The quality of the monofilament is very important for the quality of the final part.
Variations in diameter result in variations of nozzle pressure and therefore the printed
part will show an excess or reduction in deposited material. This can result in a stress
concentration that can cause failure of a part. Generally, the go-to level of consistency
for off-the-shelf monofilament is to keep the diameter within 0.05mm, or 50µm of the
desired diameter, which is generally 1.75mm. This is still in agreement with the
original 3D printing filament patent, where it was specified that ”The filament is
deemed satisfactory if there are no measurements larger than 0.0725 inches (1.84mm)
or smaller than 0.0675 inches (1.71mm)”[24]. This is equivalent to a less than 3%
diameter variation. To prevent nozzle or liquefier blockages, care must be taken to
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not add any contaminants to the monofilament. Finally, to prevent filament buckling
during the printing process, it is desirable that the filament has near to no ovality
and is circular in cross-section.
At the start of this research, 3D printing engineering thermoplastic filaments
such as PEI was only available on expensive equipment from large OEMs such as
Stratasys[145] as only large OEMs had the ability to procure or produce engineering
thermoplastic monofilament. However, as mentioned earlier these are now available
on the consumer market, and therefore large and costly industrial printers are not
longer required to print with engineering polymers. Recently, as a proof of concept,
NASA researchers have demonstrated that an off-the-shelf consumer-grade 3D printer
can be retrofitted with minor changes to print quality PEI components[50].
Monofilament Literature Conclusion
For this research, the standard practices concerning quality and consistency will be
maintained. To reduce the effects of the global shortage and Stratasys monopoly of
ULTEMTM 9085 material, ULTEMTM 1000 will be used despite its increased melt
viscosity and processing difficulty. As low filament volumes come at a high cost when
outsourced, an in-house single-screw extrusion system will be developed and used
to produce 1.75mm PEI filament spools that conform to market standards. The
objective for the dimensional accuracy is to keep the variations in filament diameter
within 50µm of the desired diameter. Producing the monofilament in-house will
provide experience with the PEI polymer and the melt flow, which directly transfers
to the continuous fiber printing system that is to be developed.
2.4.2 Continuous Fiber Reinforced Filament
Similarly to the monofilament production, the production of pre-(im)preg(nated) ma-
terial is an existing practice that is well implemented in industry. Pre-preg is generally
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made in the form of sheets, weaves or tapes. Weaves and sheets can be produced with
sufficient quality of impregnation[62], but they do not fit the FFF process feedstock
form requirements. The weaves or sheets can be slit into tapes. With some modifica-
tions these tapes may fit the process after reshaping existing impregnated slit tapes
into circular cross-section filament. Attempts were made to reshape the slit flat tapes
into circular filament in house, however due to the frequent splicing in the tapes (the
tapes available to the researchers had splices roughly every 10 m) and the unavail-
ability of continuous thin tape, the decision was made to impregnate dry fiber tows.
To determine the fiber count required, a trade-off has to be made between the fast
material deposition of higher fiber-counts and increased resolution when using lower
fiber-counts. For the application in aerospace interior components, the accuracy and
weight of lower fiber counts is desired, and therefore 1K tow, with 1000 fibers per
tow would be optimal. Unfortunately, 1K tow without sizing or pre-preg material
was not available at the start of this research. Therefore 3K Hexcel AS4 Hextow tow
was selected [61].
Five distinctly different processes can be used to create impregnated or pre-
(im)preg(nated) filament:
• The first is CFRP melt impregnation, a process that uses heat to melt the
flow and passively flow it in between the fibers. Although it has shown suc-
cess with low viscosity nylon blends[70], the high viscosity of engineering ther-
moplastic melts such as PEI will require a different approach for successful
impregnation.
• A second method is co-mingling dry fibers with thin PEI filament and then
compression molding the filament[6]. Although this may be a suitable appli-
cation for nearly finished parts, for continuous filament production, this would
require a section by section compression molding of the filament and a smooth-
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ing of the joints.
• Another alternative is impregnation through aqueous suspension, where
PEI powder or particles are mixed with water and the fiber is dipped in it. Al-
though early tests show some promise, significant improvement is still required
for industrialization[112].
• Impregnated tow may also be achieved through solvent impregnation. The
dry tow is dipped in a solvent which contains dissolved polymer. The concentra-
tions are low enough so that the viscosity is low. The dipped fiber then enters
a heated chamber to dry off the solvent and homogenize the tow. Two main
distinctions are clear here: drum-type baths and dip-type baths. This method
has shown promising results for homogeneous impregnation and is similar to the
procedure during filament winding of long rovings impregnated with thermoset
resins[103].
• One further method of impregnation is powder impregnation[39]. During
powder impregnation, polymer powder is dropped from a conveyor belt-like
system and blown onto the carbon fiber through forces of static electricity. The
powdered tow then exits the chamber and enters a baking chamber, where the
powder is melted to the fiber under heat.
For these impregnation methods, the exposure to the polymer can be increased by
spreading the tow, allowing for easier contact with the solution or powder. Tow
spreading is an existing technology that is available off the shelf[40][67]. Furthermore,
once the polymer is applied, a bundling and combining action needs to be performed
to return the tow to its cylindrical cross-section, which may be coupled to a shape
and die nozzle-system for reshaping and reheating or post-processing to obtain better
consistency. As with unreinforced monofilament, the reliability and consistency of
this filament is expected to be crucial for the quality of the printed part. Therefore,
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the selected method has to be able to maintain a constant wet-out and fiber-volume
ratio throughout the entire length of the impregnated material.
Figure 2.10: Experimental Sizing Line: 1-Unwinding Mechanism, 2 - Tensioning Unit,
3 - Bath, 4 - Sprayer, 5 - Drying box, 6 - Drawing mechanism, 7 - Winding Mechanism,
8 - Motor and speed control, 9 - Circulation Reservoir [152]
The solvent impregnation method is selected to be used in house as its setup
allows for a steady-state condition to be achieved relatively easily over long lengths
of filament. The theory and application of solvent impregnation through capillary
pressure is well described in references [108][109]. For impregnation methods where
the polymer does not tend to adhere well to the dry fibers, a surfactants can be
added as an intermediate bonding aid. This has been well described for a laboratory
scale proof of concept in references, where it was shown that a low concentration
(≈ 0.5Wt%) of Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) added to the chloroform with PEI can
increase the stability of the bonding of the polymer to the dry fiber [54]. An example
that closely resembles a solvent impregnation line is a sizing line, as shown in figure
2.10.
2.5 Toolpath Generation & Software Development
Currently, the 3D printing of a part begins with a geometric or volumetric repre-
sentation of that part, usually in the form of a triangulated mesh in the form of an
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STL file or other similar representation. A set of desired toolpath parameters is also
defined, providing quantification for process specific details such as part orientation
and location, infill strategies, support material or outer shell thicknesses. Together
with the set machine-specific parameters for the printer specifications (such as noz-
zle diameter, feed rate, etc.) and the material that is used (extrusion temperatures,
viscosity...), the slicing software can generate layer-by-layer toolpaths. The general
notions of this process are visualized in figure 2.11. In order to be interpreted well
by the hardware, usually some form of machine code is generated by the firmware
in the printer, which translates the movement commands in stepper motor steps or
movements.
Figure 2.11: Conventional workflow for the slicing operations in 3D printing.
The following subsections focus on the building blocks in this workflow. Some
of the available software for modeling, slicing and printing is listed in section 2.5.1.
As the research concerns a 6 axis industrial robot, a brief review of robotic motion
planning is done in subsection 2.5.2. The optimal build orientation is the orientation
of the object(s) on the print surface that results in the highest print performance score,
which is generally a metric including the reduction of support material, geometric
errors and print time. Determining the optimal build orientation is important for 3D
printing, and the current state of the art is discussed in section 2.5.4. In subsection
2.5.3, a brief review is done on the existing optimization techniques for the toolpaths
that are generated. Finally, in subsection 2.5.6, an introduction to current multi-axis
toolpathing capabilities is presented.
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2.5.1 CAD/CAM Software
One of the important aspects of this research is being able to visualize and materialize
the digital designs. Many software packages already exist that fulfill these functions.
In this section, a brief overview of the packages evaluated for this research is given.
The first step in part creation is Computer Aided Design (CAD). The virtual gener-
ation of objects through Computer Aided Design (CAD) software is a well developed
field. The most prominent software used for this research is CATIATM [149], a high-
end CAD package with a very broad range of functionality. It has the capability to
load large assemblies very quickly and still remains functionality where many other
CAD packages would be unable to or lag beyond usability. For some of the aspects
of this research, off-the-shelf packages for manufacturing are used. Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) tools can generate code for in-house commercial Computer
Numerically Controlled (CNC) equipment.
Once the object has been generated, Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) soft-
ware is used to translate the geometry into usable machine paths. For CNC tools
many options are available, and InventorTM [9], was used as it ties in well with the in-
house CNC capabilities. Other good alternatives are Solidworks® [150], Siemens NX,
CATIATM, or Mastercam®[64], which is more commonly used in industry. For Addi-
tive Manufacturing, the toolpaths have to be structured differently than toolpaths for
subtractive processes as material is being added instead of removed. The difference
lies in the accessibility of certain areas and the reversing of operations, as material is
added instead of removed, and the part becomes larger instead of smaller. The open
source community has produced many software packages, some of the most popular
being the free CURA [162] and Slic3r [127], or the payware path generation and visu-
alization tool Simplify3D [170]. Commercial 3D printers such as the Stratasys Fused
Deposition Modeling (FDM) equipment contain their own proprietary software, i.c.
Materialise® Magics [144]. Although powerful, this software is closed development
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from Stratasys and is not suitable as a base for this research project.
For this research, the open source G-code visualization package Repetier [44] is
used in combination with the Slic3r, Cura and Simplify3D slicers. None of the avail-
able visualization tools for FFF show the orientation of the nozzle, and therefore, an
in-house developed AM visualization tool was developed in the Python language[47]
with the MayaVi visualization package [43]. Python and MayaVi were selected as
they are a free language and package with powerful calculation and plotting capa-
bilities. Furthermore, a 6 axis robotic system is used with full 6 axis toolpathing,
for which no commercial path generation tools existed at the start of this research.
Therefore a different approach needs to be developed for 6-axis toolpath generation.
Finally, software packages are required to simulate and program the movement
of the robot, to ensure there are no collisions or other issues with the programmed
code. KUKA offers the simulation tools Sim Pro[28], a visual robot environment
and Office Lite[26] a virtual robot controller. Both were used in the initial stages
of this research, and sporadically thereafter. Due to their lack of smooth iterations
between code changes, the choice was made to switch to RoboDK[130] a powerful
recently developed virtual robot simulator which can be used not only with KUKA
robots, but with many other industrial robots as well, and offers functionality for
external axis simulation and integration. Another alternative that was selected to
be suitable is Roboris Eureka [131], however this software was not tested in-house.
For programming of the KUKA robot controller and Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLC), many options exist, and for this research KUKAWorkvisual[27] and TwinCAT
[155] were used, as they fit well with the used Beckhoff EtherCAT communication
architecture in KUKA controllers.
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2.5.2 Introduction to Motion Planning
Collision prevention, obstacle avoidance and configuration solving are complex math-
ematical problems where often times multiple answers satisfy the same given problem,
and as such, the system is often under constrained. The same tool coordinate system
with respect to the base coordinate system may be obtained with different robot con-
figurations, as shown in figure 2.12, and this thus needs to be specified in the robot
programming. Currently KUKA system software selects a default configuration, and
all subsequent commands following this configuration are in the same configuration,
unless this would result in an impossible robot configuration, in which case it switches
to the configuration nearest which contains the least amount of axis movement. This
automatic configuration selection is very useful for the common programmer, yet it
does not account for any obstacles that may be in the robot’s way when it trav-
els throughout its envelope. The problem of detecting obstacles, avoiding them and
solving an under constraint set of equations of motions is thus as old as industrial
multi-axis robotics, and significant research efforts have been lead to find the best
approach to a viable solution.
(a) The KUKA KR6 R700
[169]
(b) Different configurations
with the same tool orienta-
tion
(c) Not all configurations are
desirable or possible
Figure 2.12: The same tool coordinate system location and orientation can be ob-
tained with different solutions for the manipulator orientation, which may not always
be possible: (2.12a) A photo of the KUKA KR6 R700 Sixx, (2.12b) Abstract repre-
sentation of the robot and its axes in two different configurations, (2.12c) Although
the two configurations have the same tool coordinate orientation, they are not always
possible or desirable.
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Although the different algorithms contain vastly different approaches, the gen-
eral idea is that (through some abstraction of a robot) the different configurations of
the robot within the workspace are represented by the configuration space, and any
configuration that does not result in collision is defined as the free space. Any con-
figurations that result in collision are part of the forbidden region or obstacle, which
is the complementary of the free space within the configuration space. An example
is given with respect to the configurations in figure 2.12b, both configurations are
part of the configuration space and the free space, yet when an object is placed as in
figure 2.12c, then the right-hand configuration is no longer part of the free space, but
now becomes part of the forbidden region, and must be excluded from any possible
solution to the motion of the robot.
Recent techniques for solving this problem of motion planning in robotics include
sampling-based algorithms such as A* (originally proposed in 1968[58], a heuristic
extension to Dijkstra’s shortest path Algorithm), D* (a path planning algorithm for
unknown and dynamic environments proposed in 1993[142]), Probabilistic Roadmaps
(PRM[73]) and Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT). The A* algorithm uses a
primitive pathfinding function between known nodes with path cost functions to
determine the optimal (lowest cost) path, whereas the D* algorithm can contain
moving nodes and weights, which is where it got its name (D* is abbreviated from
”Dynamic”). The algorithms A* and D* are widely used to connect nodes in a con-
figuration space and to find the optimal path in static and dynamic environments,
however they do not include the ability to pre-search the design space for possible so-
lutions which may make them slower than other, more heuristic tree-based approaches
such as PRM and RRT, which do not find impossible paths before determining the
optimal one from the set.
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Probabilistic Road map (PRM)
The base of the probabilistic roadmap method is the continuous random sampling of
possible paths by creating random nodes in the free space to determine a functioning
roadmap between a start and an end-location. Two major phases exist in the PRM
algorithm:
• The learning phase: comprised of the construction and the expansion step.
• The query phase: here, paths are found between start and goal configurations
using the roadmap constructed in the learning phase, after which optimality
algorithms (such as A*, D*, Dijkstra’s...) can be used to find the least expensive
path.
Many variations exist on this basic method[51], including local and global smoothing
algorithms to check for shortcuts in the roadmap. Others use variations on the seeding
or connecting strategies of the nodes within the free space, or sampling of the nodes
to create shortcuts. The application of collision detection is the most time-consuming
step in the algorithm. This may be done by checking each node in the path for a
collision value, and by checking each motion between those nodes to be collision free,
where often the second step is the most computationally expensive one. Within the
motion between two nodes, again two approaches exist for the determination of a
collision:
• Incremental checking: where the path is walked in incremental steps and each
step is verified to be in the free space, OR,
• Binary checking, where each middle-point in a path is checked to see if it is part
of the free space. If it is, then a recursion is made over the newly generated
path-segments where each middle node is again checked.
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The second method often results in faster collision-detection as the middle-point
has the highest chance of not being collision free[136]. An example illustration of a
probabilistic network is shown in figure 2.13.
Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT)
In contrary to the PRM, the Rapidly Exploring Random Tree does not generate
random points throughout the free space, but it randomly seeds the free space with
a node (of which the distance to the start is limited by a growth factor) and then
connects that node to the starting configuration. If the connection is feasible, then
this state is added to the tree. This is done recursively until a path is found that
leads to the goal configuration. The tree can be ”steered” towards a certain growth
area through the introduction of small probability-based variables to increase the
speed of the algorithm, or to pull it in a certain direction of the solution space. Some
variations of RRT algorithms can be considered as stochastic fractals, as shown in
figure 2.14. Kinodynamic problems, which include bounds for force/torque, velocity
Figure 2.13: Illustration of a probabilis-
tic roadmap with obstacles and an opti-
mal path[21, p. 207]
Figure 2.14: Some variations of RRT can
be seen as Stochastic Fractals: the cen-
tral node is the starting configuration,
and the tree grows from there to find the
optimal solution[159]
and acceleration, can also be based on this algorithm, and have been shown to work
well in practice[37]. These problems are of particular interest in robotics, as each
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physical robot has limitations on axes acceleration, velocity, torques and forces; which
is the basis of this algorithm. Furthermore, holonomic configurations (configurations
that are able to control all 6 physical degrees of freedom) contain too many solutions
that may be equally expensive. At this point, the algorithm cannot be used in its
pure form, but with minor adjustments[90], they can largely benefit from RRT, and
it is very suitable for non-holonomic problems.
Considerations towards Application on 3D Printing Robotics
In 3D printing, the object being printed grows (slowly) as the material is deposited
over time. This implies that there is a quasi-static condition where the free space
within the configuration space slowly shrinks, as the part grows larger. As such, a
dynamic tool-pathing algorithm must thus be used which allows for the shrinkage of
this free space. The 3D printing process is relatively slow, and the robot is generally
not expected to work in conjunction with faster-moving objects such as humans or
other robots entering the configuration space. However, 3D printing does require
rather accurate deposition and the robot motion must always be kept clear of the
forbidden region. The computational speed of the algorithm is therefore not as es-
sential as the accuracy, and brute-force algorithms and methods should not be used.
PRM and RRT are therefore the best candidates for the toolpathing algorithms. Out
of these two, the Rapidly exploring Random Tree most likely offers the most effi-
cient algorithm as it can easily be adapted to include non-linear state constraints for
non-holonomic, kinodynamic configurations.
Although important for future developments of complex automated 6-axis 3D
printing software, the current state of the art of the system does not require auto-
mated complex solution space assessment and evaluation. Manual assessment of any
collisions, self intersection and other solution space issues through off-line simulation
and manual correction / intervention of the arm configuration is required.
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2.5.3 Toolpath Optimization
For 3D printing, the standard for the generation from toolpaths for the 3D printer
is to generate them from an STL file, which contains only surface information. 3D
printed parts may contain complex, highly curved surfaces, whose information may
be lost due to poor or insufficient tessellation. The KUKA robots, and many NC
tools have the capability to also follow arcs or splines. Furthermore, 3D printers
process data from many hundreds of thousands of commands, and robotic equipment
is designed for relatively simple pick and place algorithms. For higher order control
requirements, a PLC is commonly used to control the robots movement. Therefore,
these robots have a filesize limitation for programs. This is why an algorithm needs to
be developed that optimizes and reduces the program filesize by reducing the number
of commands the NC code contains.
Recreation of optimal toolpath from discretized data is well researched in literature
[75][92][164]. This is particularly of interest to properly analyze and represent addi-
tive manufacturing parts[110]. It falls under the general context of support for Com-
puter Aided Process Planning (CAPP) applications [146][160] leading to appropriate
analysis for potential machining features [180]. A methodology for reconstructing an
unknown surface from a set of scattered points is described in references[56][120]. The
main setback was the non-parametrization of the construction, making the obtained
model unusable in subsequent steps. A review on approaches for handling usable
curves from CAD to CAM, in the Bezier format, is conducted in references[46]. The
authors identify multiple toolpath planning that lead to machining time reduction
which can be appropriated. Toolpath planning, where connections between known
points in a volume are consecutively executed, is highly related to graph theory,
a study of mathematical structures used to model relation between objects, which
can include toolpath coordinates. Recently, graph theories[125] and approximation
methods[93], as well as many other topological operations, are investigated and suc-
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cessful specific results are obtained. [93] is particularly interesting to our scenario
where circular arcs were a starting point for this research. Finally, even though a
lot of this research was initiated with cutter locations in subtractive manufacturing
[119][128][179], multiple benefits can be identified and applied for additive manufac-
turing.
2.5.4 Build Orientation Optimization
The build orientation or direction of a part in Additive Manufacturing (AM) and
FFF specifically, is the general vector or orientation in which a part is growing dur-
ing manufacturing. For composites, the equivalent would be the stacking direction.
During 3D printing where one layer is stacked on top of a previous layer, the general
build direction is defined as the Z vector, as X and Y are in the build plane, and
form a ”slice” of a 3D print. The direction of the build orientation has complex
effects on parts’ quality, process planning, processing time and cost, post-processing
requirements, etc. Build orientation, as one of the preparation or process planning
steps in AM, affects the downstream preparation procedures, such as support gen-
eration, slicing, tool-path generation, etc., which co-determine the final build time,
cost and quality. The identification of the optimal build orientation for a part is
one of the main drivers of process planning in AM. For 3-axis AM processes, also
called flat-layer concept AM processes, there are mainly two directions to optimize
the build procedure for a given part, one is optimizing layer filling pattern (tool-path
planning) and the other is optimizing the build direction (orientation optimization).
To optimize the part quality and processing steps when using the new FFF process,
there is a need for an updated orientation optimization method.
Due to the importance, many researchers have been investigating this challenge
for almost as long as the production method has been around. To solve this problem,
there are two main tasks [85]:
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1. Identify a set of alternative orientations from an infinite alternative build orien-
tation space for a 3D part (it can rotate freely around three axes with infinite
angle options in the 3D build space)
2. Apply Multi-criteria/attribute decision making method (MADM) for determin-
ing the optimal out of the pre-identified alternatives
To solve the first task, there are again main two groups of methods, rule or knowl-
edge based methods and sampling or listing methods. For the rule or knowledge based
method, base planes, key surface features or user-defined surface features on a 3D part
model can be used with associated rules to suggest a set of finite alternative build
orientations [48][122][173][13][184][187]. For the sampling or listing method, a math-
ematical or statistical method can be used to explore a predefined smaller orientation
space from the theoretically infinite solution space [17][181][101][117]. Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) and Response Surface Methodology (RSM) are some of the optimization
methods used. To deal with the second task, multi-criteria were usually defined to
be considered in order or simultaneously through the applying of suitable decision
algorithms. Since the build orientation affects many downstream processing chains,
usually a group of factors with complex interrelations should be considered. When
optimizing using a mathematical or genetic algorithms, the computation increases
in cost as the searching step length decreases. When considering multiple factors
or criteria simultaneously, the computation becomes more complex due to the addi-
tional computation for multi-objective functions. Hence, this approach is relatively
less efficient to solve the first task [117]. While rule or knowledge based methods are
more effective to identify a set of finite alternative orientations since it can focus on
more practical alternative orientations and implicitly capture the embedded design
intention when a part is designed for the process. Hence, to save computation time
and to simplify the orientation problem of the new composite AM, this research uses
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a feature and rule-based method to generate finite alternative orientation set and a
multi-attribute decision making model is applied. The rules used in the proposed
model are stemming from limitations of the manufacturing equipment, the process
and error minimization between the digital model and the physical model. Due to
the special processing characteristics and constraints of the new composite AM, the
former methods cannot directly be adopted and will need to be adapted. Further, it
should be noted that all of these optimization methods are designed for 3-axis additive
manufacturing, which is only a subset of the proposed 6 or 7 axis additive manufac-
turing. No published research was found describing build orientation approaches or
processes for true 6 or 7 axis AM or FFF. Due to the special processing characteristics
and capabilities of this new FFF process, current orientation optimization methods
in literature can not be directly adopted. Hence, part of this research is dedicated to
propose an orientation optimization method for the new FFF process.
2.5.5 Build Orientation and Part Sectioning
The challenges to create a computer generated toolpath for a Multi-Axis FFF sys-
tem (MAFFF) include defining the slicing plane orientations, accurate sectioning of
parts that benefits manufacturability, creating an efficient toolpath and maintaining
product mechanical performance. Studies have shown that analysis on mesh-defined
geometries can be used to identify and extract prominent cross-sections [137], ex-
cerpts of which are shown in figure 2.15. These studies can be used to aid in the
sectioning and to determine general print build directions and nozzle orientations.
The basic approach to multi-direction slicing, where a part is divided into major fea-
tures which are sliced independently and consecutively compounded has already been
demonstrated at a primitive level[34], though for complex jointed features, implemen-
tation in MAFFF requires significant improvements on the distinction for sections of
transition. With this initial algorithmic analysis, further development could be im-
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plemented that allows for detailed user interaction for selecting the optimal build
direction. In addition, an improved method of determining the build direction and
depositing the material can benefit to further increase the mechanical properties and
printer performance of the produced parts [188]. The continued investigation on the
automated sectioning of a part to be printed for optimal build orientation is critical
for future work.
2.5.6 Multi-Axis Toolpath Generation
Current, non-proprietary slicers focus on a parallel plane by plane approach to deter-
mine the toolpath, stemming from the current limitation of being able to print in the
horizontal plane only. There has therefore not been a need to vary the orientation
of the printing plane within the same print as there was not a mechanical system
that could manufacture it. With the advent of 5 axis and 6 axis printers, toolpath
generation can include varying plane orientation or base coordinate system within
the same model being printed [55][71][105][189]. In addition, industrial robotics are
becoming more widely used in the manufacturing world and many robots have full 6
degree of freedom capabilities[174]. Efficient toolpath generation and the reduction of
support material is a critical challenge for FFF [33], and the further development of
the software running these multi-axis systems can greatly reduce the need for support
material. Further benefits include an increase in strength through higher continuity
of filament and increased bonding of consecutive layers, as proven by methods for
Curved Layer FDM (CLFDM) which allows deposition on a non-planar base surface
as developed and shown in figure 2.15 [138][15]. This was implemented on a 3-axis
system by others[139].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: Novel methods in toolpathing and mesh analysis: (2.15a) CLFDM meth-
ods may be applied to allow deposition on non-planar surfaces [15], (2.15b) Toolpath
and deposition orientation determination can be extracted from Prominent Cross-
Sections (PCS) and skeleton analysis [137].
2.6 Characterization of FFF 3D Printing
In high-tech engineering, there is a desire to know the performance of a part or com-
ponent before manufacturing has even begun. Therefore, many standardized methods
currently exist to perform the characterization of 3D printed parts. This is gener-
ally done through computational simulation and or coupon or subcomponent level
physical testing. Unlike machined parts, the 3D printed part is highly anisotropic,
and bears much resemblance to composite structures, even without the inclusion of
continuous fiber reinforcement. It should therefore be regarded as a composite and
simulated as one. For composite structures, coupon testing is done to identify and
predict the material behavior, however for large complex structures, a full-scale sim-
ulation is often performed. Additive manufacturing should be regarded in the same
light, and sufficient knockdown factors should be applied to account for unknowns,
as is done with composite manufacturing and design. This has already been demon-
strated to some extent through the simulation and prediction of likely locations of
crack initiation based on the thermally induced residual stresses in a 3D printed car,
as shown in figure 2.16.
In this research, a similar approach will be taken: ASTM testing of coupons and
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(a) 3D printed car - Strati [87] (b) Simulation results of the manufacturing
process [151]
Figure 2.16: Prediction of printer performance: (2.16a )The ORNL Printed Car
- Strati [87], (2.16b) Likely locations of crack initiation due to thermally induced
residual stresses [151].
parts will be used to identify key mechanical properties, knowing that these may not
fully represent a 3D printed parts performance, unless the part happens to resemble
a coupon. More often than not, the 3D printed part will by highly anisotropic and
3 dimensional, and will vary significantly from the coupons’ geometry, especially if 6
axis toolpathing is being used to its full potential extent. Using ASTM testing in a
sensible way, the fiber volume ratios, void volume ratios and mechanical properties
such as longitudinal and transverse strength will be determined. It is important
to note that the aim of this research is not to predict or simulate the strength or
performance of 3D printed components with continuous fiber reinforcement. The
tests done are for comparison to references only and do not represent the strength of
a complex printed part.
Some perspectives will be provided considering the suggested micro-to-macro scale
modeling and meshing of 3D printed parts, however beyond that, computational
verification, simulation and further characterization is considered to be outside of the
scope of this research.
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2.7 Framework for Reinforced Multi-Material AM
This section presents a complex system in which resources are integrated (both ma-
chinery and materials) in an intuitive design tool. The complexity lies in the under-
lying algorithms transforming the functional behavior and intent into a suitable net
3D shape.
2.7.1 Framework Focus
The development of design methodologies and specifications, cross-connected with
appropriate programming, enables greater uses of 3D printing by using multiple ma-
terial solutions and more range of motion (6 axis instead of 3 axis) allows for greater
load carrying capacity. This will expand the use of 3D printing into manufacturing
processes of products that require high strength. This section targets rethinking the
design process, both the fundamental and the experimental aspect, by considering
the integration and emergence of additive manufacturing coupled with the ability
to produce fiber reinforced structures. One can only imagine the benefits that can
emerge from having a scientific tool that enables the designer to achieve optimal
structural performance. A scientific hypothesis for a design mechanism that prepares
for the next generation net shape manufacturing employing recent advances in ad-
ditive manufacturing is proposed. The following three subjects are covered in this
framework:
• The need for the creation of a design tool that supports multi-material function
oriented additive manufacturing,
• The need for numerical characterization of the created model with respect to a
well-defined mechanical performance spectrum, and
• The need for experimental verification of the manufacturing process and exper-
imental validation and characterization of the output product.
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The aim of this section is to summarize the design process with respect to additive
manufacturing, was performed in section 2.2. This allows initiation of the next step
in additive manufacturing based on a new design paradigm in section 2.7.2, building
on existing evaluations for the Design for Additive Manufacturing in literature [186].
The details on this framework are elaborated on in section 2.7.3. Following this,
examples of optimization algorithm sequences to generate a 3D part in an envelope
boundary that best answers the required and predefined physical specifications and
characteristics is shown in section 2.7.4. Finally, the proposed framework and its
implications are concluded in section 2.7.5. Although some of the proposed ideology
may work for metallic 3D-printed parts or other processes of additive manufacturing,
the examples of the framework proposed in this section are tailored around the fused
deposition modeling process.
2.7.2 The Design Framework
From the above it is clear that new functionality needs to be added to the design tools
to capture 3D printing specific features and challenges, as elaborated in the following
items:
• Integration of machinery and resources in the design process: Additive manu-
facturing comes in virtually every shape, form and size can produce products
of equally varying complexity. Although this variety has been documented in
literature [25], no software exists yet which decides which form of additive man-
ufacturing is most suitable for the task. Design for manufacturing guidelines
are are still quite young for additive manufacturing. The designer needs to have
the capabilities integrated to achieve/verify a ”printable” design. This implies
selecting the resources (including definitions of the manufacturing resolutions)
available to him or her in terms of machinery and materials, and the design tool
must have these capabilities internally available to perform the analysis of the
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complete design space. Frameworks for multi-criteria decision making models
which include additive manufacturing in the factory production portfolio exist
[2] but lack the flexibility of the design environment as they start the opti-
mization process where the geometry and materials of the design are assumed
known. Other Design for Manufacturing (DFM) research includes machinery-
driven CAD feedback [124] depending on the manufacturing process, but don’t
extend to the full potential of additive manufacturing by excluding e.g. multi-
material optimization or topology optimization from the iteration cycle.
• Multi-material and manufacturing representation: The model should be able to
virtually represent gradients and discrete sets of multiple materials and their
mechanical, thermal, etc. properties. To unlock the potential of additive man-
ufacturing, poly-printing with multiple materials (nozzles) is required. Models
should be able to represent these within the design representation, and not
dissociate single parts into smaller clusters. An example proof of concept of
such a rapid prototype software system with multi-material support has al-
ready been prototyped [19]. Not only does the multi-material system facilitate
the integration of multiple functionalities in an object, it also forms the basis of
a meaningful information exchange between design and fabrication [86]. When
integrated with the available machinery on-site, this virtual prototyping system
can also be used to identify problem areas that are expected deviate too far
from the intended design, as already prototyped for a single material [18] and
further developed for multi-materials [20].
• Topology optimization: Functional modeling plays an integral part for multi-
ple objective optimization in additive manufacturing. The highly anisotropic
behavior of additive manufactured parts makes functional modeling a compet-
itive solution to enhance part performance. Topology optimization as a design
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principle has been well detailed and documented extensively for both two and
three-dimensional systems [63] and has been proven experimentally [194]. An
example of multi-material representation in combination with topology opti-
mization is given by C. Zhuang [191], as shown in figure 2.17. In the example,
the authors show how topology can be optimized using predefined ratios of
material allocation and objective function. The software then iterates over the
design to find the optimum objective value while maintaining a minimum of
each material. The resulting geometries from topology optimization are often
Figure 2.17: An Example of Multi-Material Topology Optimization for a heat con-
duction problem [191].
organic-looking and not clean, and need to be smoothened or restructured be-
fore they can be used and represented by NURBS surfaces and curves in CAD
software to remove issues that may arise from the (often discrete nature of)
topology optimization. Research has shown that, these discrete surfaces can be
approximated [116] efficiently and integrated in within the CAD Package [153]
[11].
• Mathematical modeling of internal reinforcement: Designers often integrate re-
inforcement structures to reduce weight, cost and to maintain part integrity.
Typically these structures are represented mathematically and design tools do
not have means to integrate these formulations within the CAD models, even
though manufacturing tools have those capabilities.
• Selective Reinforcement: Additive manufacturing parts are typically not con-
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Figure 2.18: Improvement in mechanical properties through the addition of con-
tinuous reinforcement in Additive Manufactured parts and a representation of the
reinforcement within the design tool [98].
sidered competitive with their subtractive counterparts, mainly due to lower
strength. This is particularly true for plastic printed components that are often
found in prototyping environments. Recent integration of short fiber reinforce-
ment proves that parts can be made significantly stronger, which makes those
parts highly competitive and thus, elevates production standards [190]. Addi-
tive CAD tools should allow the modeling of selective reinforcement (in the form
of fibers or other material) and represent them for the designer. Latest develop-
ment in selective reinforcements also allow designers to implement continuous
carbon fiber filament within their design model, a procedure that can elevate
certain properties of the printed part, such as the flexural modulus to beyond its
metallic equivalent [98], as shown in figure 2.18, however a proprietary software
package and slicer had to be developed for the process.
• Decentralized Integrated Analysis: During the design process, analysis tools are
required to steer the design in the desirable direction. Whether the desired
characteristics of the design concern static, fatigue or impact analysis, the de-
sign tool should integrate the appropriate finite element solvers and translate
the current design into a suitable (sub-)model which is submitted to the solver.
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Samples of this have already been proven successful, in particular for a thermal
analysis performed on a 3D printed vehicle to predict fracture due to residual
thermal stresses as originated from the deposition process [151]. This is an excel-
lent example of how a design tool can combine the multi-material visualization
and specification with an appropriate iterative solver and post-processor.
• Toolpath Generation for Additive Manufacturing: As subtractive manufactur-
ing has evolved concurrently with commonly used design tools, these tools often
contain modules to generate toolpath information for subtractive manufactur-
ing. For Fused Deposition Modeling, the tensile strength of printed parts can
decrease to as low as 10% of their injection molded counterparts purely de-
pending on toolpath orientation and manufacturing method [4]. Additionally,
tests show that the modulus of elasticity can lower to 65% [192]. The toolpath
orientation thus heavily influences the mechanical properties of the additively
manufactured part. Therefore, the existing toolpath modules should be aug-
mented with additive manufacturing toolpath generation algorithms to produce
a more encompassing package. In this, several methodologies could be imple-
mented for standard toolpath generation including general guidelines for slicing
such as the inter-layer slicing techniques developed by Dolenc and Mäkelä [36]
or the intralayer toolpath generation guidelines of Jamieson and Hacker [69]. In
addition, specialty methodologies such as curvilinear infill strategies developed
by Ding et al. [33] for thin-walled structures and various adaptive slicing tech-
niques developed by Pandey et al. [118] for adaptive slices based on curvature,
Ma et al. [96] for adaptive slices using NURBS-based approximation and/or
Kulkarni and Dutta [83] to achieve increased geometrical accuracy and faster
print times may be implemented modularly as well.
• In-process Monitoring Methods: Current additive manufacturing processes,
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both at the commercial scale and the desktop-home printer scale generally
lack feedback between the manufacturing process and the desired design. This
open loop often leads to the propagation of manufacturing errors throughout
the process, resulting in inferior prints which, may need to be discarded and
re-manufactured depending on the allowables and tolerances. Continuous or
discrete in-process manufacturing health methods offer the option to cancel
procedures or to introduce corrective measures, which can still bring the
product quality to within acceptable standards. As the desire for in-process
quality control grows with industry, new areas of research are opening up as
well. An example of the emerging of these processes is the use of ultrasound
monitoring during Selective Laser Melting (SLM). Initial results of research
show that defects such as voids can be detected as the print continues [129].
Further improvements of the manufacturing process can be expected by closing
the loop to incorporate positional feedback through a controller in the system,
as shown in figure 2.19 [171].
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4.1 Trajectory Following 
Trajectory following evaluates the ability of the system to perform coordinated 
motion. Input commands formulated as G-Code replicate motions found in a real-world 
print. Figure 4 shows the system’s performance in following a circular trajectory composed 
of 50 linear segments, both in open-loop and closed-loop (PI control) modes, run at a 
nominal speed of 90 mm/s. 
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4.  Open-loop vs. PI closed-loop circle tracking. (a) Raw trajectories, (b) 
Tracking error amplified radially 20X. 
Figure 4 shows representative result curves from both closed-loop and open-loop 
following of the circular trajectory, with error magnified radially 20-fold to better illustrate 
the differences in performance. A smaller, more intricate path is tested in Figure 5. Again, 
the trajectory was generated as G-Code and run at 90 mm/s. This time, the error is not 
amplified. 
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Figure 2.19: Open-loop vs. PI closed-loo circle tracking: (left) Raw trajectories,
(right) Tracking error amplified radially 20 times. [171]
• Post-production models: Several physical considerations should be accounted
for during the design process such as the shrinkage of material after solidifi-
cation, allowances and surface finishing. Subtractive manufacturing typically
produces high end finished parts, which is not the case currently with additive
parts. Designers should have the ability to represent their model post pro-
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duction and to have automatically generated based on material properties and
manufacturing processes. Initial studies in which post-production deviations
are quantified have already been performed, as shown in figure 2.20, where the
geometric deviations with respect to the designed computer model are shown
[29]. Other post-production issues must also be integrated in the design, such
as warping and internal residual stresses caused by the unequal cooling of the
printed paths. For this, calculations from the initial research can already be
implemented to suggest a different deposition orientation to reduce or prevent
the warping deformation during the print [168].
Figure 2.20: Manufacturing deviation for a 3D printed part with a layer height of
0.35mm [29]
The underlying algorithms to additively manufacture and to (digitally and physi-
cally) experimentally verify the methodology are highly inter-connected. As such,
knowledge relevant to the process, materials, processing and desired tolerance are in-
timately connected to the governing algorithms and machine capacities. This multi-
scale integration will be highly multi-disciplinary. The different disciplines involved
can span all areas of current engineering, including, but not limited to design for
aerodynamics, design for manufacturing, design for integration, design for optimized
parameters and many more. With respect to this vast integration, comprehensive re-
views on the benefits and progress in Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)
in aerospace design [141] show that MDO methodology has transcended its structural
optimization roots and is growing in scope and depth toward encompassing complete
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Figure 2.21: Building-block approach of considerations for the part design process
sets of disciplines required by the applications at hand. When applying this method-
ology towards additive-subtractive manufacturing methods, the new manufacturing
methodology will include and make use of all knowledge acquired on both additive
and subtractive manufacturing methods, including an as-complete-as-possible set of
limitations on each manufacturing method included in the methodology. Concept of
integration of additive-subtractive processes containing a decision algorithm based on
manufacturability of certain geometries have already been proven in literature [74].
This multi-disciplinary integration of proven methods in design and manufacturing
will lead to a ”Swiss Army Knife” of design tools which has its specialized applica-
tions to all forms of design problems, as long as they are definable within the confines
of the design process, and can be considered to be the epitome of design.
2.7.3 Framework Specification
The design process requires an objective function, which quantifies the suitability of
the design, as a basic input function so that the system knows what the eventual
goal is. Together with an initial guess or design space and the applicable loading
conditions, design iterations are made using a set of available materials. The design
iteration, material assignment, objective function and production elements of this
process diagram are discussed in the following sections, in order of relevancy, and the
proposed design tool process is schematically represented in figure 2.21.
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Input of the Design Tool
Using the concept of Additive-Subtractive Manufacturing cells, an input of a design
space and a loading condition, techniques for topology optimization and optimal
build direction could be used to determine the most beneficial design in terms of
cost, manufacturing time, manufacturing method and hardware.
The definition of this design space can be done using popular boundary representa-
tion techniques which indicate the bounding surfaces. Internal volume discretization
and characterization can then be done by either discrete subdivision, through mesh-
ing with polyhedrons such as tetrahedra or by voxelizing the geometry based on those
analytical boundary definitions. Each primary element of that subdivision then con-
tains the specifications of the material in that section, whether it is anisotropic or
homogeneous in nature. For gradient materials, the subdivision must be able to be
quantified in terms of properties containing gradual and stepwise material variations,
and mesh size is thereby determined by the gradient and step sizes in the varying
properties.
In order to fully optimize the design for in-house production, the design tool also
requires an input set of data that identifies the manufacturing processes that are
available on-site, each with its own configuration envelope. This input data ranges
from a list of additive manufacturing tools such as 3D printers or fiber placement
machines to subtractive manufacturing methods, such as drilling or milling, and may
even include laws for deformative manufacturing methods such as rubber pressing
or bending. Series size must be included into the design such that the design tool
can optimize for the manufacturing process, and that choices can be made whether
it will be profitable to use a certain method for manufacturing of 1, 10 or 1000 parts.
This way, the optimal manufacturing process for a single component may be some
form of 3D printing, however it may be more cost-effective for the production of 1000
components of identical geometry to be die-cast or injection molded. Similarly, a list
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of the available materials and material cost should be added to the design, such that
the material selection can occur automatically based on the weighting function in the
design.
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Figure 2.22: Sample of the part design process for additive manufacturing, which in-
cludes material allocation optimization and evaluation through one or more objective
functions
Design Tool Processes
The previously defined part design process can be augmented to include specialized
functions related to machinery specifications, manufacturer or designer’s availabil-
ity of a certain material and certain preselected optimization functions. This way,
the design process is automated according to the functional requirements of a part
within a certain design space. Limitations can be imposed restricting the process to
a certain manufacturing tool, i.c. the design becomes machine specific, which reduces
design flexibility but improves the design for manufacturing. Furthermore, using the
load cases anticipated on the model and the available materials and production tech-
niques, a topology optimization can be performed within the design space, which can
make the structural design much more function-oriented by removing design sensi-
tivity. Finally, once an ideal design has been found, algorithms on optimal build
direction can be added to the additive-subtractive manufacturing process such that
the initially defined objective function is minimized. Given that the designed tool
could be both additive and subtractive, the steps could alternate between the two
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modes of manufacturing to result in the optimal manufacturing process according
to the objective function with the least amount of restrictions. Deformation-based
manufacturing techniques could be added, but will be highly material-dependent and
may require significantly more computational time as this type of analysis requires
the use of hyper-elastic regions of the material property spectrum. Once a certain
design has been found, and a convergence of the solution of the problem set is within
acceptable limits, the part can be sent to the specific machine to produce it with a
minimized chance of any manufacturing problems.
It is important to notice that the methodology described above incorporates ele-
ments coming from material selection, shape and topological optimization, build ori-
entation optimization and slicing or toolpath generation, etc. It is therefore a highly
suitable example to demonstrate the broad scope of the multi-disciplinary design
optimization methodology proposed here. The development of an all-encompassing
design tool requires knowledge not only about the design methodology, but also the
manufacturing process and a customer’s expectations concerning appearance, beyond
structural performance, i.e. smooth surface finish, and integrates these part finish-
ings in the design process, rather than adding an additional beautification step at
the end of the manufacturing cycle. Although in certain cases, the defined manufac-
turing process will require additional finishing, such as sanding rough edges, cleaning
or deburring misaligned depositions or other processes such as bonding separately
manufactured parts together and or painting the surface.
Manufacturing Tool Processes
Each manufacturing tool has its own predefined processes, whether those are based
on company policies or manufacturer’s guidelines. These processes and the opera-
tion documentation for each piece of equipment, including required safety equipment
specification, must be implemented in the output of the design tool removing the
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need for oral communication of fabrication steps or complex CAD drawing reading
by operators, which is often error-prone.  
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Figure 2.23: Qualitative example of the optimization process
Computational Design Processes
In order to drive the design iteration cycle, each and every of the design steps must
be supported by numerical or analytical computational processes that can predict
the output of each specific process. This is intrinsic to the success of the design
tool, as the computational backbone will determine or predict the factors used in the
design weighting function, based on known multi-attribute integrated decision making
models for additive manufacturing, such as those described in literature [185]. Many
of the required computational processes have already been developed as shown in
section 2.7.2, and thanks to the proposed modular composition of the design tool,
the developer can easily implement processes, machinery and resources.
2.7.4 Application Development
The methodology proposed in this section lacks any applicability without the actual
development of a new design mechanism. Therefore, using this methodology as a
foundation, a new tool can be developed that allows for the design of parts and
components using additive-subtractive manufacturing cells. These are building blocks
that define how a component is made, as determined from a manufacturing point of
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view, and they can be tool or machine-specific or more generally applicable to a range
of hardware and devices.
A prototype of the design process for a part can be seen in figure 2.22. Here, the
proposed framework is qualitatively quantified through a quasi-linear programming
workflow, where a set of inputs is required to initiate an iterative optimization process
that leads to an optimized solution. A designer specifies and quantifies the design
space, the available materials, the available machine tools, the design parameters in
terms of loading conditions and the performance parameters in terms of an objective
function. If desired, the designer can also provide an initial guess to the system,
which will significantly reduce the computation time as long as this initial guess is
sensible.
The design tool then iterates on the design by optimizing the product with re-
spect to the predefined optimization functions, which may be modularly added to
provide full flexibility of the design tool. An example of this could be build-direction
optimization, topology optimization or material allocation optimization. Once the
cooperation of each module results in a new design, a weighted objective function
can be computed and if the computed design has converged to an optimum, its spec-
ifications can be automatically translated to the selected manufacturing tools and
production can begin. A list of instructions for any operators could also be procedu-
rally generated, as these usually follow a template defined by company policy. The
automatically generated report contains a summary of the computational steps that
were performed, and may be cloud-based for transparency, if desired.
A relatively simple example is given for a two-dimensional augmented part design
process in figure 2.23. Suppose the primary function of a structural element is to
transmit applied loads to a fixed boundary within a certain design envelope, as shown
in figure 2.23. The proposed methodology as quantified in figure 2.22 can then be
applied as follows.
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In the first step in the figure, the design space and loading mechanism are identi-
fied, based on the known design envelope. Fused deposition modeling using chopped
fibers and continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastics are selected as the available tool
and materials. The objective function in this case could be manufacturing time, a
smooth surface finish on the right flange and minimal build time (or: minimal cost
through minimal tool occupation). The complete design space is used as an initial
guess, where, in step 2, topology optimization functions have been applied to show
a first order estimation of an ideal shape with respect to the loading condition. The
available material and production techniques are then used to determine the segments
of the product where continuous fibers are desired, such as along principal directions
of the loading in the discretized element size. An example of this is shown in step
3 of figure 2.23. Once the shape has been filled with the desired material, the part
is rotated and or translated onto the tool bench such that production leads to the
desired surface quality and such that the manufacturing objective function is mini-
mized, as described in step 4, assuming the product dimensions and the required tool
flexibility are within the tool’s range. In the example given, this results in a minimal
amount of removable support material during the build process, which directly results
in minimal redundant build time. An additional step 5 could be added where, for
instance, a hole is drilled to provide a point of application for the pulling load, and
this would be included in the design cycle as the tool could be equipped with a drill
to perform this function, similar to a milling machine or drill, which would add the
subtractive element. The design framework must be fully functional for 6 degrees
of freedom manufacturing, as this would future-proof the software platform for tech-
nologies that are still in the development phase. This implies having the flexibility
to display and optimize more complicated, fully three-dimensionally reinforced com-
ponents. The authors hereby assume that, through the use of a 6 degree of freedom
platform for the manufacturing, the deposition and building of the part can be done
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.24: Examples of current 5-axis and 6-axis additive manufacturing hardware:
(2.24a) A turntable 3D printer[55], (2.24b) the Mataerial 3D Printer[71], (2.24c) the
5axisMaker Printer[1], and (2.24d) the Arevo Labs 6 axis Printer[88].
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Figure 2.25: Qualitative example of a designed part with selective reinforcements,
from design space or envelope to final, topology optimized shape with material allo-
cation
as required. Researchers are continuously improving on the development of additive
manufacturing beyond typical 3 axis 3D printers, and fully functional 5-axis [55] and
6-axis [71] additive manufacturing devices have been developed to prove that this
concept is feasible, examples of which are shown in figure 2.24.
With this in mind, a second example is developed around forces acting on a cubic-
shaped design space as shown in the left of figure 2.25. When moving through the
framework from figure 2.22, one can imagine that the optimal result contains a multi-
material solution, where reinforcement is added along the primary load paths as orig-
inating from a topological optimization and material is removed where non-essential.
The full 6-axis degrees of freedom of a potential additive-subtractive manufacturing
tool would allow deposition and removal of material wherever needed without meet-
ing any manufacturing limits, as these were eliminated from the optimization space
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in the design-stage.
2.7.5 Framework Conclusion
With the rise of competitive additive methods in the manufacturing and rapid pro-
totyping industry, aerospace manufacturing has to demonstrate efforts to implement
these new methods in the current concept development, design and manufacturing
cycle. The implementation of these new methods begins in the design cycle, where
both virtual and physical tools must be developed purposefully for additive manufac-
turing of variable material components to provide the required reproducibility needed
for certification in aerospace. These new tools must be able to quasi-autonomously
decide the methods that are more suitable for the design, whether it is additive, de-
formative or subtractive, and the options for the component materials. The tools
must be able to identify which features require metallic (through casting, shaping,
milling, etc.) or composite parts (through FFF, (VA)RTM, fiber placed or other com-
posite material based manufacturing methods) based on an appropriate use-based,
modifiable objective function which ties into the requirements of the design related to
cost (both recurring and non-recurring), manufacturing time, series size, mechanical
properties, etc. This methodology requires that the designer has knowledge of the
available manufacturing methods and available machine parameters. Therefore, the
successful development of such an all-encompassing design tool results in a post pro-
cessed machine specific result that drives the design, which is automated according
to function instead of having a typical linear numerical chain.
2.8 Conclusion
Additive Manufacturing is a broad field of which 3D printing is only a fragment. Even
within 3D printing, many different forms of printing exist, including powder, solid and
liquid methods. 3D printing can be used for rapid tool-less manufacturing, eliminating
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several major expenses (lead time and tools) in traditional methods. Unfortunately,
3D printed parts generally suffer from a reduced strength in the build direction which
can be reduced or removed through modification of the printing process by including
other orientations of printing. 3D printed parts also suffer from a reduction in strength
compared to injection molded parts and the strength of the parts can be increased
through the addition of continuous fibers in the part. The Fused Filament liquid
Fabrication form is the only process that where the addition of continuous fibers in a
controlled way is possible. The addition may lead to a significant gain in performance
to the process. It is the only process where bridging of the build direction by layers of
fibers perpendicular to the build direction of a base layer is possible, and that can be
used for 6 axis AM. This addition can reduce or eliminate the build-direction material
strength knockdown that this AM process has. For optimal flexibility in the design
of the carbon fiber fill ratio, a system is to be designed where both continuous fiber
filament and polymer monofilament is a distinctly different inputs to the printer. The
polymer selected for the application is PEI as it conforms to the high performance
material market and as it is suitable for interior cabin use as per its FST ratings.
Unfortunately, at the start of this research, no commercial PEI filament was avail-
able off the market at a reasonable market price and the decision is made to produce
the monofilament in-house through a single screw extrusion process. Similarly, no
continuous carbon fiber impregnated with PEI was available and a wet impregnation
process will be used to manufacture the filament. Both open-source and off-the-shelf
software will be used as much as possible to develop the 3-axis printing process,
however no 6 axis software currently exists for 6 axis FFF. Therefore, the required
software and visualization of the toolpath with be generated in-house. A prototype in-
dustrial robotic platform will be designed, built and tested together industrial PLC’s
to reduce the curve for industry adoption. Off-the-shelf simulation software will be
used to simulate the robot movement and for the design the robotic cell configuration.
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Once operational, the printed coupons and parts will be subject to current, standard
testing equipment including ASTM tensile and composition tests to determine me-
chanical and compositional characteristics. These preliminary numbers will be used
to benchmark the performance of the parts and to indicate potential room for im-
provement. The development of this technology will help fill in some of the current
gaps in the larger framework for including AM in design and industry implementation
of functional composite FFF printed parts.
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Chapter 3
Material Formatting
Before the printing process can be introduced and analyzed, the printer feedstock
needs to be addressed. In section 2.4, the material selection that led to PEI material
was discussed, and the necessity for the in-house production of two different filaments
(monofilament and continuous fiber reinforced filament) was discussed. In this chap-
ter, the in-house methodology developed to produce the PEI monofilament and the
continuous fiber filament is detailed. The development of the in-house PEI monofila-
ment is discussed in section 3.1, focusing on the process parameters and methods for
diameter control, followed by a description of each step in the test setup. The selected
method for continuous fiber filament production is solution impregnation, as was de-
tailed in section 2.4. The continuous impregnation process and methodology are
discussed in section 3.2. The impregnation process and required impregnation soak
time are approached analytically, using existing methods for impregnation through
capillary pressure. This is compared to the in-lab process trials with a variety of test
setups. The final setup developed includes a reshaping and dieing process, in addition
to the impregnation process. The results of both filaments are briefly summarized in
section 3.3.
3.1 Manufacturing of Monofilament
Monofilament manufacturing is an existing industrial process that is applied here to
manufacture the in-house filament. No new processes or methods were developed, and
therefore the details of the in-house extrusion will not be elaborated on beyond the
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lab setup developed for this research. The monofilament extrusion process consists
of an extrusion barrel, a diameter control stage and a winding stage. The process
parameters of the extrusion and the diameter control method are discussed in section
3.1.1. The experimental verification of this technology was done using the off-the-
shelf components to build a lab-scale extrusion line. This discussed in section 3.1.2.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 3.1.3.
3.1.1 Process Development & Extruders
Extrusion of plastics is a well developed field, and the technique is used to produce an
in-house extrusion line. Several notes are made here concerning the extrusion equip-
ment requirements, process parameters and diameter considerations. Two different
general types of extruders exist: a barrel type extruder and a plunger type extruder.
Many variations exist in both systems, however for both systems, feedstock material,
commonly in the form of pellets or granules, are brought in through a hopper, and
then melted in one or multiple heated zones. The melted material, commonly referred
to as ”melt”, is then mechanically extruded out of the heated zone, through a nozzle
into a die. One method for this mechanical action is through the rotation of a screw,
referred to as an auger, driven by a motor, as shown in figure 3.1. Alternatively,
the material may be pushed by a plunger through the nozzle, as shown in figure 3.2.
Plunger type extruders are good for fast extrusions with a limited volume, but the
process does not allow for refilling of the barrel during plunging, and no continuous
flow can be maintained. As hundreds of meters of filament needs to be continuously
extruded for this research, a barrel-type extruder was selected. As mentioned previ-
ously, many different types of extruders exist, each designed to fit a specific purpose.
The extruder design varies depending on the material(s) and flow rate that are being
processed, which define the screw, nozzle and barrel geometry and size. Depending
on the amount of mixing that is required in the barrel, a second screw may be used.
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Figure 3.1: Barrel Type Extruder[65] Figure 3.2: Plunger Type Extruder[65]
In the following subsection, some considerations on the screw selection are detailed.
The key process parameters of extrusion are briefly discussed in the next subsection.
Finally, as this process is used to make 3D printer filament, the variations on the
diameter need to be minimized and measured. A note on diameter control is made
in the last subsection.
Single-Screw Polymer Extruders
The quality of the extrusion can be defined by the consistency of the output. If
there are burnt or degraded sections of plastic in the output, or otherwise unwanted
features such as voids or bubbles, the quality may be less than desired. The shape of
the extrusion screw can highly affect the output quality. For this lab-scale application
of existing technology, however, the focus was on putting a system in place that works
and can provide sufficient material to keep the printing process development going.
The screw and barrel are the most expensive components of any extruder, and for
the quantities that this research required, a single screw would suffice. Since there
is no in-screw blending of other polymers in the mix, there would be little benefit
from having a second screw, and the cost of the system would become prohibitive.
Off-the-shelf options for extrusion systems were used and modified to fulfill the role
of extruding pure PEI into monofilament.
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Extruders & Extrusion Process Parameters
The most important process parameters for extrusion are barrel pressure, melt tem-
perature, melt temperature gradient (or zonal distribution of the temperatures) and
extrusion speed, generally set by the Rotations Per Minute (RPM) of the extrusion
screw. SABIC, the source for the pellets used in this research, recommends nozzle
temperatures for injection molding of ULTEM 1000 at 345 − 400◦C, and the zonal
temperatures of the extruder between 330 − 400◦C, with a screw speed between 40
and 60 RPM when using industrial equipment. The maximum moisture content is
advised at 0.02%, which will require a drying step before extrusion. These param-
eters were used as a baseline for the extrusion of monofilament. Finally, SABIC
mentions that a regrind of up to 30% was successfully processed to recycle used pel-
lets [134]. Although no regrinding of used material was tested for this research, this is
important information to have when the environmental and recycling aspects of the
process detailed in this work are considered. This becomes more important for other
applications of continuous fiber 3D printing, where recycled polymers are desired.
Diameter Control
As the nozzle diameter is a bore in a metal end of the extruder, the nozzle diameter
is fixed and cannot be varied. The pulling speed of the filament from the nozzle in
industrial processes is what determines the wire diameter. The material is generally
solidified by running it through a water bath. However, for this research, the extrusion
speeds are much lower than industrial rates, which is why cooling with air blowers is
sufficient. The nozzle diameter was fixed at 1.5 mm (smaller than the desired filament
diameter to account for roughly 15% die swell) and the diameter of the filament was
controlled by the length of the sag in the extrusion and the amount of weight on
the slack sensor. Further information on die shapes and nozzle flow calculations and
stability can be found in reference [104].
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3.1.2 Experimental Verification with ULTEM 1000
Over the course of this research, in-house extrusion of ULTEM 1000 was required to
obtain the necessary feedstock for the printer. The following subsections discuss each
step required to obtain quality filament.
Pellet Drying
PEI is a hygroscopic material, and absorbs about 0.25% moisture within 24 hours
up to an equilibrium of 1.25% [134]. This is detrimental to the extrusion process,
and leads to bubbly or foamy filament, as can be seen in figure 3.4. Therefore, for
successful extrusion, the pellets acquired from SABIC (figure 3.3) have to be dried.
The procedure that produced desirable effects was drying for 4 hours between 150◦C
and 180◦C in a convection oven (brand: Lab Companion, shown in figure 3.5). Once
dried, the filament can be stored up to a week in a vacuum sealed bag with silica
packets, but the author’s recommendation is to use it as early as possible.
Figure 3.3: PEI Pellets Figure 3.4: Foamy Filament
Initial Extrusion Trials
Initial trials were done using the filastruder, an off-the-shelf extruder for common 3D
printer filaments[45]. This equipment was not able to sustain the pressures and forces
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Figure 3.5: Drying oven Figure 3.6: Metal Filastruder
from extruding PEI. Before developing a more powerful system in-house, extrusion
trials were also done on available equipment at USC. A lab-scale twin screw micro-
compounding extruder (DSM Xplore 5cc twin screw compounder, figure 3.7) was
used. Although the quality of filament was good, the extrusion rate was less than 0.5
meter per hour of setup use. For 3D printing, many meters of consistent filament are
required, and this manufacturing method was not suitable. To increase the production
rate, an off-the-shelf extrusion and winding system were acquired. The Filastruder
Extrusion kit and filawinder kits were used to build a filament extrusion line [45]. This
time, the extruder kit was modified from a wooden frame to an all-steel welded frame,
as shown in figure 3.6. The initial set-up, shown in figure 3.8, was able to extrude
material at a rate of about 4.2 m per hour. Unfortunately, even after multiple
Figure 3.7: The micro-compounder set-up
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Figure 3.8: The original extrusion set-up
attempts to improve and increase the heating power (and insulation) of the system,
the processing temperatures required are simply too high for this setup. Recurring
issues with heating cartridges and motor torque limits prevented the manufacturing
of constant quality filament. The insufficient temperatures result in opaque, cloudy
filament (figure 3.9). Therefore, the decision was made to migrate to a more powerful
extruder.
Figure 3.9: Cloudy filament (right) Figure 3.10: Quality filament
Test Setup
The final test setup used is shown in figure 3.11, and the items labeled are listed
below:
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the monofilament production setup (Not to
scale)
1. Single screw extruder feeds pellets and extrudes them through a die after
passing a melting zone
a) Extruder motor
b) Pellet hopper
c) Zone collar heaters
d) Nozzle and die
e) Cooling fan
f) Filament guide
2. Slack sensor: Measures the sag of the filament coming from the extruder. The
filament diameter is controlled by tension, and thus by the amount of filament
in the sag. The sensor feeds back this information to the winding motor to
maintain an approximate amount of sag. A small saddle is mounted over the
filament to fine-tune the mass without having to change the systems dimensions.
The readings are affected by the geometry of the filament as well, as thicker
filament will deform less and thinner filament will deform more. If the stiffness
of the filament were to change, due to filament degradation due to bubbling,
this would also be picked up by the sensor.
3. Tensioning mechanism: this isolates the filament vibrations in the winding
and sensing system from those in the slack gauge and extruder
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4. Quality and monitoring sensors: These measure the consistency and ovality
of the filament and the amount of filament that has been extruded.
a) Vertical Diameter Sensor
b) Horizontal diameter sensor
c) Diagonal diameter sensor
d) Length sensor
5. Winding guide to prevent the filament from cross-winding
6. Winding system: an off-the-shelf filawinder winds the extruded filament with
feedback from the slack sensor.
Test Setup Trials
After a thorough market trade-study where extruder cost was a driving factor, the
noztek Xcalibur single-screw extruder was selected and installed[113]. This three-
zone extruder is capable of extruding material at up to 420◦C, and is the last step up
before industrial-scale extrusion systems for which the costs start well above $100,000.
This new setup allowed for sufficient quality filament production, as shown in figure
3.10. The Xcalibur setup is shown in figure 3.13, and is able to extrude roughly
35 m per hour, which is beyond the current consumption by the printers at USC. For
optimal extrusion, the extruder settings were set at 5 RPM screw rotation, with a
zone 1 temperature of T1 = 310◦C, zone 2 temperature of T2 = 390◦C − 310◦C and
zone 3(nozzle) temperature of T3 = 310◦C. The filament was observed with a digital
microscope, and defects from moisture and carbonization were identified, as shown
in figure 3.12. The procedure to avoid voids or bubbles from moisture is to dry the
pellets before extrusion. Any voids present are from poorly dried filament. Black
specks can be caused by two sources: either an impurity in the feedstock material
or pellets existed, or small amounts of polymer are being overheated somewhere in
the extrusion. References are available on how to identify the source of black specks
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(a) Voids from moisture (b) Black speck (c) Good quality filament
Figure 3.12: PEI Monofilament imperfections and quality
[163]. To clean the barrel once black specs started to appear, the flushing the system
with 60 grams of ASACLEAN PX2, a fiber-glass based high temperature purging
compound, was successful. The extrusion parameters are 5 RPM screw speed and
the following temperatures for each zone: T1 = 315◦C, T2 = 315◦C, T3 = 315◦C.
Finally, for periods longer than 3 days between two extrusion sessions, the barrel was
flushed and sealed with ASACLEAN PF, a high temperature purging and sealing
compound. The compound is extruded as long as there is an amber PEI-tint to
the otherwise white material (shown on the left side of figure 3.9). The extrusion
parameters for this are 5 RPM screw speed,and the following temperatures for the
three zones: T1 = 315◦C, T2 = 315◦C, T3 = 315◦C. This is not material suitable for
3D printing and filament containing any contaminations must be discarded.
Figure 3.13: The Xcalibur extrusion set-up
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Monitoring & Results
As mentioned in the previous chapters and sections, the quality of the filament is
very important as it directly affects the print quality. The diameter sensing system
discussed previously was used during the later extrusion trials and, once the process
was stable, the diameters was within acceptable limits, as shown in figure 3.15. In
the figures, the diameters versus length and time of a 30 minute extrusion session are
shown. This produced roughly 20 meter of filament, and the process stabilized after
about 4 meter, or about 12 minutes. Numerous spools of usable filament were made
for this research, the largest recent batch being 251 meters, 630 grams of filament,
which was produced in about 7 hours of extrusion time (shown in figure 3.14). This
is enough to have one printer working full time for 3 months.
During the extrusion trials, there were repeated issues with the diameter sensing
equipment. One of the major reasons for this was the transparency/opacity of the
material. The laser-emitted light would refract in the filament and cause faulty
readings on the light-based sensor. For future trials, a more industrial diameter and
ovality sensing equipment is recommended.
Figure 3.14: A 251m spool of PEI monofilament produced in-house
3.1.3 Conclusion & Recommendations
Extrusion of engineering grade thermoplastic polymers is a well researched field with
commercially available equipment. When using engineering thermoplastic materials,
it is crucial to ensure that the extrusion system can provide the right amount of
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(a) Diameter vs. Time
(b) Diameter vs. Length
Figure 3.15: Sample of diameter results for 20 meter of in-house produced PEI
monofilament, compared to the acceptable upper and lower limits
heat and screw torque to melt, transport and mix the polymer pellets. The research
showed that hobby-scale off-the-shelf thermoplastic extrusion systems are not up to
this task, and more industrial equipment is required to successfully do this. Once
the temperature and material flow requirements are met, manufacturing of filament
becomes almost trivial, granted that the input material has been treated such that
there is minimal moisture in the pellets. A standard drying sequence with a convec-
tion oven can eliminate any moisture absorption from prolonged storage in humid
atmosphere. The filament produced was within printing tolerances as was demon-
strated using a filament diameter sensor system and printing trials. The system used
for diameter sensing was found not to be reliable, and a more industrial measurement
system can eliminate the variations in measurement stemming from the reflection and
refraction from the transparency of the filament on the light intensity sensor. Finally,
for industrial production of commercial quantities of filament, a higher end extrusion
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system with dedicated screw flute design would be recommended.
3.2 Impregnated Carbon-Fiber Filament
AM processes such as Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) or Au-
tomated Fiber Placement (AFP) where continuous carbon fibers/tows are wetted
with resin to obtain the desired material stiffness are often composed of a thermoset
matrix material which requires an elevated pressure and temperature curing cycle.
The production processes behind thermoplastic materials, which require little to no
post-curing, have only improved thanks to material requirements stemming from
additive manufacturing technology, such as the ability to rework the material and
reduction of waste material. The elimination of the curing cycle from the process
also Out-Of-Autoclave (OOA) manufacturing which significantly reduces cycle time
and consequently overall manufacturing cost.
One of the most complex aspects of composite manufacturing is ensuring that
there is a homogeneous coating of the dry fibers with resin. For thermoset materials,
this process has been perfected through decades of industry devotion and research,
and thermoset pre-pregs are omni-prevalent in various shapes and sizes. However,
the options are much more limited for thermoplastic materials. In particular, cir-
cular cross section carbon fiber tows with thermoplastics do not exist readily off
the shelf and their manufacturing processes are not yet perfected or quantified in-
dustry wide, although various methods for flat tape manufacturing exist. For this
reason, an in-house carbon fiber tow impregnation system was developed grounded
in the existing academic and industrial literature. The developed system contains a
two-step approach where both low-viscosity and high-viscosity flow can be used to
complement intra-tow impregnation with an exterior coating. The current prototype
system produces the desired cylindrical cross-section and allows production of car-
bon fiber-thermoplastic filament. A Chloroform-Polyetherimide (CPEI) solution is
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used to demonstrate the impregnation of a 3K carbon fiber tow with PEI, and initial
results show promise towards this method for 3D printing filament manufacturing.
3.2.1 Wet Impregnation through Capillary Pressure
When impregnating a dry fiber tow in a known solution, it is important to know
how long the tow has to be submerged or be in contact with the solution for full
impregnation. This is known as the fill time, which can be analytically approximated
using known equations, as it has been well researched in the fields of composite
impregnation, but also in other fields, such as fluid flow during semiconductor bonding
[108]. The type of flow across a permeable medium is dominated by capillary pressure
and the pressure differences between the mediums. If the pressure difference is not
a significant contributor to the flow speed, the movement of the flow dominated by
capillary pressure of the impregnating medium is defined as capillary flow.
The forces and flow velocity field of capillary flow of a fluid through a bundle
of microfibers, may be characterized and simulated using Computational Fluid Dy-
namics (CFD). The behavior of stokes flow (flow where viscous forces dominate any
inertial or other internal or external forces) on a small segment of the bundle can
be used to extrapolate the behavior of the flow through the entire tow. Fortunately,
simplifications through assumptions in relevant literature can eliminate the necessity
of CFD analyses and replace them with a relatively simple equation for the fill time,
which is presented in the next section. This equation requires estimates for viscosity,
permeability and capillary pressure, which are discussed in each of the subsequent
subsections. The analytical fill time is then calculated for the case of PEI-chloroform
solution impregnation of a 3K carbon fiber tow.
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Analytical Approximation
The following derivation for the fill time uses assumptions based on the optimal
stacking of cylindrical fibers. This is when the fibers are in a hexagonal array where
the theoretical maximum packing is volume fraction is roughly 0.90. This assumption
yields the most conservative fill time (equation 3.2.9). The velocity of the flow field
v (s) across a bank of cylinders along a path s can be described from Darcy’s Law as:
v (s) = − k
η (1− Vf )
dP
ds
(3.2.1)
where k is the permeability, Vf is the impenetrable (fiber) volume fraction, P is
the pressure and η is the flow medium viscosity. This equation may be rewritten
in cylindrical coordinates and subsequently integrated across the entire tow radius
to yield the following simplification (for the interested reader, the full derivation is
shown in reference [108]):
τ = 1− ε2f (1− 2 ln εf ) (3.2.2)
where τ and εf are the non-dimensional normalized coordinates that indicate the flow
time τ = tf/t(0)f and fill radius εf = Rf/R0, respectively. In these coordinates, t0f
is the fill time and R0 is the bundle radius. The assumptions for this equation are
that the tow permeability and fiber volume fraction are constant across the radial
direction of the bundle. The flow time versus normalized flow front radius is shown
in figure 3.17.
Viscosity Measurement and Estimation
The resin viscosity was measured with a Couette Experiment using a commercial
Brookfield DV-III Ultra programmable rheometer at the University of Clemson, South
Carolina. A good first-order approximation of viscosity of a fluid is that it is the
proportional constant between the shear rate and shear stress. In the experiment,
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(a) Bundle impregnation (b) Capillary flow across hexagonally
stacked cylinders [183]
Figure 3.16: Representation of fiber bundle impregnation
Figure 3.17: Normalized fill time vs. normalized fill radius
the shear stress is defined as the shear force over the area of a moving plate, and the
shear rate is defined as the velocity over the plate spacing. The concept of which
is shown in figure 3.18a. More reliable measurements have been known to result
(a) Flat plate Measurement (b) Cone-and-plate rheometery
Figure 3.18: Methods of measuring viscosity: Velocity-force relation between flat
plates and Torque-rotation rate relation in the cone-and-plate rheometer
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from the cone-and-plate rheometer, where the cone angle is relatively small, so the
measurement reflects the flat plate measurement (figure 3.18b). The relation between
the force and velocity of the moving plate can be related to the flow viscosity η as
follows:
τ = ηγ˙ (3.2.3)
F
A
= ηV
h
(3.2.4)
where h is the spacing between the plates occupied by the melt, F and V are the
force and velocity of the moving plate; A is the plate area. The shear stress τ and
shear rate γ˙ were measured for three different concentrations of PEI in chloroform:
150g/L, 200g/L and 250g/L, for which the results are shown in figure 3.19. The
concentration of PEI in chloroform is defined here as the mass of PEI per initial
volume of chloroform. Using the exponential trend line of these three measurements,
as shown in figure 3.20, the viscosity of the PEI chloroform mixture can be determined
for other concentrations of PEI.
Figure 3.19: Shear Rate vs. Shear Stress Figure 3.20: PEI Conc. vs. Viscosity
The viscosity η, derived from the trend line in the figure, can then be estimated
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relative to the PEI mass concentration ρPEI = mPEI/VChloroform as follows:
η = 0.0034e0.0236ρPEI (3.2.5)
For a 30g/L solution, this results in a viscosity of η = 0.0069[Pas] = 0.069[Poise].
Permeability Estimation
The permeability of the tow defines how porous the tow is and how much resistance
the flow encounters when traversing it. This is an indicator of the geometric com-
position (and thus cross-section) of the porous medium (i.c. the tow), and does not
relate to the flow medium (i.c. chloroform with PEI) viscosity or other parameters.
Many analytical approximations exist to determine permeability, which are based
on experimental data [108]. The one shown here from reference [108] did not yield
physically accurate results.
K =
9√2pi
4d2
(
d
w − d
) 5
2
−1 (3.2.6)
In this equation, d the fiber diameter and w the distance between fiber centers.
A multitude of models and methods for finding the permeability were tried, yet
none of them yielded results for the fill time that were in agreement with test data.
Experimental measuring of the permeability of the tow in-house was not pursued.
Mean Capillary Pressure
The driving force behind the impregnation is pressure difference between the flow
front and the void. It can be noted that the back-pressure from air in the system
composes less than 10% of the capillary pressure, and can therefore be ignored for
simplicity during first-order estimations like these [108]. However this is relatively
unrealistic, as this assumes that air does not get trapped inside and somehow manages
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to escape or disperse in the flow without modifying the inside pressure [108]. The
capillary pressure varies along the path shown in figure 3.16b.
Through rearrangement and integration along the path (provided in reference
[183]), the capillary pressure Pc may be found as a function of the meniscus position
φ (indicated in figure 3.16b):
Pc =
2γ cos (θ + φ)
w − d cosφ (3.2.7)
where γ is the surface tension, θ is the contact equilibrium angle, w is distance between
cylinder centers (or the pitch) and d is cylinder (i.c. fiber) diameter, as indicated in
figure 3.16b. This equation can be further reduced by finding the average meniscus
angle:
P¯c =
2γ
d
1− sin
(
2θ − pi2
)
5pi
6
(
w
d
)
− 1−
√
3
2
(3.2.8)
In which the surface tension γ for the chloroform-PEI mixture can be approximated by
the surface tension of chloroform (γCPEI = 0.0271N/m [42]). The distance between
centers and fiber diameter can be measured and estimated from the microscopy and
material data. The contact equilibrium angle only plays a minor role for smaller
angles, as is usually the case, and a value of 15◦, as used in references for liquids
with similar viscosity is conservative [109]. The resulting mean capillary pressure is
roughly 9800Pa± 10% to account for measurement error.
Analytical Fill Time
With each parameter known to calculate the analytical fill time, the graph in figure
3.17 can be scaled for the current application. For the ideal case where atmospheric
pressure does not oppose the capillary flow, and the driving pressure remaining con-
stant and equal to the mean capillary pressure p¯c, the analytical fill time t(0)f can be
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calculated from the following equation[109]:
t
(0)
f =
R20 · η · (1− Vf )
4K · p¯c (3.2.9)
where R0 is the bundle radius, η is the resin viscosity, Vf is the fiber volume fraction
and K is the transverse tow permeability. The bundle radius can be measured with
calipers or through microscopy quite easily. The fiber volume fraction, which depends
on stacking density, can be calculated from the sum of the cross-sectional area of all
fiber filaments the tow, divided by the cross-sectional area of the tow. This is a
rough estimate that will yield a fiber volume fraction of roughly 70%, but is highly
dependent on how close the fibers are stacked, which is a function of the tension in
the tow during impregnation. From impregnated filament TGA testing, results of up
to 85% fiber volume fraction were measured, showing the variability in measurements
depending on system setup. The fill time resulting from this equation has to thus
be seen as an indicator, and not as an exact value, as variations in the fiber volume
fraction only will easily vary the fill time by ± 10%. The final three variables that
are of key importance are the solution viscosity, the transverse tow permeability and
mean capillary pressure, which were elaborated previously.
Unfortunately, no realistic values for the analytical fill time were found, as the
order of magnitude varies linearly with the permeability of the tow. Therefore, this
equation was not further used, and microscopy was used to determine the fill radius
experimentally, which will be discussed further. An alternative to this method is
to determine the total fill time from the estimated fill percentage from microscopy
measurements, using figure 3.17. This method was not further evaluated for this
research.
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3.2.2 Fiber Impregnation Process Development
As mentioned earlier, a two-step process is used to produce the monofilament. During
the first step, a low-viscosity solution is used to penetrate the fibers, followed by the
second step which is to put a protective coating around the impregnated fiber. The
process to be developed is to minimize the amount of chemicals used while still main-
taining the fully impregnated tow quality. Looking back at the variables in equation
3.2.9, the mean capillary pressure, tow permeability are geometric features that don’t
vary depending on the bath geometry. The volume fraction is also a known constant.
Therefore, the bath geometry depends on the equivalent tow radius and impregna-
tion medium viscosity. The fill time is linearly related to the viscosity, and the tow
radius is related quadratically. It therefore makes sense to reduce the flow medium
viscosity by reducing the amount of PEI in it, and to reduce the penetration radius
by flattening or spreading the tow. Both are done in the current setup. There are
two main methods of solvent impregnation: drum type impregnation, often present
on wet filament winding equipment, and dip-type impregnation. The difference in the
bath geometry is shown in figure 3.21. For this research, the dip-type impregnation
method was selected as it reduces the contact of the fiber with the rollers, which
is beneficial for smaller tow-count impregnations as the potential to create noil is
smaller. It is also beneficial to protect the fiber from fraying once impregnation has
(a) Drum-type impregnation (b) Dip-type impregnation
Figure 3.21: Solvent/liquid impregnation methods [103]
been completed, and the second step should use a higher-density medium for coating.
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For this second step, both an higher-density impregnation bath or melt pultrusion
process can be used.
3.2.3 Impregnated Filament Reformatting
The reduction of the fill time by spreading the filaments and flattening them results
in a flat, wide filament. The final shape should be circular in shape such that the
filament does not have a directionality, which is possible by combining the pultrusion
step with a dieing process. The concept is relatively straightforward: by pulling the
filament through a heated die, the PEI polymer locally melts and reformats the tow
to fit the nozzle. A slow process can prevent noil buildup and the nozzle diameter
has to be selected carefully such that the fibers are not damaged. During the shaping
and dieing process, the spreaded, flatter tow is shaped into a more cylindrical tow,
which may require additional lubrication through the addition of polymer.
3.2.4 Experimental Verification with ULTEM 1000 & CF
As with the development of the monofilament extrusion line, the continuous fiber
impregnation and respooling lines were the result of several iterations of test setups.
The initial trials are briefly discussed below, followed by the final test setup design,
along with test results. The effects of dieing and filament quality are presented,
together with a conclusion section containing recommendations for industrial opera-
tionalization of the system.
Initial Trials
Initial trials of impregnation were performed in cooperation with Clemson University.
A simple dip-style impregnation system was tested, the configuration of which is
shown in figure 3.22: Unwinding tensioner (1), guide (2), dip bath (3), tensioner
(4), winding guide and winding system (5 & 6). Reliability and consistency of the
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Figure 3.22: Representation of the initial impregnation setup at Clemson Univ. (not
to scale)
produced filament were an issue, as can be seen in figure 3.23b, therefore the setup
was replicated in-house at USC. The initial in-house system had a 2 bath design
and an in-line reshaping liquefier. The design for the original in-house system is
shown in figure 3.24. The tow was submerged for about 25 seconds in each bath,
one of which had a low concentration (30-50g/L) PEI-chloroform and one had a high
concentration (100-200g/L). One of the baths in the system is shown in figure 3.25,
and the overall system is shown in figure 3.26. The different steps in the system are:
unwinding tensioner (1), guide (2), low viscosity bath (3), pinch roller and bridge (4),
high viscosity bath, drying tube and tower, coating nozzle (5), guide (6) and winder
(7). The downside of this system was that the fiber was under too high tension,
and would snap during impregnation runs, as the winding motor force required was
too high. Therefore, the bath geometry of the system was simplified and reshaping
system was done with a separate system in a separate manufacturing step.
Figure 3.25: Impregnation Bath Figure 3.26: Initial in-house setup
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.23: Results from impregnation trials: (3.23a) Dry 3K hexcel hextow fiber,
(3.23b) initial trials at Clemson University, (3.23c) initial trials from the first in-house
system at USC, and (3.23d) after system optimization at USC
Figure 3.24: Schematic representation of the original impregnation setup (Not to
scale)
Impregnation Setup Design
The system was simplified significantly for the final design. A single bath approach
was used in a one or two-step approach: sizing (optional) and impregnation. Both of
these are represented in figure 3.27. The final design was selected after each individual
component was optimized for the purpose. The initial guides are 3D printed and lined
with a smooth PTFE sheet. The bath concentration and geometry was varied, the
bath and exit roller materials were varied and the oven temperature was optimized.
The trials showed that ceramic rollers help spread the fibers in the bath, however
they create much more noil than smooth stainless steel ones. The oven temperature
was found optimal at 385◦C and most impregnation runs had a soak time in the
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bath of 5 seconds. To improve the impregnation quality, sizing material was used in
several trials. This proved to have a better impregnation quality. The sizing material
selected was Michelman’s HP-1632 polyimide sizing solution, and is optimized for
thermoplastic fiber sizing. The bath was adjusted for the sizing of the 3K tow, as can
be seen in figure 3.29. Sized filament had a significantly better surface finish than
unsized filament. The drying procedure for the sizing is 1 minute at 230C degrees,
which limits the speed of the sizing to 27.7 m/hr. The impregnation was generally
done with a 30g/L chloroform-PEI solution, and the 5 second soak time results in
a production rate of 64.4 m/hr. The configuration of the impregnation bath can be
seen in figure 3.30. As can be seen in the figure, vertical zig-zag guides were added
to increase the shifting of fibers to expose dry sections, and the bath is covered to
prevent the PEI-chloroform mixture from evaporating. The latter can cause ”skins”
of PEI to form on the top of the bath, which can be periodically pulled out of the
bath which causes inconsistency in the filament. Many of the added functionality is
Figure 3.27: Schematic representation of the impregnation setup (Not to scale)
to prevent the build-up of noil and PEI flakes that can seize up the system or result
in inconsistent filament. The items labeled in figure 3.27 are listed below, and can be
identified in figure 3.28:
1. The unwinding tensioner maintains tension on the carbon fiber tow. A long
travel until the next step prevents shearing of the tow during unwinding.
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2. Tow guides and spreaders guide the dry tow down to the bath and pre-
spread the tow.
3. The enclosed solution impregnation bath prevents evaporation of the solvent
and guides the tow through the solution:
a) Solution level indicator
b) Free-spinning stainless steel rollers help guide and spread the tow
c) A chloroform-PEI solution
d) Rotating PTFE exit roller
e) Roller scraper to eliminate noil buildup on rotating roller
The same setup was be used for sizing the dry fiber, only now the chloroform-
PEI solution is replaced by the HP-1632 sizing solution.
4. A Tubular furnace brings the impregnated tow above the solvent’s boiling
temperature, ensuring only the polymer and fiber remain.
5. A Stationary guide ensures the filament does not touch the tube furnace walls
and isolates the winding motion of the filament from the rest of the system.
6. Winding guide with filament tension cut-off to prevent the filament from
cross-winding and stops the winding if tension in the system is too high
7. Winding system: winds the extruded filament
The filament that was produced with this test-setup is shown in figure 3.23d. The
figure shows the remarkable chronological improvement made from the first iteration
setups. The longest spool of quality filament made was roughly 422 meter long, and
took about 7 hours to impregnate.
Effect of Dieing
The benefits of dieing the filament have been discussed sufficiently in previous sec-
tions. Early trials, shown in figure 3.32a, already indicate that there is improvement
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Figure 3.28: The latest iteration of the impregnation system
Figure 3.29: Sizing Bath Figure 3.30: Impregnation roller configuration
in the filament consistency after respooling. This only improved with better impreg-
nated material and adding polymer during dieing. The latest quality resembles the
spool shown in figure 3.32b, and originates from the setup described here. The most
recent dieing system is described here, and is shown in figure 3.27. The items labeled
in figure 3.27 are listed and described briefly below:
Figure 3.31: Schematic representation of the respooling setup (Not to scale)
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1. The unwinding system and tensioner maintains tension on the carbon fiber
tow and unwinds. A tensioner prevents the spool from unwinding on its own
(1b).
2. Tow guide to align the filament with the liquefier (5).
3. A PEI monofilament spool used to lubricate and coat the impregnated tow
4. A feeding mechanism forces the monofilament into the liquefier.
5. The liquefier and dieing nozzle melts the incoming monofilament and flows
it around the existing impregnated filament. An appropriately sized nozzle
ensures that the diameter of the reshaped filament is consistent and circular in
cross-section.
6. A guide and scraper removes any loosely hanging noil from the reshaped
fiber and gently polishes the filament
7. A filament length sensor measures how much filament has been reshaped
8. A winding guide to prevent the filament from cross-winding
9. The winding system winds the extruded filament
The amount of monofilament that is added to lubricate the filament passing through
can be varied. The equilibrium here is to add enough plastic such that the nozzle
is chocked, but not too much to the point that the filament flows back and solidifies
outside the liquefier. The effect of dieing with added polymer on the cross section of
the filament and feeding rich or lean filament is shown in figure 3.33. Generally the
preference goes to leaner filament, as this leaves most flexibility during the printing
process with continuous fiber (where monofilament is also added). The filament
shown here is still inhomogeneous in cross-section, but lengthwise, the quality is
more consistent. It should be noted that the impregnated used for the rich and lean
fed filament pictures in figure 3.33 was under higher tension during impregnation.
This resulted in a flatter, tape-like filament that was folded over in a u-shape when it
was pulled through a nozzle. In later iterations of the impregnation setup, the tension
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was reduced to improve wet-out and the filament cross section was more round, as
shown later in figure 3.35.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.32: Results from coating trials: (3.32a) using the Clemson trial impregnated
fiber, (3.32b) using the optimized USC fiber
(a) No added filament (b) Rich fed filament (c) Lean fed filament
Figure 3.33: Continuous 3K carbon fiber filament respooled without (3.33a) and with
adding extra monofilament (3.33b and 3.33c)
Notes on Filament Quality & Reliability
As can be seen from the figures, the reliability, consistency and impregnation quality
of the filament is of utmost importance to the print quality. Defects in the filament
in the form of resin rich or lean areas may alter the stiffness behavior to the point
of failure of a print (shown in figure 3.34). Significant efforts were invested to en-
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sure consistent quality, and variations of impregnation approaches were attempted to
improve the quality of impregnation. Based on recent microscopic images (shown in
figure 3.35), the impregnation depth is roughly 50% of the fiber diameter. The trend
shown in figure 3.17 thus indicates that the tow is about 40% impregnated in terms
of soak time. Extending the bath to have a soak time of 12.5 seconds instead of the
current 5 seconds would probably result in a better impregnated filament. With
(a) (b)
Figure 3.34: Effect of filament quality: (3.34a) print with flaky filament and (3.34b)
print with consistent filament
(a) (b)
Figure 3.35: Recent microscopy results: (3.35a) Unsized respooled filament, (3.35b)
sized respooled filament
the practical fill time now estimated, the tow permeability K can be back calculated
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from equation 3.2.9:
K = R
2
0 · η · (1− Vf )
4t(0)f p¯c
(3.2.10)
= 0.0006
2 · 0.0069 · (1− 0.85)
4 · 12.5 · 9800 = 7.61 · 10
−16m2 (3.2.11)
This value could be used to provide a rough estimate for the fill time when impreg-
nating other tow counts and/or other polymers using equation 3.2.9.
3.2.5 Conclusion & Recommendations
The procedure and considerations involved when manufacturing in-house continuous
fiber filament were addressed. As with monofilament material, there is a requirement
to have the filament as consistent as possible through many hundreds of meters of
filament. The developed equipment in-house is able to provide adequate quality
filament that can be used to print with. The reshaping and dieing with the addition
of thermoplastic filament as a lubricant helps in protecting the fiber and prevents noil
buildup in the liquefier, which is vital to the printing process.
Further developments would involve the extension of the soak time in the impreg-
nation bath to eliminate voids and dry sections that are currently still present in the
filament. Other methods aimed at improving the impregnation quality, such as the
use of ultrasonic agitation to spread the fibers or improve the impregnation may also
prove beneficial.
3.3 Conclusions
In the state of the art section, the need was addressed to produce quality feedstock
material for 3D printing with continuous fiber reinforcement. The recommendation
was made to make two separate filaments, one monofilament and one fiber reinforced
filament to later tweak the feed-in ratios to optimize print quality. In this chapter,
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the methodology behind the manufacturing of the monofilament and the continuous
fiber filament is presented. Using a single-screw extrusion process with a modified
off-the-shelf extruder, dried PEI pellets were extruded into monofilament that was
within the required tolerances for 3D printing. The future of this filament would be
to out-source the monofilament production to specializing filament manufacturers.
For the continuous fiber filament, a dip-type impregnation method was optimized
where the dry fiber can be processed into a 3D printing filament. The first step is
to size the fiber using a small sizing bath. The sized fiber is then impregnated on
the same system but with a dedicated impregnation bath. Finally, the impregnated
fiber is pultruded through a liquefier similar to those present on the continuous fiber
printing system and monofilament is used to melt a protection around the continuous
fiber filament. The entire system is optimized to reduce the production of noil and
increase the reliability, consistency and quality of continuous fiber prints. Although
the current processes are applied to 3K carbon fiber and PEI, there are no significant
reasons why the developed processes would not work for other fibers materials (glass,
aramid, hemp...), other fiber counts (1k, 2k, 50k...) or polymers (PET, PLA, ...),
as long as the chemicals used to size and dissolve the polymer for impregnation are
compatible with the fiber, and do not degrade it.
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Chapter 4
Fused Filament Fabrication using Continuous
Fibers
With the filament parameters are within tolerances and reliable stock available, the
printing process could be developed and optimized for that specific filament. The
technology discussed in this research was developed concurrently with the improve-
ments in filament quality, and because the liquefier and nozzle design are heavily
influenced by the feedstock quality, having reliable filament before the design of the
liquefier is commenced is desirable and reduces iterations.
In this chapter, the heart of the technology, the printing with continuous fibers
and its Key Performance Parameters (KPP) are discussed. Each print parameter will
be discussed and its effect on the print quality is shown with print examples. The
printing technology is elaborated on in section 4.1. In this section the focus is on
”where the magic happens”, with areas of interest including the feeding mechanism,
liquefier and nozzle design and bed surface and their considerations being discussed.
In the next section on print health monitoring, section 4.2, propositions on how the
quality of a print can be monitored to obtain the best print results are made and what
possible options there are for failure detection and print continuation decision making
in prints where multiple parts are printed in one setting. The printing technology
was applied and tested in several setups, one of which was a lab-scale setup and one
was an industrial scale setup which includes a robotic manipulator. The specifics of
how the technology was integrated in these two setups is discussed in section 4.3.
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Further, surface finish requirements may drive the desire for post-processing of the
parts. Considerations on post-processing are elaborated in section 4.4, in which three
forms of post processing and their results are shown; abrasive methods, solution vapor
bath immersion and chemical solution brush-on methods. Finally, the findings of this
research are concluded in section 4.5, and propositions for potential paths for future
improvements and developments of the printing technology are summarized.
4.1 Printing Technology Development
In this section, the importance of each of the aspects of the printing technology and
their effects on the print quality is elaborated. The subsections follow the path of
the fiber, as it goes through the feeding mechanism, into the liquefier, through the
nozzle, past the cooling system onto the bed surface. As such, the importance of
the feeding mechanism is covered in section 4.1.1. A new liquefier and nozzle were
designed, the details of which are discussed in section 4.1.2. The printing can be done
on a multitude of surfaces, some of which will have stronger others weaker adhesion
between the bed and the part. The optimal build platform surfaces are discussed in
section 4.1.3. All of these configurations and mechanisms have certain parameters
that can be monitored and used to identify print quality. The key parameters that
result in a good quality print are listed in section 4.1.4. Finally, the biggest difference
between continuous fiber printing and regular 3D printing is the presence of the
continuous fiber. The cutting and restarting of the fiber is a key functionality that is
still to be developed. Results from preliminary trials are summarized in section 4.1.5.
4.1.1 Importance of Feeding Mechanism
In standard 3D printing without continuous fiber presence, the material exiting from
the nozzle is in an all liquid form, and variations in feed pressure vary the speed (flow
rate) and shape of the flow through the nozzle. As such, the bead can be stretched
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and compressed as desired to obtain the optimal printed part. When printing with
continuous fibers, the high melting temperature of the fibers prevents the fibers from
being melted, and the flow coming from the nozzle contains solid constituents. These
continuous solid constituents are, on one side frozen into the printed part, and on the
other side frozen in the continuous fiber spool. Each movement of the nozzle needs
to, therefore, be perfectly timed with the unspooling of material. From spool to part,
the tension in the tow is qualitatively displayed in figure 4.1, and it is clear that the
tension build-up behind the feeding motor defines the tension in the nozzle zone. If
the tension in the tow at the nozzle during printing becomes too high, the curvature of
the tow around the nozzle will become higher, until a sharp corner results in excessive
shear forces which break the fiber. If the tension on the spool is too loose, the stiff
continuous fiber filament may start to unspool and unravel which can create knots in
the filament.
Therefore, the tension in the system is one of the most important parameters for
a successful printing process. In this subsection, the method to control the tension
in the system is elaborated, and the effect of fiber tension on various print aspects
is discussed with examples. This includes the effect of tension on print quality, on
bridging and on overhang. Finally, a note is made on how to improve the consistency
and quality of the print by adding feedback mechanisms on the feedstock extrusion
speed for the monofilament. This can increase the repeatability and incorporates a
feedback to negate effects of feedstock variations on to the printing process.
Tension of Fiber Throughout Printing Process
With the importance of the feeding mechanism (which drives the filament tension)
known, a closer look is taken on the tension in the fibers. The pre-feeding tension,
indicated as ”Zone I” in figure 4.1, is there to maintain a tightly wound spool with
a certain winding tension. The tension in the fiber may increase as it is transferred
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to the feeding part of the end effector, which may have a maximum traction limit
imposed by either the filament strength or feeding torque grip limits. Once the fiber
passes the feeding end of the end effector, there is no more control over the tension
in the fiber, and thus all elements have to be nearly friction-free.
Figure 4.1: The tension along the fiber during printing
The lay-down rate as a function of time highly depends on print geometry. If
there are many sharp corners in the printed parts, as is the case for example during
infill or test specimen, the tension present in the nozzle will ”drag” the fiber to the
inside of corners, which reduces the length of the fiber needed during feed-in. As
such, for more complex prints, an actively fed-back system is required. The tension
in the filament can be gauged by introducing a forced buckle in the filament. The
displacement of the buckle is directly proportional to the tension in the filament.
If the tension is high, the buckle will be small, and the opposite is true for large
displacement. This displacement amplitude can now be gauged using a slack gauge,
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which can then feed the displacement back to the rotation speed on the feed motor.
The rotation speed of the feed motor determines how much material is extruded,
and thus this is directly related to the extrusion parameter of the print, which is
commonly denoted as E in path programming. If the displacement is high, the feed
motor extrudes little filament, and the opposite is true of low displacements. The
benefit of this forced buckle is twofold, as not only tension, but also compression is
gauged. Without this measure of compression, the stiff filament could be forced into
the liquefier, where it would melt and deform. Without feedback, the set material
feed may be either too high or too low. If the filament feed is set too low, build-up
of tension eventually fails the print. If the feed is set higher than the average of the
consumed filament, as shown in figure 4.2. This excessive feeding into the liquefier
would eventually bunch up and block the nozzle, which would lead to a failed print.
With feedback, there may be some lag between feed and print, the material in the
liquefier remains under a constant tension and no bunching occurs. The drawback of
this feedback gauge is that there is now a point of contact between the fiber and the
liquefier which introduces some, although relatively low, tension in the fiber.
Figure 4.2: Feedback on the continuous fiber filament feed can prevent print failure
due to bunching of the fibers in the liquefier
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With little tension in the fiber, the filament enters the liquefier. Tension is in-
creased in the fiber as the shear-forces from the melted polymer start to drag along
the fiber. Having the inlet of monofilament angled downwards reduces this traction,
and helps the flow push the fiber down. Finally, the continuous fibers come to the
nozzle, where a rounded 90 degree turn is made to deposit it onto the part, as is
common practice for 3D printing. This bend needs to be smoothened, as a rough
or sharp bend can break the fibers. This introduces a second upper limit of tension,
which is controlled by the tow shear and bending limit.
Figure 4.3: The effect of tension on the fiber within the deposition
Figure 4.1 indicates two zones of tension in the filament, a non-critical tension
zone and a critical tension zone. The designation of the word ”critical” refers to the
ability to fail a print, and its impact on print quality. The maximum tension in zone
I is different from Zone II. During the in-house printing trials, brief tests show that
the tension limit in Zone 1 limit with the current feeding system is approximately
10N, whereas the zone II limit is closer to 0.5N magnitude, which was tested using
10N and 1N pull dynamo-meters (Ajax Scientific - plastic tubular spring scales).
The tension present in the nozzle bend and during the freezing stage of the liquid
material will ”drag” the fiber bundle close to the nozzle bend, and bring it to the top of
the deposition, which alleviates some tension in the fiber. A graphical representation
of this with both a front and side-view is shown in figure 4.3. A detail of the deposition
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cross-section clarifies how all fibers will be collected near the top of their respective
depositions.
Finally, the in-house designed system to feed the fibers with close control on fiber
tension is shown in figure 4.4. The elements described in the previous schematics are
annotated. The feeding mechanism on the monofilament is an all-metal high-end 3D
printer feeding mechanism comprised of a Printrbot gear head extruder and E3D V6
heatbreak and heatsink with fan[38][126].
Figure 4.4: Annotated photo of the current end effector
Effect of Fiber Tension on Print Quality and Accuracy
Previous sections highlighted the importance of low tension during the printing. How-
ever, when tension is not maintained consistently low, the fiber will slide during the
deposition, especially when the deposition is not being cooled through nozzle cooling.
When the tension is high, the filament will move more during the printing, which
may cause it to shift too far from its originally intended path. Viewing down onto
the build area, the effects can be visualized as shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Deviation from deposition path due to tension
An example of inconsistent high tension can be recognized when observing the
sidewalls of a print. Smooth sidewalls are generally the result from a low-tension,
consistently feeding system. Large variations and ridges in the sidewalls indicate
variations in tension and/or feed speeds. This is shown on two parts in figure 4.6.
The figure again demonstrates the importance of low tension, highly consistent feeding
of carbon fiber material.
(a) Curved wall printed with high tension (b) Curved wall printed with low tension
Figure 4.6: Effect of tension inconsistencies on wall surface roughness
Effect of Fiber Tension on Bridging
In 3D printing, "bridging" is the process where material is deposited between two
columns of material between which there is no support for the fiber. Depending on
nozzle cooling, significant distances can be spanned without support material, granted
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that the covered path is linear. This capability is expanded with the inclusion of con-
tinuous carbon fiber, which is deposited under slight tension. This correcting tension
force straightens the deposition, which reduces sagging and enhances the spanning
capabilities under equal nozzle cooling scenarios. This is shown graphically in figure
4.7. Example prints, shown in figure 4.8 show a successfully printed overhang of
120mm, which would be challenging to achieve with traditional, unreinforced mate-
rials. For bridging in standard FFF/FDM, it is accepted that the first layer of the
bridge is of relatively lower quality than subsequent ones, which is as well the case
for continuous fiber reinforced prints. The bridged section attempted in the figures
seems to have corrected to default print quality within 3 deposition layers.
(a) Unreinforced prints show sagging during
extended bridges
(b) Tension in 3D printed sections reduces
sag and expands bridging range
Figure 4.7: Bridging during 3D printing, with and without (tensioned) continuous
fiber
Effect of Continuous Fiber on Overhang
One important parameter to define printing capabilities is the ability to print over-
hang. Overhang printing is the printing of material at an angle to the build direction
or local normal (commonly Z-axis) without support material. It defines the print-
ability and accuracy of holes and other features where there is no support material
present. The higher the overhang possible, the lower the amount of support material
required. For this, a convex and concave overhang test was performed (figure 4.9).
The base sketch, a 50 mm square with rounded corners, is extruded along a path in
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Figure 4.8: Example prints of bridging in parts, demonstrated successfully for bridges
spanning 40mm and 120mm
the build direction of which the angle changes in 10 degree increments every 15 layers
(or 5 mm), which is sufficient to eliminate process variations. The part was printed
without nozzle cooling. The point at which the object no longer succeeds in being
printed defines the limitation of the printer at those fixed process parameters. It is
important to understand that the printer’s capabilities vary as its process parame-
ters do; slower, colder prints will have more overhang capabilities, but result in an
increased print time. For this reason, the overhang capabilities are generally defined
at machine-optimal print speeds and material-optimal print temperatures. In the
figure, it is clear that the printer can print overhang, with material deposition suc-
cessful at overhangs up to 70◦. Beyond 70◦ the spacial accuracy of the overhang was
too different from the programmed path (with path variations beyond 5 mm), and
therefore the limitation is defined at 70◦, even though the print continued successfully
until 80◦. The capability of printing 70◦ overhangs is high compared to traditional,
unreinforced polymer printing which usually fails closer to 50 degrees. This is par-
tially due to the relatively high deposited width. The theoretical limit of overhang
(the maximum angle between two consecutive, contacting layers) for continuous fiber
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reinforced polymer prints can be calculated as:
θmax = a tan
(
wd
hd
)
= a tan
(1.425
0.33
)
≈ 77◦ (4.1.1)
where wd and hd are the deposition width and height respectively, the values of which
were obtained through both caliper measurements and optical microscopy measure-
ments. The theoretical maximum overhang angle is in line with the results from the
experiments.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Printing of overhang structures with continuous fiber
Variable Feedstock Feedback
In chapter 3, the importance of the consistency of the feedstock material dimensions
was highlighted. Nevertheless, small variations in material diameter can still occur.
Even industrially produced filament can still show variations of 4.41% to above 10.51%
[23]. A feedback system can be incorporated that adjusts the filament extrusion speed
based on the filament diameter. In that case, thicker filament is extruded slower and
thinner filament is extruded faster, such that a constant mass flow of filament is
fed to the liquefier. The case here is more difficult as there are two filaments fed
to the liquefier. During the printing, the extrusion-speed of the continuous carbon
fiber filament is dependent on the geometry of the print, as measured by the slack
gauge. Adding another feedback system based on the diameter of the filament would
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be in direct conflict with the requirement for tight tension control. Therefore, the
material feed correction based on filament diameter should only be applied to the
monofilament material. As a first iteration, the polymer feed can be corrected with
a relatively straightforward feedback loop on the diameter of the filament, which is a
near direct measure of the pressure in the liquefier, when one assumes the continuous
fiber filament volume is constant. Additional details can be found in references[23].
For a more holistic approach to material feed variation feedback, the pressure in
the liquefier can be used to measure variations of both the monofilament and carbon
fiber filament, adjusting monofilament feed to complement the continuous fiber feed
as the latter is dependent on the print geometry.
4.1.2 Liquefier and Nozzle Development for Composite AM
The liquefier and nozzle assembly, commonly referred to as the ”hot end”-assembly,
is the core of the 3D printing technology. This is where the thermoplastic polymer
is melted in a controlled way and where the continuous fiber is introduced. The
temperatures and other geometric process parameters are very tightly controlled, as
these determine the reliability of the printing process. In the following sections, the
most important process parameters, such as liquefier temperature and geometry and
the effect of nozzle cooling on print quality are elaborated on.
Considerations on Process Parameters & Temperature Effects
Structural stiffness and strength of the printed part depend on the processing tem-
perature profile, which is defined by the nozzle temperatures, the nozzle and liquefier
geometry and the feed rates, as shown in figures 4.10. These in turn are material
dependent. The profile further defines the consolidation of the material and may
have an effect on the characteristics of the material, as incorrect parameters can lead
to carbonization, which in turn degrades the material. The design of the nozzle and
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the optimal corresponding deposition rates are a true challenge, and these depend
on the hot end specifics and printer parameters and performance, which are highly
configuration dependent and should be defined by the Original Equipment Manu-
facturer (OEM) of the printers. This means that the ultimate responsibility for the
determination of the process parameters for commercial use lies with the equipment
manufacturer and any researchers that are working on improving the process. They
should not be part of the design variables during part design, as these would over-
complicate the design process for most applications. The properties required for the
mechanics of materials analysis of parts are assumed to be stemming from the nozzle
configuration and feed rates that result in the best mechanical performance of the
test specimen, and, as such, the processing parameters are not considered a design
variable for the design engineer, but for the OEM of the printer and the manufac-
turing engineers of the users of the printers. One important physical phenomenon
during 3D printing is that differential temperatures during deposition are known to
cause warping of the structure during the printing[41]. Several remedies exist which
generally reduce the temperature gradient of the temperature during deposition by
elevating the deposition workspace ambient temperature. Early concepts of the in-
house 3D printer included the manufacturing of a hood to enclose the build volume;
however the added stiffness from the carbon fiber during deposition strongly negates
this warping, and since printing has become more reliable, warping has not been ob-
served. Therefore, the requirement for an enclosed chamber with potentially elevated
ambient temperatures, even though it may increase print quality, has not been further
pursued.
During 3D printing, the feedstock material is kept solid as long as the material is
outside the dedicated melt zone, as shown in figure 4.10. This facilitates the feeding
of material and prevents buckling or softening of the material, which can prevent the
feeding of the material in the liquefier. The cold, stiff monofilament acts as a piston to
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Figure 4.10: Liquefier and nozzle geometry, extrusion and feed rate highly influence
temperature profile of the printing material
push the soft liquid filament further into the melt chamber. For the continuous fiber
feeding system, keeping the material cold and stiff until the liquefier also facilitates
the forming of the artificial buckle for the feedback system of the continuous fiber
feeding motor, as was discussed in section 4.1.1. The temperature gradient is thus
desired to be as sharp as possible entering the liquefier. For material coming out of
the nozzle, a similar desire exists, as the idea is to freeze the material in place, which
is commonly done through the aid of a nozzle cooling system. The effects of a nozzle
cooling system will be discussed in a further section.
Effects of Hot-End Geometry
The design of the liquefier and nozzle for a polymer 3D printing system such as the
E3D V6 hot end appears relatively straightforward, yet it is the pivotal system that
defines print quality [38]. The inside of the liquefier chamber is desired to be smooth,
bur-free and hot, to allow the melt to flow through quickly without creating exces-
sive backpressure. A similar requirement exists for the continuous fiber liquefier and
nozzle. Initial development of the liquefier was done by Anisoprint, a company that
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uses thermoset-impregnated 1K continuous fiber tow and a thermoplastic printing
filament[7]. The Anisoprint design was tested and appeared not suitable for engi-
neering thermoplastics or higher tow-counts. Therefore, the liquefier was redesigned
to fit the required materials and tow-counts for this research, and the redesign with its
prominent features is indicated in figure 4.11. The redesign incorporated the increase
of the length of the monofilament and the addition of a cartridge heater to preheat
the monofilament. The monofilament enters the liquefier at sharp angle which re-
duces the backflow of polymer melt through the continuous fiber inlet. This angle
also helps the print as the traction of the incoming filament helps push the continu-
ous fiber filament down through the nozzle. The main heating cartridge of the nozzle
and melt chamber is positioned at the bottom of the liquefier, close to the extrusion
of the material. Two thermocouples provide feedback to the PIDs that control the
heater cartridges. The monofilament inlet is tapped with an M6 tap and fits common
3D printer heat breaks and heat sinks, which connect to standard 3D printer feeding
systems, as previously mentioned. The continuous fiber filament enters the liquefier
Figure 4.11: The internal geometry of the liquefier
from the top, such that it does not need to bend to exit the nozzle. The nozzle bore
is tapped with a standard M6 tap and fits common 3D printer nozzles to facilitate
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the acquisition of nozzles. The liquefier was machined in house, and the inside of the
liquefier was polished with abrasive cord to reduce friction. Setscrews (M3 size) keep
the thermocouples and heater cartridges in place.
The nozzle used was a modified standard E3D nozzle with a 1.2 mm bore[38].
The rotary tool bits used to modify the nozzle are shown in sequence in figure 4.12.
The modification steps are as follows:
1. The nozzle is heated up to printing temperature (385◦C) using the heater car-
tridges on an end effector. A propane torch and pliers could also be used for
this. The temperature is maintained for approximately 10 minutes to ensure
the nozzle temperature is within processing range. This step is done to soften
the steel and make it more workable. A good test to see if the nozzle is
at temperature is by using a fine-tooth file on a a small area of the nozzle. If
the file bites well, the nozzle is at working temperature.
2. The nozzle is now securely clamped in a vise. A 1.2 mm carbide drill bit is used
to enlarge the nozzle orifice or bore. It is crucial to perform the drilling
at a low feed speed.
3. Using a cone-shaped bit, the bore is chamfered. The chamfer can increased
by using the dremel tool under an angle with the bore central axis and rotating
it around the periphery of the nozzle opening.
4. Next, the larger, a spherically shaped bits are used to open the hole even more
and to help increase the nozzle exit the radius.
5. Then, a cone-shaped felt bit and compound are used to polish the new radii.
6. Finally, a paperclip or object of similar diameter can be used to clear out any
blockages and debris from the nozzle. After this, the nozzle is washed with
soap and water.
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Once the nozzle exit shape has been modified sufficiently, abrasive cord is used to
polish the nozzle bore.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.12: The base nozzle and modification tools used
For the majority of the continuous fiber prints in this research, the liquefier was
machined from aluminum AL6061-T6, as shown in figure 4.13. The modified nozzle
is made from of hardened steel.
Figure 4.13: The liquefier and nozzle assembly with E3D heatbreak and Printrbot
gear head monofilament extruder system
Carbon fiber is a hard material and is abrasive to orifices that it passes through,
therefore current material selection allows printing of up to about 80 hours before the
nozzle needs to be replaced. Therefore, future iterations of the nozzle may include a
ceramic or hardened (steel) insert, as is currently used on the Markforged 3D printer
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nozzles, shown in figure 4.14. Latest in-house designs already include a replaceable
carbon fiber inlet in the liquefier (figure 4.15). For designs featuring larger internal
chambers and tow counts, the consideration may be made to include a way to open
up the liquefier melt chamber to allow for thorough cleaning.
Figure 4.14: Nozzles with ceramic
inserts[98]
Figure 4.15: Replaceable liquefier insert
Importance of Hot-End Temperature on Print Speed
The function of the hot end is to melt the polymer such that it can be extruded well.
Each polymer has an upper and lower processing temperature that should not be
exceeded for successful extrusion.
If the liquefier temperature is too hot, the polymer will start to carbonize and
degrade, and the polymer may begin to foam as the degradation process releases
gasses. For excessively hot liquefiers that are not yet within the degradation tem-
perature range, traditional 3D printing process suffers from ”oozing” of the nozzle.
This ”oozing” is the slow discharge of material from the nozzle orifice. Oozing can
manifest as literal droplets of plastic on a printed part or as ”stringing”, an artifact
on a print where small strings of deposited material are suspended between concave
features of a print that have a direct toolpath connection. Thanks to the presence of
the continuous fiber, this effect is not present on 3D printing with continuous fiber
reinforcement.
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(a) Too hot (b) Optimal (c) Too cold
Figure 4.16: Deviations from optimal liquefier temperatures affects the print qual-
ity: (4.16a) surface roughness from bubbling due to excessive liquefier temperature,
(4.16b) optimal liquefier temperature and (4.16c) imperfections due to insufficient
liquefier temperature
If the liquefier is too cold, the extrusion process becomes more difficult as the
viscosity increases, and unevenly melted filament sections will start to appear in the
print. An example of the effects of polymer temperature on the print quality is shown
in figure 4.16. Extrusion below optimal temperatures also reduces the inter-layer
strength of the print, as the melt cools too quickly when exiting the nozzle.
The temperature in the liquefier also drops as the mass flow is increased. There-
fore, each liquefier design has an upper limit for how fast the printing can be done.
For the current liquefier design shown in figure 4.11, the upper limit before print
quality reduction was observed was found to be just above 13 mm/s. This limit
is determined by the maximal material flow through the nozzle that still results in
an optimal print quality while maintaining optimal print temperatures. Therefore,
if faster print speeds are desired, a redesign of the liquefier is necessary, where an
increased preheat length or multiple inlets for the monofilament are known to be
the best parameters to tackle first. Current print speeds have been reliably proven
to be successful up to 13 mm/s, however most prints are still run at a slower pace
of 5 mm/s as this allows the researchers to observe the printing process better and
provides ample time to correct any print issues.
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Effects of Relative Feed and Liquefier Pressure
One of the major differentiators of the liquefier for continuous fiber when compared to
standard 3D printer liquefiers is the addition of a separate monofilament inlet, beyond
the original (in this case, continuous carbon fiber) inlet. The monofilament inlet
allows the tweaking of the inflow of pure polymer during the print, which significantly
affects the print quality. Depending on the amount of sharp corners and closely
spaced geometry in the print, more or less monofilament can be extruded for optimal
fiber volume fractions in the print. These limits allow for customization, but have
harsh limits, as overfeeding will increase the liquefier pressure and continuous fiber
filament tension, which may result in build-up of polymer on top of the liquefier.
This build-up outside of the liquefier will solidify and eventually fails a print as the
fiber is blocked and cannot enter the liquefier. The opposite extremum, extremely
lean prints with low polymer ratios suffer from reduced strength in the inter-layer
direction, which can even cause a print to fail. An example of this can be seen in
figure 4.9a, where right above at the 10 degree overhang line, the monofilament feed
jammed for approximately 10 layers, and the print was very lean. This was caused
by a locally thicker region in the monofilament (a monofilament defect), which was
corrected after those 10 layers. The discoloration shows the effect of this defect clearly
and the part is noticeably weaker in this region.
The optimal values obtained for printing various geometries are found through
experimentation, and are listed in table 4.1. The table shows the average values from
10 different prints and their standard deviations σ. The relative extrusion (indicated
Rel. Ext.) shown is the lengthwise difference in feeding-in of filament and is defined
as follows:
Rel.Ext. = EMono
ECF
(4.1.2)
where EMono and ECF are the extrusion rates (in mm/s) of monofilament and con-
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tinuous fiber filament respectively. Similarly, when accounting for the difference in
filament cross-sectional area, the volume-wise relative extrusion (indicated Rel. Vol.)
indicated in the table is the relative volume-flow of monofilament VMono to continuous
fiber VCF filament:
Rel.V ol. = VMono
VCF
= EMono
ECF
AMono
ACF
(4.1.3)
For this calculation, a CF filament diameter of 0.766 mm was used, and whereas
the monofilament diameter is 1.75 mm. Finally, the fiber volume ratio (FVR) of the
printed part can be calculated from the fiber volume ratios of the constituents, where
only the continuous fiber filament has a fiber volume ratio:
FV RPart =
VCF
VMono + VCF
· FV RCF (4.1.4)
In this equation, the fiber volume ratio of the continuous fiber filament FV RCF was
determined from digestion tests to be about 39%.
Table 4.1: Relative material feed rates for various geometries for a continuous fiber
inflow of ≈ 5 mm/s
Part Type PEI rate σPEI Rel. Ext. Rel. Vol. FVR σFV R
[mm/s] [mm/s] [%] [%] [%] [%]
0◦ Coupon 0.9 0.09 18% 94% 20% 2.0%
±45◦ Coupon 1.15 0.08 23% 120% 17% 1.2%
90◦ Coupon 1.13 0.04 23% 118% 18% 0.6%
Thinwalled 1.45 0.02 29% 152% 15% 0.2%
The Fiber Volume Ratio (FVR) calculated and shown in the table, is calculated
based on the inflow of material and their respective constituent fiber volume ratios,
and thus does not include any geometric print defects such as voids. This shows that
optimal values vary for different geometries. For most prints over the course of this
research, the monofilament inlet feed speed was fixed to a certain value that would
fit the geometry of the print. The print geometry did not vary sufficiently to vary
the feed speed within a print. However, for complex prints, the feed speed should
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vary based on the print geometry as the print progresses. As such, the addition of
the extra inlet is justified, and the author would recommend against the elimination
of this functionality.
Nozzle Cooling
The common used method to freeze the geometry of the fiber and polymer in place
after deposition is nozzle cooling with an air blower. This reduces the effects of
any existing tension and latent or residual heat as discussed earlier in this chapter
and shown in figure 4.5. Nozzle cooling needs to be done with caution, as excessive
cooling can bring the temperature of the deposited bead and part below the required
temperature for successful cohesion. Nozzle cooling thus reduces the inter-deposition
strength of the part, which is already a frequent failure point as was discussed in
section 2.3. Furthermore, excessive nozzle cooling air flow cools the liquefier and
reduces the thermal efficiency of the system. Therefore, it should only be activated
when absolutely necessary. The thermal balance of temperatures is shown in figure
4.17 and the qualitative effects of nozzle cooling on the melt flow temperature is shown
in figure 4.18 for both the scenario of deposition near the bed and in areas beyond the
influence of the bed heating. In the latter figure, the temperature ”near the bed” for a
printer without a heated chamber is within the first 1 cm of the print, and ”away from
bed” indicates temperatures measured more than 10 cm above the build surface. The
implementation of nozzle cooling on the physical printers is shown for two printers in
figure 4.19, where both fans have Pulse-Width Modulated (PWM) controlled power
supply to regulate the airflow. As mentioned, reduction in inter-layer (interstitial)
bonding strength due to cooling thus requires a trade-off between geometric accuracy
and maximizing interstitial strength. An example of a part printed with excessive
nozzle cooling is shown in figure 4.20, where the layers could be separated by hand
easily.
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Figure 4.17: Nozzle cooling Figure 4.18: Effect of nozzle cooling on tempera-
ture gradients
(a) Mini MACFAM (b) USC-McNAIR Vesuvius
Figure 4.19: Nozzle cooling systems on the two in-house printers
4.1.3 Bed Surface Considerations
The first layer is always the most important layer when considering 3D printing. The
adhesion of the print to the bed surface and the bed levelness are the two key factors
Figure 4.20: Parts printed with excessive nozzle cooling can easily be pulled apart
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that define a good bed. Both are discussed in the following sections.
Bed Surface Evaluation
The material and adhesion of the print to the bed surface needs to be tuned to
acceptable limits: on one hand, the part needs to stick to the surface such that it
can be printed and withstand any forces from the full 6+-axis of depositions, but
on the other hand it needs to be loose enough so that it can be removed from the
build platform without damaging the part or the build platform. In this research
a combination of existing methods and new methods were assessed to find the best
bed surface for CCF-PEI printing. The options were assessed qualitatively on a scale
from 1 to 5:
1. No adhesion
2. Tacky, but not sufficient for printing
3. Low strength adhesion (prints may fail due to bed separation)
4. Optimal adhesion (allows for low-force mechanical removal)
5. Strongest adhesion (requires chemicals to remove)
The different options are ranked on their adhesion assessment in table 4.2. Note that
items marked with an * are frequently used build platforms in the 3D printing com-
munity. The temperature column indicates the approximate temperature that was
found for optimal bed adhesion with that specific configuration. Maximum temper-
ature values listed in the table are approximations to the upper use temperatures.
From the different trials, several options emerged for a good quality bed adhesion.
Depending on the amount of prints on one platform, the operator may choose to go
for one of these options:
• 3mm thick Acrylic(PMMA): Good for use for rapid iteration between
prints. Parts can be removed without cooling down of the bed. Repeated
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cycling will warp the acrylic, but it is a low-cost build platform so a single-use
may be justified.
• Acrylic spray on Acrylic bed: Excellent adhesion but may warp over time.
Removal requires bed to cool down to below 60◦.
• Acrylic spray on 3mm Borosilicate Glass: Best adhesion, flat surface
structure, excellent bed heat conduction. Easy removal but requires bed to
cool down to below 60◦.
• Acrylic spray on Aluminum Silicate: Best adhesion, flat surface structure,
excellent bed heat conduction. Easy removal but requires bed to cool down to
below 60◦.
In these, the acrylic spray used was the Colormaster Crystal Clear variant of from
Krylon, and the Borosilicate glass has a thickness of 3 mm.
Table 4.2: Various bed surfaces and their adhesion performance rating
Material Tested T ◦C T ◦gC Tmax ◦C Performance
PEI Sheet* 100 217 250 1
PEI on Painters Tape 100 NA 150 1
Silicone sheet 150 -125 300 1
Cellulose Acetate 110 115 120 1
Borosilicate Glass* 120 820 300+ 1
Capton Tape* 110 385 360 1
Blue Painters tape* 100 NA 120 1
Hairspray (Vinyl) on boros. glass* 100 NA 120 2
PPS 140 91 230 2
Gluestick on borosilicate glass* 105 NA 120 2
Glass with Acrylic resin 110 105 150 3
Acrylic Bed bonded to aluminum sheet 110 105 150 3
Acrylic (PMMA) 110 105 150 4
Acrylic spray on Borosilicate Glass 110 105 150 4
Acrylic spray on Acrylic Bed 110 105 150 4
Acrylic spray on Aluminum Silicate Bed 110 105 150 4
PEI Solution on borosilicate glass 130 217 250 5
Polycarbonate 120 147 150 5
PETG 80 88 200 5
Spray on Acrylic on metal sheet 110 105 150 5
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Effect of Bed Levelness
Beyond the importance of the bed surface material and adhesion, for larger prints, the
bed needs to be level with respect to the nozzle movement, as is true for conventional
pure polymer 3D printing. This is another key factor for a successful print. An
uneven, warped or unlevel bed will result in variability in the first layer adhesion
of the print, which results in certain areas sticking well, whereas others don’t stick
at all. Depending on the bed material and the printing bed temperature, the bed
surface may also warp due to thermal expansion. This is why low coefficient of
thermal expansion materials such as ceramics are often preferred for build platforms,
although these generally conduct heat less efficiently. The effect of an unlevel bed on
a print can be seen in figure 4.21.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.21: Bed levelness heavily affects first layer adhesion and thus the print
quality: Well leveled bed ((a) and (b) top) and poorly leveled bed ((a) and (b)
bottom)
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4.1.4 Printing Process Key Performance Indicators
Throughout the previous sections, several physical quantities of the system have been
discussed as well as their effects on print quality. These Key Performance Parameter-
s/Indicators (KPP/KPI) and their optimal values are summarized in table 4.3. The
perceived lower and upper limits of the current system are also indicated and were
determined throughout the many print iterations and tests. The optimal values and
the limitations are set by a variety of factors, including the liquefier geometry and
heating capacity of the heater cartridges. It is important to note that each permu-
tation of these performance parameters results in a different strength and stiffness
of the final printed part. The optimal parameters indicated are approximations that
appear to yield the optimal strength and stiffness results.
Table 4.3: Key performance parameters of the current systems and their acceptable
limits
Parameter Unit Minimum Optimal Maximum
Monofil. dia. [mm] 1.65 1.7 1.75
CFRP Fil. dia. [mm] 0.5 0.7 0.9
PEI/CFRP feed ratio [%] 18 29 34
Preheat temp [◦C] 375 390 400
Liq. temp [◦C] 375 390 400
Nozzle bore [mm] 0.6 0.9 1.2
Nozzle cooling [CFM] 0 21 45
Nozzle exit tension [N] 0 < 1 < 2
Print speed [mm/s] 1 5 13
Deposition spacing [mm] 1.42 1.425 None
Layer thickness [mm] 0.31 0.33 0.37
Bed temp [◦C] 95 110 130
4.1.5 Preliminary Notes on Cut & Restart Functionality
For unreinforced 3D printing, it suffices to halt the extrusion of plastic when the
printer is going from one extrusion zone to another (defined in the 3D printing com-
munity as ”travel movements”, or ”travel”). Some printers even retract the plastic
feed to reduce oozing from pressure in the liquefier. However, for continuous fiber
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printing, the fiber originating from the nozzle is stuck to the part, and travel cannot
be done easily without cutting the fiber. This is the most significant difference when
printing with continuous fiber: the requirement to cut the fiber between interrupted
print sections. When investigating other additive manufacturing methods such as
AFP or ATL, the fiber is cut before being placed on the part, equivalent to ”pre-
nozzle” cutting. As the material is still stiff, this ”re-feeding” through the deposition
head is generally not a major issue.
For the continuous fiber printing system, initial trials where the fiber was cut
before it enters the liquefier showed that the extended heat and melt zone in the
liquefier causes the free edges from the cut fiber to fray and buckle under the feed-in
pressure, filling the liquefier with fibers rather than them emerging from the nozzle.
Although the success rate for ”re-feeding” is higher when the chamber is emptied
first, the temperature of the nozzle may still catch stray fibers which may cause the
print to fail later on. This proves that re-feeding through the pool of molten plastic
or a hot nozzle is unreliable and that the fiber has to be cut ”post-nozzle”. Therefore,
the following steps have to be undertaken by the cutting and restart mechanism:
1. Off-part (lead-out) motion in plane of printing to prevent loose edges from
sticking out. The cutting mechanism is extended
2. Grabbing of the tail to create sufficient tension in the fiber to cut
3. Cutting of the fiber and releasing of the tail connected to the print
4. Approaching the print in the plane of printing near the next print location
(lead-in).
5. Restarting the print, and stow away the cutting mechanism
These steps are shown in figure 4.22.
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(a) Off-part cutter extension (b) Grabbing (c) Cutting & tail release
(d) Approach & restarting (e) Release & cutter retraction (f) Resulting print
Figure 4.22: The cutting and restart procedure for continuous fiber 3D printing
Initial off-system trials were focused on the cutting and grabbing system. Both
an anvil-and-cutter and a shear-type cutter were assessed. The grabbing system
consists of two electromagnets (Part #UE-3231, DC24V, 6.0W) and levers that grab
the fiber on an anvil plate. The cutter system consists of a knife blade mounted to
a solenoid actuator (part #JF-1040, 24VDC, 400mA, 10mm, 25N). The prototype
setup is shown in figure 4.23. A variation of anvil surfaces (blue tape, rubber tape,
electrical tape, cardboard, aluminum, steel) and blade types (X-Acto #11, Utility
(carbide)) were used to identify the best cutting system for an anvil-style set-up.
The most successful trials on a 3K section of CF-PEI filament were obtained with
a 9 mm stroke length on the blade solenoid, cutting with a X-Acto #11 blade onto
an aluminum anvil, with a success rate of 87% over 14 trials. This was not a high
enough success rate to continue developing this approach. Further tests with roller-
blade style setups were unsuccessful. Future work includes evaluating a shear-style
approach and using more powerful actuators.
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Figure 4.23: Prototype grabbing and cutting system
4.2 In-Situ Manufacturing Monitoring during FFF
A novel concept is introduced on monitoring the status of manufacturing during
additive manufacturing processes, such as 3D printing. The process introduces a
first-level feedback which decides whether to stop or continue a print based on the
printing process, and any corrective measures that can be taken to salvage the print.
4.2.1 Problem Statement
The process 3D printing is currently often an open loop system, where a set of com-
mands is sent from the controlling computer to the printer after which the printer
follows the commands with minimal feedback. The only feedback that is currently
present in most commercially-available off the shelf 3D printers is in the form of tem-
perature sensor feedback: if the nozzle temperature is too low or too high, the print
is aborted as lower temperatures prevent extrusion and higher temperatures can in-
dicate a circuit short. The same holds true for the current in-house KUKA-based 3D
Printer.
Many variables define when a print is successful and sudden variations in the
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ambient conditions during the print may cause failure (and predicting these is a
challenge). Since the system is open loop, this implies that when an object is printed,
any failure in the print will not be detected and the printer will continue printing
and depositing material, even if the results are adverse. For single-object prints,
an operator can see if the print has failed or not, and can then decide whether to
discontinue the print or not, a process often based on the experience of the operator.
If monitored closely, the losses may be minimal, however if the machine is running
unattended for long periods (as is often the case with 3D printers), this may result in
large losses of material and production time. The latter is especially important for 3D
printing, as it is a relatively slow process with shorter lead times than conventional
processes.
To improve the attractiveness of 3D printing towards industry, several nesting
methodologies such as optimal build direction and optimal bed nesting algorithms
have been developed. These however do not incorporate the possibility that prints or
objects may fail during a print. In prints where large quantities of objects are nested
on a bed, an example of which can be seen in Figure 4.24, only one or several objects
may fail to print, after which the printer would continue to extrude material as it
does not know that (a part of) the print has failed. An in-house example of a set
of objects on a bed of which one failed during print is shown in figure 4.25. In the
figure, a large quantity of filament is shown to have been extruded needlessly during
the print, and although the material can be recycled into raw filament, this process
takes time and resources.
It would therefore be optimal for individuals and industry to be able to differen-
tiate if an object has failed through a live, in-situ, feedback system. The following
section discusses how such a system could be identified and developed for current or
near-future applications.
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Figure 4.24: Nesting of objects on a bed
to reduce printing cycle time
Figure 4.25: Plastic ”spaghetti” created
after print failure
4.2.2 Monitoring Process
The live, in-situ, manufacturing feedback process consists of many steps. First, an
object is defined to be defective and, consecutively, a decision is made whether to
keep printing or not. The subsequent step is then to decide whether an object needs
to be corrected or canceled. Finally, a decision needs to be made on whether the
print as a whole has failed or can be completed without losing significant lead time.
The process is shown in figure 4.26.
Figure 4.26: The proposed process of in-situ manufacturing monitoring during 3D
printing
Step 1: Anomaly Detection Several methods of detection can define if a failure
has occurred. The current inspection method is predominantly visual, as an operator
forces the machine to stop once an irrecoverable error has occurred. With this in mind,
a camera system could be developed, based on (thermal) digital image correlation
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systems, where one or multiple cameras continuously, or at intervals, takes snapshots
of (part of the) printing bed. These partial or complete snapshots would then be
combined digitally, and cross-referenced with known data from the manufacturing
toolpath and deposition simulation, as determined from the print definition. If this
cross-reference shows that a section of a print does not look as it should at that
instance in time, a flag may be raised stating that an inconsistency has been detected.
One example of this would be that printer spaghetti could be identified in early stages
and corrective measures would be taken before significant amount of material or time
was lost.
Different inspection methods, other than standard visual methods, may include
thermal inspection, where an infrared camera monitors the recently printed material
as it is still cooling down and verifies its location with the intended location from the
model. Once the image correlation has been completed, any anomalies can be revised
and double-checked using e.g. a second snapshot, to verify it was not a single event
upset.
For continuous fiber prints, one of the failure modes is failure due to high tension.
When the tension is too high, the fiber breaks, which induces a vibration in the
printhead. This vibration can be picked up with accelerometers or force-feedback on
the industrial robotic platforms. Another failure mode of continuous fiber printing is
partial sticking of the fiber and partial delamination. This and other failure modes
can sometimes be picked up with a microphone as there often is a shearing noise
(much like duct tape being unrolled) emitted from the failure location. Finally, print
failure can be picked up by an anomaly in the feeding system. If the fiber has been cut
at the nozzle or jammed in the liquefier, the print will no longer be able to ”pull in”
filament from the continuous fiber spool, which can cause the filament to bundle up
on top of the liquefier. This can again be picked up with an appropriate touch-based
or visual sensor. Once a vibration, abnormal noise or feeding issue is detected, the
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print can be paused and a signal can be sent to an operator requesting to inspect the
print or printing system.
If the anomaly has been verified, the next step is to decide what to do with the
object or section in question. An anomaly may be identified as a primary error or a
secondary error. Primary errors are errors or deficiencies which define part production
failure. A secondary error during manufacturing may be a minor deficiency where
part performance may be deteriorated, but still sufficient for use with or without
minor corrections.
Step 2: Object Manufacturing Correction If an anomaly was identified
as secondary, the printer may autonomously or through user input decide whether
or not any corrective measures have to be conducted. During past carbon fiber
prints, there have been instances where the deposition has failed. Through constant
observation, this had always been noticed within 1 to 3 minutes after failure, and
corrective measures were manually put in place to continue the large prints, such
that hours (sometimes days) of printing did not go in vain, proving that this concept
can be applied, although automation may not be trivial. This segment of the concept
will not be elaborated upon further as this would require the basic development of
additive manufacturing artificial intelligence, which goes beyond the scope of this
concept definition.
Step 3: Object Manufacturing Cancellation Once an object has been iden-
tified as defective and the decision has been made that it has failed, the next step
is to expedite a cancellation action, if the failure has been identified as primary. In
the event of a cancellation, the remainder of a failed object would simply cease to
be printed, as the printer would skip the object(s) in question and would continue
printing the other objects on the bed. In this case, a conditional may be implemented
which defines at which level of failure of the print the complete printed bed may be
regarded as failed. This could make the choice for the printer to stop printing if e.g.
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70% of the objects on the bed have failed, prompting the user to restart a new, clean
print. Timely object or print cancellation, even when some processing time is added
for the image processing and assessment of the prints, would still result in a major
decrease in lost time, effort and material during printing.
Step 4: G-code Restructuring The implementation of this new method into
the currently existing G-code or KRL-code should not imply significant coding
changes.
Firstly, the monitoring method has to be added to the code. This can be done at
set intervals, at layer changes or at object changes in the code. Simply adding the
activation code to start the capturing and processing of a snapshot is enough. For
corrective measures and alterations, a primary requirement is that all objects that
are sliced are now automatically identified using an ID number. This ID number is
used to select which lines of code are relevant to which object. Ideally, the lines of
code for each object should be in a conditional statement within each layer, allowing
it to be disabled if the condition is not met. This way, e.g. all of the lines of code
forming an object may be disabled or bypassed at once. An else-statement could be
implemented if the coordinates used in the print are relative towards each-other. In
that case, the else-statement would contain the initial and final point of the layer
of the object that is canceled, and it would simply move to the end position before
switching to a relative movement command for new object. An example is given for
a print with three objects, containing 4 layers of material. In the new code, there
would be 12 conditionals, belonging to 3 objects, 3 for each layer to determine if
that layer of the object has to be printed. A qualitative example of this is given
in figure 4.27. For instances of the code where corrective measurements have to
be taken, the adjustments rapidly can increase the code complexity, as it requires an
analysis method on where to start depositing correction material. Although this is an
interesting concept for an artificially intelligent 3D printer, it will not be elaborated
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Figure 4.27: Sample coding structure for an in-situ monitored manufactured object
on further here as it is beyond the scope of the concept definition.
Effects of Implementation on the Current Processes
If the above failure detection, evaluation & correction and cancellation process is im-
plemented successfully, this could have significant advantages for large scale Additive
Manufacturing. The printing process would be monitored and a feedback system
would tell the controller whether the print is progressing well or not. For single-
object prints, this means that the printer can be left unattended and the printing
process will be modified as soon as a significant enough deviation from the expected
has occurred. If correction is possible, this would be executed, otherwise the print
would be canceled. For nested multi-object prints, this would imply that the affected
objects would be corrected or canceled upon deviation detection, and the print would
either continue as planned or the irreparable objects would be excluded from being
developed further. Discontinuing defective objects not only saves time and material
during the print, it also reduces the remaining printing time of the other objects on
the bed, allowing a faster cycle time and corrective measures to be taken.
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4.3 Experimental Verification Platforms
With the technological requirements discussed in the previous sections, the focus now
is on the application of the printing technology. A major component for 3D printers
is a way to move the nozzle across the build platform. The technology was developed
such that it is modular in nature, and such that it can be applied to a variety of
platforms. These can be consumer-style electronics as present in current off-the-
shelf 3D printers, or using industrial scale robotics such as KUKA robotics. Both
approaches were used in this research and are presented in the followings sections.
In subsection 4.3.1, an in-house developed motion platform is used to mount the
continuous fiber end effector, and in subsection 4.3.2, the steps required to integrate
the system into an industrial KUKA system are elaborated. Finally, some sample
3-axis print geometries that were not previously addressed are shown in subsection
4.3.3.
4.3.1 Proof of Concept: MACFAM Mini
Many complexities arise when working with industrial robotics, therefore, the de-
cision was made to build a bridging technology between the industry robots and
the off-the-shelf 3D printers available in the lab. An in-house 3D printer was de-
signed based on the typical commercial MendelMax 3 3D printer from Maker Tool
Works[178]. This Cartesian gantry-style printer offers a much more open accessibility
of the end effector when compared to other printers configurations such as the delta
or box configurations and the frame structure ensures high accuracy and reliability.
The new printer, named ”MACFAM Mini” uses the same actuation methodology
for the platform and gantry movements as the MendelMax, and is controlled by
a RAMBo board with integrated stepper drivers. The RAMBo (short for Reprap
Arduino-Mega-compatible mother Board) is an all-in-one printer control board with
integrated stepper drivers through the RAMPS architecture (Reprap Arduino Mega
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Pololu Shield) with Arduino. This board is powered through a 24VDC power sup-
ply, which is the same voltage that powers industrial PLC terminals used on the
KUKA robot. The RAMBo board is controlled by the open-source Marlin 3D printer
Figure 4.28: The MendelMax 3 Figure 4.29: The MACFAM Mini control panel
firmware, a grbl and sprinter derivative licensed under GPLv3. This makes it free
for all applications, and is therefore the underlying software of many off-the-shelf 3D
printers, such as Ultimaker, Lulzbot and Prusa printers[99]. Marlin was modified
such that the board only controls the movement, and not the extrusion commands,
as these are to be controlled externally, as shown in figure 4.29. The RAMBo board
was connected to an LCD screen to display the printer status which was mounted
to the bottom-left of the external control panel. The control panel houses the same
controllers that are used on the KUKA platform, but use cheap equivalent Arduino
boards to control the carbon fiber and PEI extrusion settings. The enable switches
and dials that control the extrusion rate can be seen in the bottom-right of the panel,
left of the emergency power cut-off switch. The current set rates, as well as the
amount of CF filament extruded are displayed on the top-right LCD screen. The
temperature of the hot-end is controlled by two Inkbird ITC-100 PID temperature
controllers which power the heater cartridges on the end effector through a relay.
Finally, the calibration button for the feedback encoder and calibration status LED
is mounted to the top-right corner. The end effector discussed in this chapter was
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mounted to the printer, which is shown in figure 4.30.
The printer firmware is externally controlled from a laptop through Repetier Host,
an open-source software platform for 3D printers that allows the user to import and
slice geometries using a variety of open source slicers, including Skeinforge, Slic3r
and Cura[44]. The software also displays the G-code and can drip-feed the movement
commands to the printer. The details on how the paths are generated for printing
with continuous fiber are discussed in further detail in chapter 5. An sample fragment
of G-code is listed in appendix A.1.
Figure 4.30: The MACFAM Mini fitted with the continuous fiber end effector and its
control board
4.3.2 Proof of Concept: Vesuvius
The industrial application was done on a KUKA KR6 R700 industrial robot, as
shown in figure 4.32. The robot controller replaces the functionality provided by the
Arduino-controlled RAMBo and peripherals, and controls all aspect of the printing.
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The details of the integration and the application of the technology to industrial
robotics and their operation will be discussed in detail in sections 5.5 and 5.6. Before
printing with continuous fiber, this platform was first equipped with a standard 3D
printing end effector to demonstrate and verify that spacial accuracy was sufficient to
3D print. The plastic extruder (an E3D V6 hot-end [38]) and the geometries printed
are shown in figure 4.31. The wiring diagrams for the heaters and robot are shown
in appendix B. The robot demonstrated that it can successfully print single-walled
parts of at least 200mm tall with out deviating more than 0.1 mm, which is within
the requirements for continuous fiber 3D printing.
Figure 4.31: ABS Plastic parts printed on Vesuvius with an E3D V6 hot end
4.3.3 Sample Prints & Continued Trials
Using the systems described in the previous sections, numerous parts were printed,
with increasing reliability. These parts are shown in figures 4.33 and 4.34, where it
should be noted that the print quality varies as feedstock and process quality varied
throughout the development of the systems.
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Figure 4.32: The first KUKA Platform: Vesuvius
Figure 4.33: Sample prints (left to right, top to bottom): Simple hollow cylinder and
stadium, brackets, y-shaped tube.
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Figure 4.34: Sample prints (left to right, top to bottom): Square with shell, grid
infill, large prosthetic socket, windmill and rocket fins
4.3.4 Printing on Printed Surfaces & Support Material
The eventual goal of this technology is printing in true 3D, with reinforcements on the
side surfaces of existing printed sections, in the form of stiffeners or other features.
Therefore, it is important to assess whether 3D printed surfaces can be printed on. For
preliminary trials, this was done by printing an extended stadium with flat walls in the
middle sections. After reorientation and fixing the part on the bed using high-strength
adhesive aluminum tape, a traditional flat-bed print was started on the side of the
already printed part. For demonstration purposes, both convex and concave geometry
was tested, as well as an infill-type reinforcing geometry, where parallel paths are
closely adjacent to one another. The resulting feasibility tests are shown in figure 4.35.
The latter test shown in the figure is a printed tube with overprinted reinforcement of
which the orientation was optimized for torsional strength and stiffness. The adhesion
between the base structure and the added layers are similar to the inter-layer strength
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(a) Set-up (b) Complex & infill (c) 45◦ and 90◦ infill
Figure 4.35: Demonstration of set-up and capability of printing on printed surfaces
of the part, and can be varied by careful adjustment of the first layer height. The
added deposition can successfully adhere to the layer ridges in the printed part.
The next important step is to demonstrate the ability to print on support material.
Support material in FFF/FDM is temporary scaffolding that facilitates printing in
areas that are not directly supported by the bed or the previous layers. Two methods
exist for support material: printing with the same material, and varying the inter-
layer spacing to allow easy removal, and printing with a different material that has
dissimilar properties that allow it to be removed easier (more brittle or dissolvable in
water or solutions that do not affect the main print material). The support material
selection was focused on materials with similar glass transition temperatures as the
optimal bed material (PMMA). In this case, PLA Pro, a material which shows very
little warping, Poly-Carbonate, a stiff and brittle material and finally High Impact
Polystyrene (HIPS) were evaluated by printing a flat coupon and overprinting complex
shapes on it. The PLA pro material proved to be the most promising to serve as
support material. The supporting structure can be removed and no residue is left on
the print.
The above two demonstrations prove that new features can be added to existing
continuous CF/PEI and polymer base structures. It is therefore essential to develop
the software supporting these features, which will be discussed in section 5.4.2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.36: Demonstration of support material prints: (4.36a) Different materials
tested (left to right: PLA Pro, PC, HIPS, PLA Pro) and (4.36b) surface finish after
removal from support material
4.4 Notes on Print Quality and Post-Processing
Once printed with finely tuned printing settings, the resulting parts generally have
rough surface across the layers. The magnitude of the grooves between the layers
is directly correlated to the deposition bead dimensions, which in turn depends on
nozzle diameter. For continuous fiber printing, this thus relates to the tow-count of
the deposited fiber. This surface roughness is undesirable for applications where flow
of a medium along the printed part is desired. It is also a natural 3D printing part
defect, and thus crack initiator which generally causes the weakening of the prints
along the build direction, as was extensively discussed in section 2.3, and shown in
figure 4.37. For this multitude of reasons, it is important to assess post-processing
techniques for 3D printed parts with continuous fibers. A variety of post-processing
or surface finishing methods are available, some are listed here in order of prevalence
to the 3D printing world:
• Sanding or machining: Using mechanical abrasion tools to remove the rough
layer from the part. This is generally done with sandpaper or rotary tools, and
industrial environments often use CNC milling as a post-processing step. This
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Figure 4.37: Post-processing can leave a mirror-like surface finish
can result in parts with tight tolerances, and can leave a mirror-like surface
finish if desired. The drawback of this step is that material is removed, and
for thin-walled applications, stiffness or strength requirements may render this
method impossible.
• Solvent vapor treatment: Careful submersion into a solvent vapor chamber
can smoothen the outer layer, eliminating ridges significantly. This can reduce
a part’s surface roughness with minimal effort spent, and can produce a mirror-
like finish. This method can very fast (solvent treatment of ABS parts with
acetone vapor can be done in as little as 2 minutes) and can be tricky if aggres-
sive solvents are used. Excessive exposure can cause dripping or deformation
(and even disintegration) of the parts.
• Coating or solution application: Manual (or automated) application of a
(polymer) finishing solution to fill in the ridges. Also used for adding material
for sanding, machining or coloring/painting. This method is heavily used in the
prototyping industry for demonstration parts or (scale) models.
In this research, each of these methods has been tested briefly to assess the applica-
bility. The methods used were selected such that the treatment method resulted with
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the composite in the most ”pure” state possible: without introducing other chemicals
or colorants. This was a requirement originating from the aerospace ducting market.
4.4.1 Abrasive Post-Processing
An example of abrasive post-processing is shown in figure 4.38. The printed specimen
was sanded using various grit sanding paper resulting in a smooth surface. This
method would be a time-intensive and manual step, but could be automated to some
extent.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.38: Effects of sanding: (4.38a) Original, (4.38b) after sanding with 120
grit paper (4.38c) after sanding with 220 grit paper and (4.38d) after sanding and
polishing with 600 grit paper
4.4.2 Vapor Chamber Post-Processing
Polymers dissolve in certain solvents, and for PEI, we know it dissolves well in chloro-
form from the research on the impregnation of the dry fibers and chemical resistance
tables. Therefore, a chloroform vapor treatment has the potential to smoothen out
sharp ridges in a printed part. In this post-process, chloroform is boiled in an enclosed
chamber containing a specimen, and after a certain exposure time, the chloroform gas
dissolves the surface of the part, which affects its surface roughness. If done correctly,
the part surface finish is noticeably smoother. If the specimen is underexposed to the
chloroform vapor, little or no change will be observed. If the specimen is overexposed,
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thinner specimen will start to degrade while thicker specimen will show drip marks
and eventually degradation will occur. Timing is therefore a critical aspect of this
process. This process was used to smoothen some specimen, with a test setup that is
Figure 4.39: Chloroform vapor trial setup
schematically shown in figure 4.40. The best results were obtained when setting the
heater temperature to 55◦C and an exposure time (between opening and closing of
the chamber lid) of about 120 seconds. It should be noted that several parameters in
this experiment were not measured, including concentration of chloroform particles
(amount of liquid added in the chamber and chamber volume), so further testing
would be required to accurately determine the optimal smoothing parameters. Some
strength increase was noticed after post-processing due to the redistribution of PEI
on the printed part. However, condensation on the part is an issue and accurate
exposure time control are necessary, therefore, the setup described in figure 4.41 is
proposed for future trials. In this setup, a fan ensures circulation of the vapor around
the part to ensure overall equal exposure, and a separate heating and boiling reservoir
with a fill valve allows for controlled exposure time. A release valve on the specimen
chamber ensures safe removal of the lid as pressure may have built up during the
test. The specimen is suspended from the lid on a porous mesh to ensure adequate
airflow and prevent condensation or pooling on the cradle. Both the specimen cham-
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(a) 0 seconds (b) u 120 seconds (c) u 180 seconds
Figure 4.40: Chloroform vapor treatment trials: (4.40a) untreated specimen (4.40b)
smoothened and (4.40c) overexposed specimen
ber and reservoir are heated to ensure the atmosphere contains adequate solvent and
to prevent condensation.
Figure 4.41: Vapor chamber post-processing setup
4.4.3 Brush-on Post-Processing
The third post-processing step used was brush-on application of solutions and sol-
vents. In this case, again chloroform is used. Three different mixtures were applied
using a medium-stiffness paint brush (figure 4.42): pure chloroform, a solution of 3%
PEI (identical to the one used for impregnation) and a solution of ≈15% PEI and
chloroform. A rounded (hollow) cube was used such that each of the 4 outer sides
had a similar surface finish before processing, eliminating printing process variables,
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such as material or feedstock variation, as much as possible (figure 4.43). The appli-
cation of the coating was done in a cross-hatch pattern, alternating with the grain
and across the layers every 5 layers, to generate as equal of a coating as possible. The
application was iterated until the part alteration was visual. The resulting surface
finishes are shown in figure 4.44. These surfaces were cut and cast for microscopy,
Figure 4.42: Post-processing through brush-
on solution application
Figure 4.43: Untreated printed sur-
face
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.44: Effect of various brush-on post-processing solutions: (4.44a) after appli-
cation of 75 strokes of chloroform, (4.44b) after application of 20 strokes of 3% PEI
and chloroform solution and (4.44c) after application of 10 strokes of ≈15% PEI and
chloroform solution
the resulting cross-sections are shown in figure 4.45. The results show how brushing
with pure chloroform has little effect, other than slightly affecting part shine, even
after extensive brushing operations. Once PEI is added to the brush-on solution, the
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surface shows direct effect, and higher concentrations of PEI have more pronounced
effects. The brush-on amount should not be exaggerated, as the microscopy shows
that this coating contains a significant amount of air pockets.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.45: Microscopic effects of various brush-on post-processing solutions: (4.45a)
after application of 75 strokes of chloroform, (4.45b) after application of 20 strokes of
3% PEI and chloroform solution and (4.45c) after application of 10 strokes of ≈15%
PEI and chloroform solution
4.5 Conclusions & Recommendations
Beyond feedstock material variations and quality (as discussed in chapter 3), there
are many process parameters that affect the quality of a 3D Printed part. This is
even more so for printing with continuous fibers. In this chapter, the processes and
systems developed for printing with continuous fibers have been elaborated. The
importance of tension, temperature and pressure in the liquefier on the part has been
shown and the options for bed surfaces for this new process were discussed. These
processes were applied to two purpose-built systems for printing with 3K continuous
fiber and PEI. For the finished part, potential routes for part post-processing were
briefly introduced.
The most important recommendation for future work is the further conceptual-
ization of the cutting and restart mechanism with a functional prototype, followed
by industrialization of the prototype. The steps in this process have already been
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proven in a manual setting, but automation is required. The ability to automatically
start and stop the continuous fiber printing process is currently the most important
missing process capability.
Further recommendations originate from the fact that 3D printing methods such
as FFF and CF-FFF are ultimately slow processes. Future improvements can thus
emerge from increasing the print speed and reliability of the system. One of those
improvements can be optimizing the geometry of the liquefier and nozzle system to
allow for a larger tow count (6K, 12K, 50K) to be printed with. This would open up
the possibility for high deposition requirements for large volume applications. There
will be a decrease in resolution as the tow count increases, as this is dependent on
the curvature limitations of the path. Increases in print speed may arrive from an
improved preheating system on the pure polymer inlet or increasing the number of
pure polymer inlets to increase the upper limit of the inflow of material.
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Chapter 5
Toolpath Planning, Simulation & Integration
for Industrial Robotics
With the input material processed to the correct format as discussed in chapter 3
and the printing technology quantified in chapter 4, the final key component of a 3D
printing system is the software and toolpath generation and optimization strategies
behind it. The methodology in this research is to use existing tools and software
as much as possible, to reduce the amount of development required. Therefore, a
brief consideration is made with respect to existing 3D printing and toolpath plan-
ning methods in section 5.1. In the early stages of the research, the focus was to
assess, then modify existing slicing tools and to optimize them for continuous fiber
3D printing. The methodology used for this is elaborated in section 5.2. With the
toolpath methodology generated, a certain object can be investigated to asses which
orientation is the most suitable for continuous fiber 3D printing, as is discussed in
section 5.3. Once the features and shortcomings of current ”plane-by-plane” path
generation methods have been analyzed, the step towards the 3D toolpath planning
is made in section 5.4. The steps required for the set-up of this toolpath methodology
for industrial robotic platforms is discussed in section 5.5, and the application itself
is detailed in section 5.6. Finally, some conclusions and recommendations concerning
toolpath planning, simulation and integration with industrial robotics are presented
in section 5.7.
This chapter contains content adapted from an original submission to the Com-
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puter Aided Design conference and Expo (CAD), 2016 [31].
5.1 Slicing & 3D Printing Toolpath Planning
Links between Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM) packages have been established through translators and dedicated tools for
as long as the technology and manufacturing method exist. Tools such as CATIA or
MasterCAM® allow users to generate toolpaths for a large variety of machines, while
maintaining peculiar machine specifications. A brief review of the current method-
ology behind toolpath generation and the software packages used was provided in
section 2.5. Current developments in open source manufacturing, driven largely by
the 3D printing hobbyist community, are resulting in a booming of the toolpath gen-
eration tools and applications for additive manufacturing. The options available to
the user are nearly endless, as the tools have undergone years of crowd-sourced devel-
opment by a dedicated community. Standard functionality allows the user to indicate
the amount of depositions an outside wall gets, the generation and customization of
support material, the density and structure of the infill pattern and more.
The emergence of open source tools for additive manufacturing, which often dis-
cretize continuous motion in finite linear segments, offer an interesting opportunity:
these tools are optimized to fill or trace a defined surface or slice of which the bound
is defined from an intersection with a simplified surface tessellation model. The latter
contains a discretized solution of a parametric feature as defined by a CAD program.
Therefore, these tools are ignorant of any potential parametric surfaces or curves
present in the topology to be traced, and their processing of information to gener-
ate the path is limited to the inside of the 2D slices of the simplified, discretized
boundaries. As the current methodology for slicing objects eliminates almost every
connection to the 3D object, these tools can only be used in certain cases and do not
offer a valid solution for multi-axis toolpath planning for 3D printing. The success of
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a true 3D slicer will only be possible if it uses methods for ”traditional” AM toolpath
planning in conjunction with newly developed methods for ”out-of-plane” printing.
Potential solutions and methodologies to augment the current methods are presented
in the following sections.
5.2 Reconstruction of Motion from G-Code Patterns
The starting point for current-day slicers is a simplified surface tessellation model
that contains a discretized solution of a parametric feature as defined by a CAD
program. Therefore, these tools are ignorant of any potential parametric surfaces or
curves present in the topology to be traced. For many, more industrial, machines,
the discretized line segments which define an arc, spline or other feature are not
optimized and neglect higher order functionality of the ability of the machine to be
programmed.
Current industrial manufacturing tools are capable of processing an impressive
flow of data and their ever improving accuracies assure that nearly any shape can
be (re)produced accurately. Although, as long as tessellation is used, a significant
amount of data is required to represent any arc which could be easily replaced with a
single arc command from the manufacturing tool. Many current industrial manufac-
turing tools contain some functionality to execute arc or spline movement, which is
beyond what the linear tessellation is able to indicate. The detection and replacement
of current code with these higher order toolpathing functions leads to a more accu-
rate, more efficient toolpathing code which simplifies not only the simulation process,
but can make it easier for the operator and machine to interpret and simplify the
massive amount of coordinates that would otherwise be required to define a certain
path.
This section aims to prove a methodology for rediscovering the parametric, higher-
order features using the patterns present in the non-parametric model. A proof
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of concept to demonstrate the re-establishment of the parametric toolpath based
on a non-parametric G-Code file is applied to a KUKA robotic platform. Sample
geometry is processed and simple G-code toolpathing commands are generated with
open-source developed software, containing only linear movement commands and
no higher order functionality of a more developed system. This simple toolpath
generation is then cleaned up and scanned for patterns and features, which can then
replace sections of code in higher order functional toolpathing code. For the KUKA
Robotic platform, KUKA Robotic Language (KRL) output was generated containing
circular arc commands, and for-loops.
5.2.1 Methodology
G-code output from open source developed toolpath generators such as Slic3r is in-
trinsically limited, and produces parts that approximate the actual geometry. Raw
G-code used in 3D printing is prone to infinitesimal errors stemming from the tessel-
lation of the parametric surface. This often produces an inefficient and less optimal
toolpath for the reproduction of the geometry. In order to create a better representa-
tion of the actual geometry, a higher order language is therefore desired to describe
geometries and movements in a way that many open-source slicer-generated G-code
cannot. Each line of the input G-code is read and stored into a list of relative move-
ments for the machine to follow. For most applications, this list contains the relative
X,Y,Z,A,B,C and E (Extrusion) and F (Feedrate) commands for every point and ori-
entation the end effector must travel to. If higher order G-code was input, this list
also contains the center point of any arc commands and the arc’s direction (clockwise
or counter-clockwise), as defined by G2 and G3 commands. Every command from
the original G-code is in this list, converted from absolute coordinates to relative
coordinates. This distinction is important, as the change from absolute to relative
coordinates allows the code to be generalized to any system, regardless of the location
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of the system’s origin. This master list of all the commands from the original G-code
is then parsed into discrete layers or passes of the end effector by monitoring the z-
coordinate of every point in the list. These layers are then passed off to a number of
different optimization algorithms, described in the subsections below, and as shown
in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The feature recognition process for updating lower code into higher-order
machine code
Collinearity Recognition
The output G-code from many slicers contains a number of unnecessary moves or
moves that could be concatenated into one command in the same direction, often
originating from the tessellation of the geometry file. The removal and concatena-
tion of these commands eliminates unnecessary complexity in the toolpath, which is
essential for later methodologies that are to be applied to the master list. Collinear
commands are found by examining the orientation of each movement vector, and
through comparison of that vector to the previous vector. If the two movements are
aligned within tolerance, the second command is removed, and the first is replaced
with a single vector that is the sum of the original two vectors, as shown in figure
5.2. This analysis is applied to every sequential pair of points for every layer in the
part. After this process is concluded, the master list now contains a set of commands
without redundant collinear commands.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: Collinear movements that can be concatenated into a single command:
(5.2a) The first command, (5.2b) The second command, and (5.2c) The concatenation
of the two commands into one command.
Further Toolpath Clean-up
In addition to removal of collinear commands, other small and insignificant moves may
be eliminated from the toolpath in order to create a cleaner path. The insignificant
moves removed are all moves with lengths that are under set machine tolerances and
accuracies, as shown in figure 5.3. Commands above the tolerances are modified such
that the insignificant moves are incorporated in the final toolpath.
Arc Feature Recognition
The optimized master list can then be parsed into layers to perform topological feature
recognition analysis. The parser then tries to regenerate the original parametric
feature based on the geometry from the linearized G-code. For arc commands, the
parser must decide what commands may be considered as part of an arc, by comparing
the direction change between any two sequential commands and comparing this to
the previous direction change. If a set of movements all have direction changes within
tolerance and the lengths are equal within tolerance, then that entire set may be part
of an arc. One must note that identifying if a set of points is part of an arc is not
trivial and sometimes this concatenation is not desired, so the tool must be used with
caution. In figure 5.2c, a set of moves that are concatenated as an arc by the parser
is shown. Note that to prevent accuracy loss, the first and last point of an arc set are
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never concatenated.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Movement commands and their resulting concatenation: (5.3a) An un-
necessary short movement command, (5.3b) The concatenation of that movement
command with the long movement command trailing it and (5.3c) A set of linear
movement segments that can be converted into a single arc movement.
Repeated Layer Recognition
In addition to recognition of topography in individual layers, the parser also seeks
to find any layers that are repeated and use for-loops in a higher level language to
repeat them. The parser accomplishes this by comparing the coordinates for every
point (including arc commands) in the current layer to the coordinates of every point
in the previous layer. This allows parts with consistent cross sections to be printed in
very few commands (as little as 10), where before the slicer output may have hundreds
of thousands of points. Repeated layer recognition along with 2D arc recognition
allows for massive reductions in output file sizes, as well as a more faithful recreation
of the original geometry.
Code generalization & Output to machine language
The master list is generalized to a format that can be converted into any higher level
language, involving the making of a set of all repeated layers, arcs, and any additional
points that may aid any conversion, such as arc centers. This list can then be parsed
into another higher level machine language. This particular parser was written to
output KUKA Robotics Language (KRL), however any machining language could be
used for output, as long as the syntax is understood by the programmer. The master
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list is written out entry by entry into commands in the higher level language, and the
additional set lists are used to determine where for-loops and arc commands may be
placed, if applicable in the chosen higher language. The output language may even be
G-code, and if the input language was linear G-code, then linear and arc-supported
G-code may be output to increase code efficiency.
As shown in figure 5.4, for the case of a stadium-shaped extrusion, the ideal parser
would be able to convert the complex toolpath with hundreds of points and layers into
a 6-point, for-loop controlled simplified toolpath, significantly reducing the required
data and optimizing the toolpath for a higher order code.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.4: The optimizing of a stadium toolpath: (5.4a) The desired geometry, (5.4b)
An example of an original toolpath, (5.4c) One layer from the original G-Code with
sufficient linear movements to approximate the curves, (5.4d) One layer of the opti-
mized path with 2 linear commands and 2 arc commands and (5.4e) Representation
of the optimized toolpath code including a for-loop.
5.2.2 Application
In order to get a better representation of manufactured parts with respect to their
digital counterparts, and to correct issues with the raw linear G-code, an in-house G-
code parser was developed which cleans up toolpathing G-code, identifies higher-order
functions and compiles these functions in a higher order robot programming language
to form a more optimal, memory-efficient machine-independent code, according to
the methodology described above. The parser then outputs the code according to an
output function which is determined by the syntax of the application that is desired.
The general scope of the application is shown in figure 5.5.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.5: From left to right: (5.5a) Example of the scope of the post-processing
workflow with the in-house developed G-code optimizer, (5.5b) The Mendel Max 3,
an off-the-shelf 3D printer controlled by G-code and (5.5c) An in-house developed
3D Printer based on a KUKA Robotic platform used to run the converted code,
controlled by KRL-code.
KRL Application
The G-code modification process was applied to an industrial KUKA Robotic Plat-
form. This platform was converted into a 3D printer by reading and converting
open-source generated G-code into KUKA Robotic Language toolpathing commands
which fit the robot controller. With the tolerances of the system in mind, the insignif-
icant length is set for 0.2 mm long. This value is low enough that the removal and
concatenation of these commands will have a negligible effect on the output geome-
try, as 0.2 mm is lower than the nozzle diameter of the printer. The controller allows
circular commands as well as other higher-order functionality such as for-loops.
Examples of Toolpath Processing
The algorithms developed were tested on a multitude of base shapes, some of which
are shown in figure 5.6. These shapes were sliced using Slic3r, which uses the tes-
sellated CAD surface as base for the toolpath commands, and run through the op-
timizing parser. The results of executing the optimization code on this set is shown
in table 5.1, where optimization performance is measured as the original amount of
movement commands versus the amount of commands in the optimized path. Some
of these optimized codes were also printed on the KUKA setup, as shown for the
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stadium case in figure 5.7, to demonstrate the validity of the improved toolpath code.
(a) Stadium (b) Cylinder (c) S-Tube
(d) Y-Tube (e) Vase (f) Complex 1 (g) Complex 2
Figure 5.6: Examples to test the optimization algorithms: (5.6a) Stadium, (5.6b)
Cylinder, (5.6c) S-Tube, (5.6d) Y-Tube, (5.6e) Vase, (5.6f) Complex 1 and (5.6g)
Complex 2.
Table 5.1: Results from the optimization showing a clear and significant reduction in
the number of path commands
Specimen Original # Commands Reduced # Commands Reduction [%]
Stadium 3493 219 93.7
Cylinder 42285 36 99.9
S-tube 63042 33664 46.6
Y-tube 84042 31507 62.5
Vase 107891 45736 57.6
Complex 1 455733 175143 61.6
Complex 2 88983 20290 77.2
5.2.3 Conclusion
The need for a reverse topological toolpath feature recognition process is identified
and, based on an industrial application, a parser was developed while allowing for
generalization of the process. The G-code of sample artifacts ranging in complexity
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Testing the optimized robot code: (5.7a & 5.7b) The stadium geometry
3D printed on the KUKA setup proving the successful translation of G-Code to
optimized KRL.
was processed by the in-house developed parser, analyzed and processed successfully,
reducing the output commands while increasing the toolpath efficiency and accuracy.
The developed tool was able to successfully omit infinitesimally small and redundant
features, detect repeated features and modify the toolpath in such a way that the
resulting part forms the same or a better approximation of the desired geometry,
for a range of complexity of the base code, paving the way for future efficiency and
topological toolpath feature improvements.
5.3 Build Orientation Determination for FFF with CF
As introduced in section 2.5.4, build orientation of a part in Additive Manufacturing
(AM) has a complex effect on part’s quality, process planning, post-processing, pro-
cessing time and cost, etc. The identification of the optimal build orientation for a
part is one of the main contents of process planning in AM. In this section, a build
orientation optimization strategy is developed for the new AM process, multi-material
deposition with continuous fibers, to improve the part quality while reducing the pro-
duction time & cost. First, a set of finite alternative build orientations are generated
by using surface shape features with associated rules derived from the specific charac-
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teristics and constraints of the new developing AM process; then, a Multi-Attribute
Decision Making (MADM) algorithm is applied to determine the optimal orientation
according to preset preferences. A case study is presented for demonstration.
The current orientation optimization methods in literature were reviewed in sub-
section 2.5.4, where it was concluded that the current build optimization methods
need to be adapted before implementation can occur. To conduct effective optimiza-
tion for any engineering problem, the specific characteristics and constraints of the
particular technology under investigation should first be considered [14]. Therefore,
the analysis of the new FFF process performed in chapter 4 will be used and reviewed
to develop a customized orientation optimization method. The newly developed FFF
platform with its specific processing characteristics and constraints is briefly reviewed
in the next subsection, followed by a section on the proposed customized orientation
optimization method. A demonstration is provided, followed by a conclusion of the
research with some perspectives.
The content of this section is an adaptation from the author’s publication in pro-
cedia of International Academy for Production Engineering (Procedia CIRP, College
International pour la Recherche en Productique), 2016 [189].
5.3.1 Processing Characteristics of the New Composite AM
As a platform to experimentally prove the developed new composite AM, an industrial
6 degree of freedom KUKA KR6 R700 robot is modified and supplied with a heated
bed end effector as shown in figure 5.8. Since the fiber diameter is usually fixed and
will not be fused during the deposition process, some special processing characteristics
related with build orientation turn up for this composite AM.
• Layer thickness and deposition road width are fixed. Since the matrix
surrounding the fiber is fused during the deposition, the layer thickness and
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Figure 5.8: The new composite AM experimental setup and mechanism
road width are, in part, determined by the fiber diameter and the fixed extruded
fused bonding materials, which are constant for this setup.
• A minimum corner radius should be maintained. When the polymer
around the carbon fibers in the product solidifies, the resulting deposition has an
increased stiffness with respect to unreinforced depositions due to the presence
of the carbon fiber. Therefore, downstream effects such as delaminations may
occur when a sharp corner is made. Additionally, sharp corners can cause fiber
shearing which may result in fiber breakage. Hence, for each slice, a minimum
corner radius on the slice profile and tool-path should be maintained so as to
guarantee the manufacturability.
• Fiber cutting is required when changing deposition area or treating a
slice with sharp corner. Fibers have to be cut when printing with continuous
fibers for disconnected areas and profiles with sharp corners within a slice or
jump between two slices without overlapped end and starting deposition points.
The cutting takes a certain amount of time as the bed feed has to be stopped,
the unused extruded fiber has to be cut and removed from the system. The
feed also has to be restarted at the start of a new deposition segment, which
also requires a time interval.
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The three mentioned processing features of the new composite AM are different to
other FFF processes and are affected by the build orientation with other related
downstream pre-processing chains, e.g. slicing. Therefore, when conducting build
orientation optimization for this composite AM, alternative orientation generation
rules and decision making related factors or criteria, which are related with these
processing characteristics should be considered. In the following section, a modified
rule-based orientation optimization strategy with respect to the special characteristics
above is presented.
5.3.2 Proposed Orientation Optimization Method
In this section, a feature and rule-based method, composed of two main steps, is
adopted from [184][187] and modified to fit the new process. In the first step, a
decomposition operation is conducted to divide a 3D surface STL model into multiple
pre-defined surface shape feature units. Then, pre-defined rules are used to generate
a set of alternative build orientations for each obtained surface shape feature units.
After that, these sets of alternative orientations are refined and used as alternatives
for the original 3D STL model. In the second step, a list of decision or evaluation
criteria are defined according to the processing characteristics and constraints of
the new composite AM. Then, a decision model is applied to support the decision
making while selecting the optimal build orientation from the pre-defined alternative
orientation list. The flowchart of this method is given by figure 5.9.
Alternative Orientation Generation Method
Three main types of basic shape feature units, a cylindrical shape, a planar shape
and a tapered shape, are defined and related alternative orientation generation rules
are defined according to the special processing characteristics and constraints of the
new composite AM, as shown in figure 5.10. Each defined rule is used to generate a
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Figure 5.9: Orientation Optimization Method
set of finite alternative build orientations which are beneficial for its associated shape
feature unit. For cylindrical type, the build orientation should be parallel to the shaft
Figure 5.10: Generation rules for three shape feature unit types (arrows indicate
alternative build orientations)
to facilitate the depositing of continuous fibers in a contouring way without cutting
within each slice and the jumping to the next layer directly without cutting the fibers.
For the tapered type, there is only one optimal build orientation which is parallel to
its center axis. This build orientation facilitates the continuous fiber deposition,
jumping without cutting to adjacent layers and does not need support structures.
For the planar type (including planar shapes with irregular polygon boundary), the
build orientation should be perpendicular to the plane where the planar shape is
on, which is helpful to the contouring deposition and reduce the total number sharp
corners where fiber cuttings are required. If the build orientation is parallel to the
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planar surface, there is a need of a ”U” turn between two slices, which usually forms
a sharp corner near the shape profiles. As introduced before, a STL surface model
can be decomposed into a set of defined shape feature units, complete shapes or
incomplete shapes, and apply orientation generation rules for these shape units to
generate a set of finite alternative build orientations, which are taken as alternative
build orientations for the original STL model after refining, removing duplicates and
combining very similar orientations. The angle between two alternative orientations
is used to do the refining. An alternative orientation with an angle value dropping
into the range of [0,5] degrees will be treated as a duplicate or a very similar build
orientation. To identify the optimal build orientation for the original STL model,
decision making criteria and model should be applied. This is introduced in the next
sub-sections.
Decision Criteria and Model
Build orientation optimization problem is a typical multicriteria decision making
problem due to the complex affecting factors. It is difficult to consider all the potential
factors without bias. Hence, it is practical to identify the most important factors for
a target AM process as decision criteria. Based on this point, this paper identifies
four main decision criteria, two special criteria and two general criteria.
• Minimum total sharp corners of all slices:
Since a minimum corner radius for the continuous fiber deposition should be
maintained, the total sharp corners for a sliced STL model should be minimized.
Additional cutting operations, which need more build time, should be conducted
to fill the narrow areas with sharp corners, as shown in figure 5.11. Sharp corners
also cause problems of void area, overlaps in narrow deposition areas, difficulty
for tool-path planning, etc. Build orientation affects the slicing result since
different orientations will have different slice profiles when applying uniformed
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Figure 5.11: A slice with disconnected deposition areas and sharp corners
slicing. Hence, an optimal build orientation should have the minimum total
sharp corners. The calculation of number of corners is as follows: for each set
of consecutive deposition segments j and j + 1, described by vectors Dj, and
Dj+1, if the angle between the unit vectors describing the direction of these
depositions Uj and Uj+1, is larger than a preset value θmax, then a corner is
detected and added to a local count. The sum of all these corners is then the
total model corner count. If one or both of the segments of two consecutive
segments is travel (defined as movement without extrusion), this angle does not
count as a corner, and the case is excluded from the count. The angle between
the two depositions can be found using the dot product of the two unit vectors.
The mathematical description for the identification of corners thus becomes:
U¯j · U¯j+1 > cos θmax (5.3.1)
Large surfaces parallel with the build direction will contain infill, which may
create a high corner count. Ideally, infill is not present when printing with
these materials. Therefore, only a shell-like structure was considered for the
example in the following sections. For the calculations in this section, θmax was
set as 45 degrees as a sample, and more recent process trials have demonstrated
successful prints with turns up to 180 degrees, which can be achieved under the
right process parameters.
• Minimum total cutting numbers of fibers:
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As discussed previously, cutting operations are usually required when dealing
with sharp corners, switching deposition from one area to another disconnected
area within a slice and jumping from one finished layer to the next layer if
the tool-paths of two layers are not connected. Build orientation affects the
slicing result and the total numbers of disconnected deposition areas of slices.
Therefore, an optimal build orientation should be the one that has the minim
number of disconnected deposition areas. This means a minimum total number
of cuttings can be obtained. Slice information is used for calculating the total
number of cuttings for a given alternative build orientation by counting the
number of extrusion parameter changes, which derive from switching to different
deposition areas and filling the sharp corners.
• Minimum Z-size-error :
Different build orientations have different build heights, and often, a minimum
Z-height correlates to a minimum build time. However, for the FFF process,
Z-height is not the main time factor since the time fraction for the movement of
nozzles is trivial compared to the time for cleaning nozzles and loading filaments.
In this new composition AM, Z-height is also not a key factor. But, due to the
fixed layer thickness and fiber diameter of this process, there is a problem of
Z-size-error when the build height is not an integer times of the layer thickness,
as shown in figure 5.12. Hence, an optimal build orientation should have a
minimum Z-size-error. An equation for representing the Z-height-error of an
alternative build orientation is given in equation 5.3.2, where Ez is Z-height-
error, Z is the build height and h is the layer thickness.
Ez =
[
1−
(
z
h
−
⌊
z
h
⌋)]2
(5.3.2)
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Figure 5.12: Z-size-error in fixed fiber layer deposition
• Minimum support volume:
This is a general decision criterion for many AM processes where support struc-
tures are required to provide force for overhanging down surface areas. In this
composite AM, soluble support structures are also required to support over-
hanging structures and inner hollow structures. The support volume calcula-
tion method proposed by in references [16] is adopted here to predict the soluble
material volume used for each alternative build orientation in an approximate
way.
Certainly, apart from these criteria discussed above, there are also other direct or
indirect general orientation factors that could be considered as decision criteria, such
as surface roughness, etc. However, for the new process, these four identified criteria
are more important to the manufacturability and final production time and cost. To
conduct multi-criteria decision making, a decision model is required. There are many
multi-decision making models proposed in literature. Different models have different
pros and cons. To handle the unclear interrelations among selected decision criteria,
an integrated decision making model which has two measuring metrics: ’distance’
and ’similarity’, is used[185]. To reduce the scope of this section, details about this
decision model are not presented here. Interested readers are advised to consult more
information in the references.
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5.3.3 Case Study
In this section, the determination of the optimal build orientation for a thin wall
STL model to be built by this new composite AM process is used as an illustrative
example to show the procedures of the proposed method. In the first step, the STL
model is automatically decomposed into a set of basic surface shape features, in-
cluding 3 cylindrical features, 1 tapered feature and 9 planar features. By analyzing
the decomposed surface shapes and the symmetrical properties, only 8 features are
identified (as indicated in figure 5.13). A feature recognition method is based on the
facets’ normal and curvature information. More details can be found in references
[107]. Then, the pre-defined alternative orientation generation rules are applied to
Figure 5.13: Shape features and build orientations for a thin wall part model
these surface features to generate alternative build orientations (red arrows in figure
5.13). After removing duplicates, 8 alternative build orientations are generated for
the original STL model as shown in figure 5.14. In the second step, the pre-identified
four decision criteria are used to evaluate each of the alternative build orientations.
The STL model is rotated to each of the alternative orientations and sliced with a
thickness of 0.25 mm in a uniformed way to calculate the total number of sharp cor-
ners, fiber cuts, Z-size-error and support volume. The prediction calculation results
are presented in table 5.2. With these prediction values in hand, the multi-criteria
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Figure 5.14: Refined alternative orientations for the STL model
Table 5.2: Criterion evaluation values of alternative build orientations. Support
volume is measured in [mm filament used].
Orientation # Cuts # Corners Z-Size-error Support Volume
O1 3137 3982 0 990
O2 2557 2894 0.0576 200
O3 3177 3344 0 540
O4 2531 3070 0.0576 7340
O5 3515 5223 0 4830
O6 3520 5243 0 3930
O7 3204 2524 0.9216 6560
O8 3110 3032 0.9216 9580
evaluation for the alternative orientations can be conducted. As introduced in the
previous section 5.3.2, the integrated model is adopted for decision making. In this
example, the weights are evenly assigned to each of the four criteria. After compu-
tation, the decision results are obtained and depicted in table 5.3. The alternative
orientation, O3 , ranked highest and is identified as the optimal build orientation for
the STL model. To obtain more reliable optimization results, more decision criteria
can be taken into consideration and more accurate and reasonable weight assignment
can be applied according to real application and user preferences. Though the compu-
tation cost can be dramatically reduced by using a feature and rule-based orientation
method, the global optimal cannot be guaranteed. To improve the optimization re-
sult and save computational effort at the same time, this method can be combined
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Table 5.3: Decision results
Orientation Decision Value Ranking
O1 0.9869 2
O2 0.9837 3
O3 0.9937 1
O4 0.8852 6
O5 0.9322 5
O6 0.9446 4
O7 0.6578 7
O8 0.6158 8
with other advanced computational methods, e.g. Genetic Algorithms. For example,
the alternative build orientations generated by using this proposed method can be
used as local searching base for listing computational method. Genetic algorithm
can be used to explore the solution space near each searching base, alternative ori-
entation, by slightly rotating the alternative orientation so as to find better solution.
Future work will be done to aid in the development of this kind of hybrid orientation
optimization method.
5.3.4 Conclusion
A modified feature and rule-based orientation optimization method for a new devel-
oping composite AM process is proposed. New key orientation factors were identified
according to the special processing characteristics and constraints. The proposed
method with those identified new decision criteria will be used as a base for devel-
oping more advanced process planning algorithms for the new composite AM in the
future. In addition, they can also be structured and used to guide the design for this
new composite AM.
It should be noted that this tool only evaluates the number of cuts and orienta-
tion of a base of a 3D printed part with continuous fiber based on the performance
parameters defined in this section. The strength of this technology lies in its capa-
bility to reinforce 3D printed parts with continuous fibers not only within a plane,
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but also on existing prints and surfaces. The optimal print orientation determined
in these calculations is thus only valid for the base layer, but may not be the op-
timal one or even a possible orientation for overprinted parts, based on these same
performance parameters and robot manipulator reach limitations. Orientation opti-
mization for overprinted parts is a completely different study that was not performed
for this research. In the next sections, the toolpath generation methods for complex
overprinted parts are elaborated on, and in this stage of the technology, the user,
designer and/or operator is expected to understand the technology well enough to
make informed decisions on what a good build orientation truly is.
5.4 Toolpath Planning for Multi-Axis 3D Printing
In this section, the foundation of a solution for using multi-axis implementation based
on the full range of 6 degree of freedom industrial robotics is proposed through mod-
ification of toolpathing and addition of features in the build direction of the base
geometry. The solutions are to be implemented on a multi-axis additive manufactur-
ing platform, where both relative translations and rotations of the deposition head
with respect to the printed surface are possible in all directions, such as those shown
in figure 5.15. By using multi-orientation slicing and toolpath generation, reinforce-
ment and features can be added to structures by adding either local features or global
stiffeners, without the need of support material. Using the full range of capabilities
of modern industrial robotics, a 6-axis directional reinforcement can be added to var-
ious types of base geometry, reducing the issues of stemming from lower inter-layer
strength in 3D printed structures.
A technique for using modifications of current slicing techniques to generate stiff-
ening features for selective reinforcement is presented in subsection 5.4.1. For more
complex features, the current toolpathing approach is defining the path in CAD, fol-
lowed by a tool orientation generation in the parser. The abilities and limitations
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.15: State of the art 5 or 6 axis fused deposition modeling systems: (5.15a)
A 5 Degree of Freedom 3D Printer [55], (5.15b) a nozzle end effector mounted to an
industrial robot [71], (5.15c) The in-house 6 degree of freedom printer in develop-
ment at USC, (5.15d) a 5-axis CNC milling machine outfitted additive-subtractive
capabilities [143].
of this approach are discussed in subsection 5.4.2. The addition of multi-material
support is briefly discussed in subsection 5.4.3. Early in the development process, it
was clear that, in order to be able to reach all possible positions for deposition, an
external axis would be required. The toolpath generation approach for the external
axis is elaborated in section 5.4.4. Finally, with the spacial coordinates defined, the
tool orientation need to be defined such that the deposition head it does not intersect
with the part. Therefore, the tool orientation approaches are described in section
5.4.5.
5.4.1 Selective Directional Reinforcement of AM Structures
The content of this subsection is an adaptation from the author’s publication in
proceedings of the Composite and Advanced Materials Expo (CAMX), 2016 [35].
As mentioned in chapter 2, AM parts have reduced mechanical properties in the
build direction of the print. Moreover, for shell-like structures, buckling is a dominant
failure mode when loaded in compression, which introduces additional out-of-plane
stresses in the interface between two subsequently printed layers. A promising solu-
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tion to the above mentioned problems is addition of local reinforcements constructed
in the build direction of the base geometry. In this section, a solution for these process
defects and structural instabilities is proposed through modification of toolpathing
and addition of both global and local features with multi-orientation slicing tech-
niques. Designed for use with the broad range of capabilities of modern industrial
robotics, a 6-axis directional reinforcement can be added to various types of base
geometries. Through examples, two fundamental cases of the addition of features to
a base are elaborated. For the first case, an example of the multi-axis deposition
is discussed by adding a predefined feature to the side of existing geometry. In the
second case, a set of global stiffeners is added to a base geometry. The methods
discussed in this paper show great promise for additive manufacturing on 6+ degree
of freedom platforms.
Compound Feature Fused Filament Fabrication
Elements of Geometry Slicing
To further the development of selective directional reinforcement of structures, a
new elementary slicing tool was developed to generate toolpathing from Stereolithog-
raphy file (STL) defined geometries. The STL format of a CAD part is the complete
triangle decomposition of the surface geometry as extracted from the parametric sur-
faces defined in CAD through approximation values. Let T be the set of all triangles
within the triangle decomposition and let triangle t ∈ T be a triangle defined by three
vertices v1, v2, v3 ∈ R. For a geometry where the Z-direction is the build direction,
the top-level steps of the workflow functionality of a basic slicer is detailed:
1. Beginning at the minimum build direction (Z-direction) value over all vertices,
a plane normal to the build direction is defined as the slicing plane (i.e. the
XY-plane).
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2. For every triangle t ∈ T a test is performed to probe if exactly two of the
vertices vi, vj ∈ t lie on the opposite side of the slicing plane as the third vertex,
vk. If a triangle passes this evaluation, it is intersected by the slicing plane and
the intersection line is found by interpolation of the line connecting vertices vivk
and vjvk on the slicing plane. These two intersecting lines are then added to
the perimeter.
3. The slicing plane is offset in the positive build direction by the layer height and
previous steps are repeated until no triangle intersects the slicing plane for the
most extreme triangle in the build direction.
4. The layers are connected and infill strategies can be applied to fill the area
within all perimeters.
Significant research efforts have been dedicated to minimizing manufacturing error
in additive manufacturing, especially concerning errors stemming from the staircase
effect or Z (height) error, as authors introduce correction methods such as adaptive
slicing [83][76]. For the slicing tool used in this paper, the algorithm terminates once
the slicing plane has completed a slice that satisfies the condition: Vslicing−plane ≥
Vmax, where Vmax is maximum distance of a vertex from the reference in the build
direction V and Vslicing−plane is the distance of the slicing plane.
Multi-Feature Compound Geometries
The above-described methodology of slicing and generating toolpaths for a ge-
ometry can be iterated upon, and as such, features (and toolpaths of features) can
be added to reference or base features. For new features which have the same build
direction of the base feature, the generation is as simple as extending the toolpath
with the toolpath of the new feature. For compound geometries where features are
added in random orientations, the situation is more complicated; as the slicer now
needs a new build direction and a transition needs to be generated between the two
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or more features. The idea of printing a geometry with features in different build
directions is demonstrated with an example geometry with features in two orthogo-
nal orientations, as shown in figure 5.16. Here, the portion of the geometry printed
in the XY-plane is the base feature and the portion printed in the XZ-plane as the
extruded feature. The defined build orientation of the base feature is the Z-direction,
whereas the build direction of the extruded feature is the Y-direction. The manu-
facturing of this geometry will not result in a good quality print using the standard
FFF process without support material with one build direction. The deposition angle
thus has to be modified such that it is parallel and opposite to the build direction
of the extruded feature. The geometry shown in figure 5.16 can be reproduced by
separating the base and feature geometries on the STL level. Using this approach,
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.16: Example of building a compound geometry:(5.16a) The base feature
with build direction along the Z-axis, (5.16b) the base feature with imposed trace of
extrusion feature, (5.16c) the extrusion feature with build direction along the Y-axis
and (5.16d) finally, the compound geometry.
a single toolpathing module can produce two distinct, disjoint toolpaths by offset-
ting the extrusion features build direction to match the new desired build direction.
Once the two toolpaths have successfully been generated, a smart parent module can
combine the full (base feature and extrusion feature) geometry by printing the base
geometry as-is and then joining the subsequent toolpath end and starts such that no
collisions occur between the tool and the geometry. The transition between the base
feature and the extrusion feature is done here by:
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1. Repeating the toolpaths of the final layer of the base feature with a safe offset
in the build direction, until the toolpath reaches the point nearest to a point of
the extrusion feature.
2. The deposition tool then orients along the extrusion base plane and traces the
base feature to the start coordinate of the extrusion feature where the first
command is tangent to the travel path.
3. After reaching the extrusion feature start point, the print will follow the con-
ventional printing methods in the new feature-defined orientation.
Figure 5.17: Conventional slicing (light colored) and new (dark colored) operations
in 3D printing toolpath generation flow.
The new steps added to the conventional process from figure 2.11 are shown in figure
5.17. For processes that allow start-stop, such as unreinforced FFF, the extrusion
can simply be halted when tracing the extra layer on the base feature. For processes
where start-stop is not present, the end product can undergo post-processing such
as grinding to remove the excess deposition. The start point of the extrusion feature
is an element of the closest slicing plane to the base feature surface; the connection
segment is tangent to the curvature surrounding the start point. These constraints
are in place to minimize the chance of collision and enforce a smooth transition from
the end of the base feature to the beginning of the extruded feature.
Stiffener Generation
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In addition to multi-feature compound 3D printing elaborated above, a second
concept of multi-orientation printing can be captured in the form of stiffeners. Stiff-
eners are elements present in many structures where buckling due to compression or
shear loading of thin-walled structures needs to be prevented, as is often the case
for aerostructures. The base geometry’s toolpath is constructed in the same way as
the traditional method in the introduction, as was the case with the base feature of
the multi-feature compound geometry toolpath generation. At this point, the two
methodologies diverge. While in generating the extruded feature in the previous sec-
tion we have a predefined geometry that already has the core of its toolpath defined,
in this feature generation, a cutting plane is generated at a location where a stiffener
is desired in the geometry. The intersection of this cutting plane, further defined as
the stiffener plane, with the base geometry forms the foundation of the stiffener, and
depending on the stiffener parameters, orbits and offsets are added to form multiple
paths around the base feature. The method for generating the stiffener plane is as
follows:
1. Three points, p1, p2, p3 ∈ R3 within the bounds of the geometry are set to
identify the orientation of a stiffener plane.
2. The stiffener plane is defined through vectors ~v1 and ~v2, where ~v1 = p1−p2 and
~v2 = p1 − p3. The cross-product of these two vectors ~n = ~v1 × ~v2, returns the
normal (build direction) of the stiffener plane.
Once the stiffener plane has been defined, the procedure for the stiffener toolpath
generation is as follows:
3. For each point q of the base geometry’s toolpath: ~f = q − qi is defined, where
qi is any point within the stiffener plane.
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4. The distance α from point q to the stiffener plane is then defined as:
α =
~f · ~n
|~n| (5.4.1)
5. A distance threshold,  is used to select points from the base geometry to be
considered for projection onto the stiffener plane: If α ≤  then the point q
is projected onto the stiffener plane to generate a projected point qp via the
following:
qp =

px − (αA)
py − (αB)
pz − (αC)
 (5.4.2)
where A, B, and C are the coefficients of the stiffener plane equation. The
purpose of this α ≤  constraint is to minimize projection error which smoothens
the stiffener toolpath.
These steps are repeated to generate each stiffener ring. Once the intersection of the
base object with the stiffener plane has been computed for all stiffeners, the beginning
of each toolpath or the first orbit (the notion here is that the stiffener rings will be a
spiraling outward toolpath so each layer is referred to as an orbit) must be constructed
by selecting a single point from the trace and determining the adjacent point to
generate the toolpath. This is accomplished using a nearest-neighbor approach using
the Euclidean distance as the metric. The result of this is a single ring tracing the
cross-section of the base geometry at the given rings stiffener plane. During this
calculation, the algorithm determines the centroid of the cross-section as the set of
projected points is being iterated over. The user defines the desired amount of orbits,
N, for the stiffener rings. Once all initial orbits have been constructed along with
their centroid, the algorithm begins to generate the final toolpath via the following
procedure:
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6. For each orbit level, O ∈ [1, N ] the parity of O is determined and, based on
this, a decision is made whether to begin at the last stiffener ring or the first.
This is done to minimize 1) the number of connection segments connecting each
stiffener and 2) the initial connection between the end of the toolpath of the
base geometry and the first stiffener ring to be printed.
7. If O is odd, then the iteration is begun by printing the orbit of the last stiffener
ring. This enforces that the first orbit (i.e. O = 1) will begin on the last stiffener
ring which is inherently the one closest to the end of the toolpath for the base
geometry. Note that the algorithm begins with orbit ID O = 1 as the zeroth
orbit’s path is a collision with the shell of the base geometry at every point).
If O is even, the orbit will begin from the first stiffener ring. For either even or
odd, the orbits will be appended to the toolpath in order first→ last or last→
first, respectively.
8. At each stiffener plane, the following algorithm is proposed to successfully gen-
erate a collision free orbit: For every point p ∈ Orbit(i), offsets dx, dy, dz are
determined by the following:

dx
dy
dz
 =

px − centroid(i)x
py − centroid(i)y
pz − centroid(i)z
 · c ·O (5.4.3)
where Orbit(i) is the set of adjacent points from the ith stiffener ring, centroid(i)
retrieves the centroid for the ith stiffener ring, O is the index of the orbit and c
is the deposited road thickness, by which the orbits are offset each consecutive
pass.
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9. The next point in the orbit’s toolpath is then determined as:
p′ =

px + dx
py + dy
pz + dz
 (5.4.4)
10. Point P ′ is appended to the toolpath.
11. Once completing an orbit, the algorithm moves to the next or previous stiffener
ring depending on the parity of O.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.18: Stiffener generation: (5.18a) the base geometry with (5.18b) uncorrected
and (5.18c) normal-corrected tool orientation.
This process is repeated until the number of Orbits O = N . The orientation of
the tool is then determined from the projected local normal of the base geometry
surface on the stiffener. The stiffener generation is qualitatively shown in figure
5.18. Following this iterative approach has shown to produce promising, collision-free
toolpaths encompassing multi-orientation toolpaths. The complete part toolpath
generation is then augmented as shown in figure 5.19.
Preliminary Toolpathing Applications
Through the use of sample cases and geometries based on the application of the above
methodology, several proof of concepts of varying complexity showing the exploration
of the new toolpath planning of multi-orientation 3D printing are presented. The
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Figure 5.19: The complete workflow of extrusion and stiffener toolpath generation on
top of a base geometry.
evaluation of the proposed algorithms and resulting toolpaths is currently only based
on ensuring the path is collision free, and that the results obtained are manually
inspected to result in a feasible toolpath for manufacturing on a 6 DOF system. In
the near future, the physical systems capable of printing these parts will be used
for physical application and evaluation of the proposed methods. Note that only
the outer perimeter is shown for the toolpaths, as the infill shape or density is not
relevant for the multi-orientation deposition proof of concept, and any infill is simply
an addition to a layer’s toolpath code.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.20: Compound geometry generated with the toolpath generator: (5.20a) The
full multi-planar deposition toolpath, (5.20b) a section of the toolpath containing the
transition and (5.20c) A close-up of the out-of-plane support showing the different
orientation of the toolpaths.
The multi-base compound geometry module was used to create a multi-orientation
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object based on the example shown in figure 5.16; the results of which are shown in
figure 5.20. The generated toolpath show promising results and no intersections were
identified, proving that this is a feasible toolpath for such geometry. The toolpath
can also be generated for non-orthogonal features, an example of which is shown in
figure 5.21. The only current limitation of the toolpath generator is that the support
surface is required to be planar, and as such CLFDM or MAFFF can be implemented
to further expand the capabilities of the code. Note that, due to limitations of the
visualization engine, vertical extrusions are not rendered well. Similarly, the stiffener
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.21: Compound geometry generated with the toolpath generator: (5.21a)
The design model from CATIA, (5.21b) The full multi-planar deposition toolpath,
(5.21c) The extruded feature and (5.21d) A close-up showing the different orientation
of the toolpaths.
generation algorithm was applied to a simple cylinder. A set of parallel horizontal
stiffeners were added at locations on the base geometry normal to the surface and
build direction. The results of which are shown in figure 5.22. This algorithm has
also been applied to more complicated base features of varying geometries as shown
in figure 5.23. Finally, an example showing the combination of the two capabilities
is shown in figure 5.24. Here, the base geometry is augmented with an extrusion
geometry, which is then stiffened through a set of randomly oriented parallel stiffeners.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.22: Stiffened cylinder generated with the toolpath generator: (5.22a) The
CAD-Defined geometry, (5.22b) The base geometry, (5.22c) The stiffener toolpath,
(5.22d) The highlighted stiffened geometry and (5.22e) A close-up of the stiffener
showing the different toolpath orientations.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.23: A randomly stiffened vase generated with the toolpath generator: (5.23a)
The CAD model, (5.23b) the stiffened geometry and (5.23c) A close-up of a stiffener.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.24: Stiffened, compound geometry generated with the toolpath generator:
(5.24a) The CAD Model of the compound object, (5.24b) The base features, (5.24c)
& (5.24d) The compound toolpath and (5.24e) A close-up of the stiffened section
showing the different toolpath orientations.
Conclusions
In this subsection, the necessity for multi-orientation toolpathing in additive manu-
facturing processes are reviewed in light of the emersion of 5 and 6-degree of freedom
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AM hardware. The need for the ability to print in multiple orientations on a base
geometry is a void in the current knowledge on toolpathing and with the interest-
ing capabilities of 3D printing; it needs to be addressed to exploit the full benefit
of this emerging technology. Two distinct methods were proposed to increase the
mechanical behavior of FFF parts through the use of multi-axis hardware. The first
one is to identify prominent cross sections and to define a build orientation based
on this existing analysis method. Extrusion features can then be easily added to
base features, taking into account that the transition between the two features does
not cause a collision. The second method uses a base geometry and constructs or-
bits round the outer geometry generating stiffeners which can help the stability of
thin-walled structures. Through the use of sample geometries shown the application
of the above methodologies, proofs of concept to explore the toolpath planning of
multi-orientation 3D printing are presented. The promising results presented in this
research allow for optimism that Multi-Axis Additive Manufacturing has a place in
the future of manufacturing. Significant efforts will continue to be required for these
capabilities to be widely accepted and before 6-axis AM processes become a standard
in the manufacturing industry.
5.4.2 Toolpath Generation for Multi-Axis FFF
Recent developments in software for FFF technology include curved layer Fused Depo-
sition Modeling (CLFDM) or other alternatively manual forms of generating multi-
axis toolpaths through clever use of the axis limitations. The current state of the
art of CLFDM, as presented in section 2.5.6, generally includes applications of the
technology to Cartesian printers. Although these techniques work well on Cartesian
printers for small deviations from the normal, the methodology needs to be modified
for highly curved surfaces or the use of additional axes. As the scope of this research
includes revolution objects around any axis, a proposition for expansion of this tech-
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nology by including the normals and applying the technology to a 6+ axis industrial
platform is made here.
The automated design of a complex 3 dimensional toolpath is not a simple task.
Many deposition strategies exist, and the optimization or automation of this toolpaths
generation strategy and generation strategy selection is beyond the scope of this
research. For this research, the goal is to demonstrate that 3D toolpaths can be
developed and manufactured. Therefore, the path generation methodology is manual.
Once the path has been created, the tools outlined in the following subsections can
be used to automatically generate the nozzle orientation and robotic motion through
a separate pre-processing step to the printer. The automatic generation of the local
tool orientation on a highly curved part significantly reduces the manual processing
required.
Beyond the generation methods for multi-axis toolpaths discussed in section 5.4.1,
there are several options for generating a toolpath. The distinction for toolpath here
is made to only include the spatial coordinates of the path, not the nozzle orientation.
The potential nozzle orientations will be discussed in further detail in section 5.4.5.
The first is to generate the splines manually within CAD tools such as CATIA. The
second is to make use of existing slicers to slice an offset layer.
An example of this first method is shown in figure 5.25. In the figure, the various
steps to generate tool locations are shown in sequence. First, a base surface or shape
is required. This base shape is then offset such that the new layer can be added
to it. The requirements of this offset are discussed in more detail in section 5.4.2.
Next, a desired shape is made that intersects the original shape. For this example, a
surface is used such that the intersection of the surface with the original base shape
generates a spline. The reference surface is then offset with a constant offset, which
equals the layer height, for as many times as there are reinforcement layers required.
The intersection between the offset surfaces and the extrusion surface are generated,
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which returns a number of splines equal to the amount of offset surfaces. Closing
point alignment may be required. Finally, these splines are segmented into points,
where each point is at least 1 nozzle diameter away from the next, which is a good
measure for complex splines. For more straightforward splines, a larger spacing may
be used, however the optimizer discussed in section 5.2 will eliminate any unnecessary
points. The points may be converted to G-code by exporting the STP file from the
CAD program.
As previously mentioned, this current methodology may be augmented with ex-
isting slicing tools or CLFDM methods to generate local features with infill, or other
complex features.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.25: Toolpath generation process: (5.25a) The base model, (5.25b) offset sur-
face, (5.25c) intersection surface, (5.25d) The path splines, and (5.25e) autogenerated
equidistant points.
Oblong Depositions and Curved Layer Heights
For highly variable curved surfaces and oblong deposited geometry, the optimal layer
height for deposition varies with the angle to the base build direction for optimal
bonding. This is highly dependent on the cusp height and is visualized in figure 5.26.
As the cusp height increases, the variation of the layer height increases, which is
coupled to the angle θ from the local surface normalN to the vertical build orientation
Z. This angle is defined as follows, and can be simplified for build orientations that
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.26: Layer height definitions for non-orthogonal printing: (5.26a) constant
layer height for compound geometry on flat base surfaces, and (5.26b) curved base
surfaces.
align with the global Z-orientation:
θ = a cos
 ~N · ~Z
‖N‖ ‖Z‖
 = a cos( Nz‖N‖
)
(5.4.5)
The variation of the optimal layer height with respect to the deposition angle for
eccentric depositions may be described as a function of the cusp height hcusp[5] (cusp
height and adaptive slicing, a technique to reduce cusp height are discussed in more
detail in [83]):
hcusp =

td · |cos θ| for |cos θ| 6= 1
0 for |cos θ| = 1
(5.4.6)
where td is the nominal layer or deposition thickness. Hence, for complex 3D multi-
axis prints, the corrected optimal layer thickness td,corr for deposition on an angled
surface can be defined as a function of the cusp hight multiplied by a reduction
constant c:
td,corr = td − c · hcusp (5.4.7)
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where c is a constant between 0 and 1, which is determined experimentally during
physical calibration for optimal adhesion. This can be done by performing peel-tests
on printed specimen.
5.4.3 Multi-Material Toolpath Planning
(a) (b)
Figure 5.27: Visualization of multi-material in the in-house developed slicer: (5.27a)
Three different tools and (5.27b) Two different tools with a multi-axis compound
feature.
During printing, multiple materials can be printed with, which may be desirable
as indicated in chapter 2. Switching between tools has been made easy in the parser,
and as such, the user only needs to specify which tool is being used as per the regular
G-code standards. As the parser outputs machine-specific data, it also contains safe
tool-switching coordinates to switch from one tool to another, as defined per machine.
By indicating "T0", "T1" or "T[N]", the user is able to switch between nozzle 0 (tool
0), nozzle 1 (tool 1) or nozzle N (tool N), where N is any tool number up to 16,
which is the KRC4 KUKA tool number limit. This is demonstrated in the developed
visualization software through multiple colors of the deposited bead, as shown in
figure 5.27. Examples of multi-material resulting prints are shown in figure 5.28. For
the curious reader, a sample G-code program is provided in the appendix section A.1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.28: Multi-Material demonstration prints on the KUKA printer: (5.28a),
(5.28b) & (5.28c) Two different PLA colors being printed by layer and within layers
and (5.28d) Printed component partially reinforced with carbon fiber and partially
unreinforced with pure PEI material.
5.4.4 External Axis and Mandrel Integration
As mentioned previously, the range and reach of the robot is limited, especially when
a large part is on the print platform. This is where the addition of one or multiple
an external axes on the build platform can benefit the printing process. The concept
is widespread in industry and has been, and it is included in many manufacturing
methods from AFP machines to CNC equipment. An example of turntable and
mandrel setups present at McNAIR are shown in figure 5.29. Adding an external
(a) (b)
Figure 5.29: Turntable and Mandrel Setups: (5.29a) the turntable on the HAAS
V-5/50 CNC Mill and (5.29b) the Mandrel of the Ingersoll AFP at McNAIR.
axis means adding another layer of redundancy on top of the 6 axis KUKA robot.
Many approaches exist to determine the inverse kinematics for an external axis on
a multi-axis robotic platform. Therefore, a simplification of the system is required.
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For simplicity reasons, in this research, three options were selected: Centroid-based
external axis, build-platform-central based external axis and Normal-oriented external
axis. In each approach, the machine configuration determines whether there is a
mandrel or turntable present. In the first approach, the axis of rotation of the external
axis passes through the centroid of the object (which can be simplified even further
by taking the centroid of all object’s vertices). This is beneficial for objects that are
not centered on the turntable. In the second approach, the axis of rotation passes
through he mandrel or bed center, regardless of the object location, which is useful
for objects centered on the turntable or mandrel. In the third approach, the local
normal is used to point the external axis such that the orientation is aligned with the
robot working orientation. The difference in the three approaches is shown in figure
5.30. The position of the external axis is then the inverse tangent of the nozzle’s
(a) Part-centered (b) Rotation-centered (c) From normal
Figure 5.30: Turntable orientation options
location on the object in the plane of rotation. The position of the external axis θi
can be calculated for the case of point i on the path of an object with centroid [xc, yc]
with coordinates [xi, yi, zi] on a turntable with the Z-axis passing through [xm, ym] as
axis of rotation:
θi = atan
(
yi − yc − ym
xi − xc − xm
)
(5.4.8)
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If the rotation-centered approach is taken, [xc, yc] = [0, 0]. Alternatively, the exter-
nal axis position can be calculated from the local normal
[−−→
Nx,i,
−−→
Ny,i,
−−→
Nz,i
]
, which is
beneficial for highly-eccentric parts (shown visually in figure 5.30c). In this case, the
normal projected onto the XY-plane can be used as orientation vector:
θi = atan
(
Ny,i
Nx,i
)
(5.4.9)
The approach is similar for the mandrel configuration. No further transformations are
necessary, as the industrial KUKA platform automatically rotates the base, and the
[xi, yi, zi] coordinates of the point are automatically rotated with the external axis.
For industrial platforms where this is not the case, the new [xi, yi, zi] coordinates can
be calculated by rotating the point about the center of the external axis using the
appropriate rotation matrix. A fragment of code indicating the additions and changes
in KRL language programming for controlling an external axis is shown in appendix
A.3.
The selection between a mandrel or turntable configuration depends on the ge-
ometry and print that is expected to dominant on the equipment. If necessary, a
combination of a turntable and mandrel can be included. If the reach of the robot
is still insufficient or the part dimensions too large, the choice may be made to place
the robot on a rail. The inverse kinematics can be simplified such that the position of
the robot on the rail agrees with the Cartesian component of the point corresponding
(or projected) to the axis along which the rail is oriented.
Finally, how the tool orientations are affected by the turntable and mandrel are
discussed in the following section.
5.4.5 Tool Orientation
In the previous sections, the methodology to define the coordinates of the toolpath
and external axis orientations was indicated. The missing link for successful 6+ axis
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3D printing is the definition of the tool orientation. In this section, the different tool
orientations used throughout this research are defined and discussed. The basis of
the discussion is the definition of the local coordinate system
[−−→
Xloc,
−→
Yloc,
−−→
Zloc
]
at each
point in the toolpath. The orientation is specified in the KUKA system through the
use of Euler angles. The last segment of this section details how these were calculated.
For many of these orientation calculations, angle locking and other limitations
exist from the method used to define the angles by KUKA. Therefore, the explanations
below will not include any exception handling such as alignment of axes (which can
occur if the cross-product of two parallel vectors is taken, as a null-vector results).
Local Normal Orientation
Almost all of the tool orientations depend on the local normal of the print near the
deposition. In an effort to homogenize the orientation methodology, the local normal
is defined as the local build direction or local Z orientation of the nozzle, and can
be constant through the print, vary per section for compound segments, or vary by
point for deposition on complex surfaces. In any case, the normal needs to be found
or defined. For (locally) constant build directions, the normal is defined by the user
at this point. Future developments can include the build direction as defined to be
normal to the area of prominent cross sections as was discussed in section 2.5.6.
For printing on complex surfaces, the finding the build direction or local normal
can be a challenge, especially when processing tessellated surfaces and not parametric
ones, as is often the case for 3D printing files defaults. The high curvatures and non-
exact surface definition means that there is no singular solution to the normal at a
certain point. Therefore, a methodology was defined to identify the local normal based
on the nearest tessellated surface. For this research, three methods were evaluated,
as described below and shown for the 2D case in figure 5.31:
• Nearest facet centroid: The centroid of each facet is found and then the
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distance between the current toolpath coordinate and all facet centroids in
the reference surface is calculated. The normal of the facet with the nearest
centroid, which is information that already exists in the STL file, is used as the
toolpath normal.
• Nearest vertex: The nearest vertex of the mesh to the toolpath coordinate
is found, and the normals of the facets containing this vertex are evaluated.
The evaluation of the normals finds the one that comes nearest to the toolpath
coordinate, or averages all of the normals on the nearest planes, which can
contain a weighting function depending on distance from the vertex.
• Nearest plane: A facet is constructed from the nearest three vertices of the
reference surface. The normal of that facet (which can be found from the
cross-product of the vectors between the facet coordinates) is the normal of the
toolpath coordinate. This method contains a crude form of collision detection
and will angle the normal away from locally protruding features
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.31: Normal selection: (5.31a) nearest facet centroid, (5.31b) nearest vertex
(5.31c) nearest plane.
The latter is the method that resulted in the most desirable results, and was most
commonly used in the research. A k-dimensional tree, a computational sorting al-
gorithm, was built to rank the nearest points, vertices or centroids in a fast way.
The resulting orientation algorithm is quite fast, and is able to process 6.000 tool-
path points on a surface with at least 28.000 facets under 10 seconds, representative
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of a medium-length path on detailed surface. Other, more computationally expen-
sive methods include the reconstruction of an analytical surface with the vertices as
control points to determine a singular solution. These types of methodologies were
not attempted for this research as the described ones provided sufficiently accurate
results.
A major limitation of these methods is that the reference mesh needs to be seeded
with small aspect ratio elements, which may not always be the case for single-curved,
prismatic or revolution-type geometries. Manually segmenting or seeding the mesh
has been a proven solution to this issue.
As was mentioned in section 2.5.1, currently available off the shelf tools allow the
required visualization flexibility did not exist or were not found at the time of this
research step. Therefore, a visualization platform was developed using Python and
the MayaVi plugin as run from Enthought Canopy software for continued development
of the toolpathing software. Examples of imported STL files in the in-house software
are shown in figure 5.32.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.32: Normal visualization: (5.32a) Normals on a highly tessellated tube
(5.32b) Normals on a complex surface.
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Global (Fixed) Tool Orientation
The global or fixed tool orientation is the easiest orientation definition. The axes
of the local coordinate system at each point are simply defined to be equal to the
global coordinate axes. The nozzle and end effector will always be oriented in the
same direction, which is useful for Cartesian-style prints as is common in 3D printers.
The global orientation offers a large build envelope with the limitation of the fixed
orientation of the nozzle, and was used for all prints shown in section 4.3.3. There are
obviously limitations, a major one being the twisting of the tow during deposition,
as can be seen figure 5.33. As the nozzle passes around an enclosed cross-section,
the deposition tends to roll over on itself in corners, which may cause failures if the
corners are too sharp and print speed is too high. The defect did not fail a print if
sharp corners are taken at standard speeds (around 5 mm/s), and adequate nozzle
cooling was present. A variation of this is fixing the local orientation to the local build
direction−→N , which can be used to print the compound parts discussed in section 5.4.1.
A qualitative example of this orientation approach is shown in figure 5.34, looking
along the negative normal direction.
−−→
Zloc = [0, 0, 1] or
−→
N (5.4.10)
−→
Yloc = [0, 1, 0] (5.4.11)
−−→
Xloc = [1, 0, 0] (5.4.12)
Tool Steering
Tool steering is another relatively straightforward orientation definition. Here, the
toolpath Z-axis Zloc is the local normal or build direction
−→
N , or for Cartesian prints
the global Z vector. The local X-axis Xloc points in the direction of the path, which
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Figure 5.33: Twisting in the deposited tow (corners) due to the local tool orientation
is the difference of the previous and next path coordinates Pi and Pi−1. The local
Y-axis results from the cross-product of the local Z and X vectors. The benefit of this
method is that the fiber will not twist during deposition, however the print envelope
is significantly reduced due to the increased movement of the robot arm. This in
turn increases the complexity of the material feeding and storage system and wiring
harness. This orientation is relatively easy to define and bears no exceptions if the
path is defined well. A qualitative example of this is shown in figure 5.35, looking
along the negative normal direction. Consecutively, in figures 5.36 and 5.37, sample
toolpath orientations are shown.
−−→
Zloc = [0, 0, 1] or
−→
N (5.4.13)
−→
Yloc =
−−→
Zloc ×−−→Xloc (5.4.14)
−−→
Xloc = Pi − Pi−1 (5.4.15)
Local Tool Orientation
One of the most commonly used tool orientations is the local tool orientation, where
the local normal of surface nearest to the deposition and the global approximate
orientation is combined to define the nozzle orientation. The benefits of this is that
the nozzle can reach many locations and orientations without compromising on the
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Figure 5.34: Global tool orientation Figure 5.35: Steered tool orientation
Figure 5.36: Tool steering test Figure 5.37: Tool steering sample
potential part envelope. The reduced amount of end effector rotations and large
orientation rotations results in a simplified end effector and wiring system. As with
the global orientation, the drawbacks of this method include the presence of deposition
twisting (see figure 5.33), but as was mentioned before, this is assumed acceptable for
large curvature depositions. The orientation of the nozzle, once the local reference
surface normal is known, is calculated as follows:
−−→
Zloc = ~N (5.4.16)
−→
Yloc = CY · −−→Zloc ×−−−→Xpath (5.4.17)
−−→
Xloc = Cx · −−→Zloc ×−−→Ypath (5.4.18)
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where CY = −1 or +1 such that Yloc,y > 0. Similarly, CX = −1 or +1 such that
Xloc,x > 0. This approach works well for large variations of the local normal with
respect to the world Z direction, but several exceptions need to be programmed in
for depositions on vertical surfaces or upside down depositions. An example of the
toolpath orientations generated for the toolpath shown in figure 5.25e is shown in
figure 5.38.
Figure 5.38: Local tool orientation
External Axis and Orientation
The nozzle orientation selected for turntable and mandrel style setups such that the
printer is always facing in the approximate same orientation, as is common to reduce
the redundancy in external axis configurations. For turntables with the Z-axis as the
rotation axis, the approach selected here is to maintain the nozzle on the left side
of the printer, in the ZY-plane with the nozzle pointing towards negative Y. The
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orientation vectors can be calculated as follows:
−−→
Zloc =
−→
N (5.4.19)
−−→
Xloc =
−−→
Zloc ×−−−−→ZWorld = −−→Zloc × [0, 0, 1] (5.4.20)
−→
Yloc =
−−→
Zloc ×−−→Xloc (5.4.21)
Similarly, for a mandrel with Y-axis as the rotation axis, the nozzle will be in the
ZY-plane with the nozzle pointing towards negative Z, and the orientation can be
defined as:
−−→
Zloc =
−→
N (5.4.22)
−−→
Xloc =
−−→
Zloc ×−−−→YWorld = −−→Zloc × [0, 1, 0] (5.4.23)
−→
Yloc =
−−→
Zloc ×−−→Xloc (5.4.24)
In both the turntable and mandrel approaches, the coordinate of the turntable is
equivalent to the one calculated in equation 5.4.8. The in-house developed software
allows the user to select the configuration of the external axis by setting one of the
following options for the ExAxis value: ′None′, ′Z − TurnTable′ or ′Y −Mandrel′.
This methodology works well for depositions on walls, but twists (figure 5.33) in the
depositions will occur if the deposition is crossing close to the origin in the XY-plane
for turntables and in the ZX-plane for mandrels, as there is a singularity in cross
product calculation of the local X-axis. An example of the orientations for external
axes is shown in figure 5.39 for the turntable case. The resulting code from the parser
is shown in figure 5.40.
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Figure 5.39: Turntable orientation
Figure 5.40: Turntable sample path
Conversion to KUKA Euler Angles
The final step in the generation of toolpath information is the conversion of the path
coordinate systems to Euler angles. There are 12 sequences of rotation that define
Euler angles, however the one used by KUKA is the ”yaw-pitch-roll sequence”, or
”Z-Y-X” convention, in which first a rotation around Z, then a rotation about Y and
finally a rotation about X. For the calculations done in this research, the Z-orientation
is always the nozzle axis, and as the technology does not include a steered nozzle, the
A value will often be 0. For the general case, however, the calculation of Euler angles
are well detailed in literature[158][172]. According to the KUKA ”Z-Y-X” convention,
the Euler angles for the precession (Angle A), nutation (B), rotation(C), often denoted
by [φ, θ,Ψ], are for a transformation to rotate a local reference frame
[−→
Xo,
−→
Yo,
−→
Zo
]
into respect to a global Inertial Frame of Reference (FOR)
[−−→
Xloc,
−→
Yloc,
−−→
Zloc
]
. For each
point (and therefore each nozzle orientation) the following steps are calculated. For
forward transformation given Euler angles, the direction cosine matrix, formed from
a multiplication of the individual rotation matrices for a rotation about Z, Y and X
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is:
T =

cos θ cosϕ cos θ sinϕ − sin θ
sinψ sin θ cosϕ− cosψ sinϕ sinϕ sin θ sin Ψ + cosϕ cos Ψ sinψ cos θ
cosϕ sin θ cos Ψ + sinϕ sin Ψ cosψ sin θ sinϕ− sinψ cosϕ cosψ cos θ

(5.4.25)
For Euler calculation from direction cosines, the precession, nutation and rotation
angles are then defined by the direction cosines as:
φ = A = atan
(
T12
T11
)
(5.4.26)
θ = B = asin (−T13) (5.4.27)
Ψ = C = atan
(
T23
T33
)
(5.4.28)
where Tij are elements of the direction cosine matrix. An example of the Euler angle
calculations is shown in figure 5.41, where, for demonstration purposes, only rotations
about one or two axes are shown. In this figure, the X-axis indicates the index of the
toolpath coordinate and the Y-axis is the orientation in degrees. Euler angles pos-
sess the limitation that they can lock under certain conditions, and have ambiguous
configurations. Therefore, a future expansion to quaternions would be preferable to
determine the A, B and C angles. Experimental verification and simulation of these
angles proved a desirable result.
5.5 Application to Industrial Robotics
The toolpathing concepts described previously have been applied to industrial robots
for verification. This required hardware and software integration and cell develop-
ment. To maintain the systems Technology Readiness Level (TRL) as high as possible,
the subsystems used are industrial components off the shelf wherever applicable and
available. Where possible, as mentioned previously, existing 3D printing hardware
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.41: Euler Angles calculated from orientations: (5.41a) Rotation in X (C
angle)(5.41b) Rotations in X and Y (B and C angles).
and standards were used. Some purposefully designed components (such as the liq-
uefier) were machined in house using either the CNC machine or the waterjet cutter.
For this research, KUKA manipulators and software were used extensively as a base.
In this section, the key software packages used to setup and operate equipment with
the KUKA systems. For further information on KUKA operating, programming,
calibrating, PLC-integration, and other important functions, the author refers to the
KUKA KR Agilus Sixx and KRC4 Compact Operating Instructions manuals [78][79],
the operating and programming manual[81], the KUKA Systems integrators manual
[82], the Expert Programming Manual [80].
5.5.1 Hardware and Definitions
The KUKA hardware and architecture used to control the robot is shown in figure
5.42. The heart of the KUKA robot is the KUKA Robot Controller (KRC), which is
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directly connected to the manipulator or robot arm. The robot controller is either a
”master”, controlling the robot and all peripherals, or a ”slave”, receiving movement
commands from a higher-order PLC and passing them through to the robot. The
KRC was configured as a ”master” for all systems in this research. Furthermore,
two different sizes of the KUKA Agilus series robot were used: the KR6 R700 and
the KR10 R1100, which are defined by their flange payload limit (6 and 10 kg re-
spectively), and their maximum reach in mm (700 and 1100 mm respectively). Any
end effector or electrical system that is controlled by the robot is connected to this
controller through a PLC stack of the appropriate terminals. Finally, the robot can
be configured, maintained, jogged and programmed using the Smartpad HMI teach-
ing pendant. The KRC can also be connected to a computer on a network to allow
configuration of the robot cell. If there is an external axis controlled by the KRC, an
extension bus connects to an external drive box, which in turn controls the external
axis servo or drive (not shown in the figure).
Figure 5.42: The KUKA System Architecture
5.5.2 Programming for KUKA Platforms
Programming for KUKA platforms is very similar to programming G-code and Ar-
duinos, as is often the case for 3D printers. The KUKA robot uses a robot con-
figuration file (Config.dat) to set all the robot configuration parameters and global
variables. The configuration file is also used to assign variables to signals from the
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PLC stack, such as digital and analog inputs and outputs. This is similar to the ”void
setup()” section of an Arduino program. For calculations that are run repeatedly, the
submit interpreter (SPS.sub) file contains a loop, similar to the Arduino ”void loop()”
segment of an Arduino program. Every calculation or variable assignment in the loop
is recalculated for each system refresh, which occurs roughly every 13 milliseconds
on the KUKA platform. The code additions to the SPS.sub and Config.dat files that
were defined for successful robot operation with the continuous fiber printing are
shown in appendix A (section A.6 and A.7, respectively). The submit interpreter is
used to control the stepper motor speeds and pass variables to the OPC client. The
OPC server running on the KUKA platform can be used to send system and program
variables to a connected OPC client for remote logging, monitoring or controlling.
For the current setup, the OPC client receives printing specific data including system
speeds, extrusion rates and layer counts.
The robot configuration and submit interpreter contain important data for the
KRL program to run. The KRL program is equivalent to G-code, and calls function-
ality present in the config and submit interpreter. A robot-generated KRL program
contains a source file and data file. In the source file, the program sequence is stored,
whereas in the datafile, the program coordinates and variables are stored. This can
be reduced to a single source file for lower filesizes. For the curious reader, a sample
program is provided in the appendix section A.2.
5.5.3 Software & Simulation
Each robot configuration needs to be set up and the PLC stack needs to be assigned
and specified in the robot configuration. This was done for the KUKA robots using
KUKA WorkVisual. The next section briefly describes the WorkVisual software.
Furthermore, hen working with industrial robotics, the primary factor of concern is
always safety. For that reason, each toolpath that was generated for the robots was
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tested in a virtual environment. For this, the KUKA Sim Pro and OfficeLite package
was used, together with the third-party RoboDK software, as was introduced in
section 2.5.1.
Cell Configuration in KUKA WorkVisual
Figure 5.43: The Workvisual interface showing the EtherCAT fieldbus structure, the
mapping of inputs and outputs and the communication values
KUKA WorkVisual is a tool to define and alter the configuration of the PLC
controller of the KUKA robot. In essence, the software can be used to download,
modify and upload configurations to the robot. It can also be used to create and
modify user-defined programs or to edit the processes running in the background
of the controller, such as temperature measurement calculations and conversions.
Workvisual is used to bind the inputs and outputs of each PLC terminal to the
desired KUKA Robotic Controller Input and Output slots (KRC I/Os). In Figure
5.43, an example is shown of the Workvisual interface. Once the desired mapping
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and configuration has been entered, the new project can be compiled and deployed
to the active robot cell
The current limitations of WorkVisual are more tied in with limitations of the
KUKA robot as a system: the system’s EtherCAT communication bus does not
support all EtherCAT terminals, and non-certified terminals or modules may not
function properly or throw errors when running the robot. A list of verified and
certified terminals is available from the KUKA sales representatives.
Simulation with KUKA Sim Pro & OfficeLite
KUKA Sim Pro is a simulation tool which simulates the virtual robot movements, as
commanded by the user. If the user chooses to simulate the robot movements using
the Smartpad HMI, this can be done by linking Sim Pro to KUKA OfficeLite, which
hosts the virtual robot controller. The simulation environment can run predefined
programs as loaded on the HMI, but can also be used to create robot programs.
During the development of the current 3D printer, these tools are used to verify the
G-code to KRL conversion code as an extra level of safety on the process. They
are also used to define the current workspace and the maximum build dimensions
as a function of the robot position and frame limitations. One of the limitations of
this software is that pre-recorded programs can only be replayed in real-time. This
means that once a program is loaded that will take several hours to complete; the
simulation itself will take several hours to complete. As the simulation reads the
movements from the OfficeLite plugin, these cannot be sped up. Programs recorded
completely within Sim Pro can be sped up quite easily, but import functionality on
these programs currently non-existent. Another limitation is that the whole setup
between Office-lite and Sim Pro is slow. Latency prevents loading in files that have
more than a couple thousand lines of commands in them, which made using the tool
very unpleasant for the researcher. For this reason, an alternative option, RoboDK,
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was found, as discussed in the next section. A preview of the KUKA Sim Pro software
with the Vesuvius robot is shown in figure 5.44. The frame of the robot was included
for collision detection purposes.
Figure 5.44: The KUKA Sim Pro interface showing the Vesuvius setup
Simulation with RoboDK
RoboDK, a robot simulation tool, was selected to continue simulation as iterations are
much faster than working with OfficeLite. Once the configuration is built, loading,
unloading and modifying programs can be done within seconds, rather than minutes
as was the case with the other tool. This software package allows rapid simulation
of complex toolpaths and multiple configurations including external axes and rail
setups. The setup process is straightforward and not limited to KUKA robots, as the
software contains models and configurations for most industrial robotic platforms.
This is in line with the modularity that was desired of the software and system. The
software can also be used to connect to a robot and control the robot remotely. A
preview of the RoboDK software with the Etna robot is shown in figure 5.45. Again,
the frame of the robot was included for collision detection purposes.
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Figure 5.45: The RoboDK interface showing the Etna setup
5.5.4 Pause Functionality
3D printing is still a very slow process, and the printing with carbon fiber is still not
a process that can reliably be run without operator monitoring. Prints can easily
extend beyond 8 hours, and some of the longest prints run on the McNAIR printers
were close to 30 hours. This is a long time for operators to stay focused and attentive
to system defects. Therefore, a pause functionality was implemented in the system.
Activating the pause switch toggles a checking variable in the printing code that halts
the printer the next pause toggle is checked. The code parser can be set to implement
the pause checking code-block for the following three conditions:
• Pause each layer, checks the pause toggle at each z-height change
• Pause each N commands checks the pause toggle each N commands
• Pause each N seconds checks the pause toggle each N seconds of printing
For the last two options, the number of seconds and commands that pass between
checks are specified by the operator when parsing. Any of these can be disabled
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for short prints. The pause code block, when toggled on, performs the following
commands:
1. Halt movement, disable active extruder(s)
2. Return to last coordinate before pausing and await un-toggling of pause switch
3. Restart movement for printing and activate previously active extruder(s)
Between step 1 and 2, the user is free to bring the robot out of ’automatic’ mode
and to move the robot to whichever location is convenient to perform maintenance
operations, filament switching operations or cool-down of the nozzle for overnight
pausing, as long as the active program is not canceled. For longer pauses, the user
may not disable the heating to the bed, as this will pop the part off the bed, which
makes automated restart impossible as the part needs to be recalibrated, which is
not possible in one print. The generated fragment of code that is used to follow these
steps is listed in appendix A.4.
5.5.5 Tool Changes & Nozzle Priming
As mentioned in section 5.4.3, the KUKA system allows up to 16 different tools to
be stored, or an infinite amount of tools to be locally defined in-line in the program.
During code generation such as stiffener or compound object generation, the tool may
be assigned when loading or generating the code. During parsing, if a change in tool
is detected, the parser will automatically insert a tool-change-block set of commands
in the robot program. This block performs the following commands:
1. Halt movement, disable active extruder(s)
2. Retract according to previously defined local normal to a safe location
3. Switch end effector to the new tool
4. Approach the printed part near the location of the future print
5. A short wait is introduced to allow priming of the nozzle
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6. Restart movement for printing and activate new active extruder(s)
For complex parts, the retraction and tool changing and re-approaching may inter-
sect with the part, depending on where the global tool-change location and approach
and retract movements are defined. Simulation should show whether this is the case
and what would be a good location. The code allows parsing and nozzle chang-
ing for both configurations where the nozzle is stationary (multi-base) and where
the nozzle is mounted to the robot end effector (multi-tool), as defined by a toggle
"MULTI_NOZZLE_CONFIGURATION" in the parsing code settings.
5.6 Experimental Verification
The in-house toolpath generation software and parser, for multi-axis, multi-material
prints were extensively tested on the in-house systems. Three continuous fiber 3D
printing systems were designed and built in-house, two of which were already de-
scribed in detail in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The third system, with a moving nozzle
as end effector is detailed in subsection 5.6.1. The systems that control the industrial
printers are elaborated on in subsection 5.6.2. In subsection 5.6.3, a few considera-
tions concerning configuration design are mentioned and in subsection 5.6.4, the end
effector design on Etna shown. The details on the design of an external axis, in form
of a turntable or mandrel are covered in section 5.6.5, and finally, some sample prints
are shown in subsection 5.6.6.
5.6.1 Proof of Concept: Etna
The third printer, named ”Etna”, was operationalized to demonstrate the ability of
the technology to be mounted to the end of the robot flange, as shown in figure 5.46.
The demonstration proved successful and once the parsing code has taken care of the
appropriate changes in tool and base coordinate systems (as previously discussed),
the in-house generated software can be used to run the system as the first iteration
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”Vesuvius”. The main difference between this system and its reversed counterpart
is the location of the continuous fiber filament. As the feeding system requires the
pulling of the fiber through a much longer feed tube that is mounted to the robots
side, the friction in the tube becomes too high, and the extrusion system can no
longer overcome the tension in the fiber that originates from it. This is a failure of
the feeding motor in the non-critical tension zone which was described in detail in
section 4.1.1. For that reason, the design choice was eventually made to migrate the
continuous fiber filament feed to the end effector. The print quality is equivalent to
the print quality on the reversed system, and is according the definition of the key
performance parameters as discussed in section 4.1.4.
Figure 5.46: The second KUKA platform printer: Etna
5.6.2 Printer Controls
The primary control system for the printers is the Smartpad HMI (figure 5.47) and
the connected keyboard. With this, the robot can moved, programmed, calibrated.
This also controls any outputs for nozzles or extruder motors. Both systems also
have a number of controls built in that directly feed data to the printers PLCs: The
carbon fiber extrusion speeds can be changed digitally through OPC or varied using
the potentiometers on the systems, as shown figure 5.48. The printers also have a
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pause toggle to pause the prints. For the operators convenience, the active nozzles
are indicated on the status LED’s on the printer (figure 5.49). All temperatures are
currently controlled through stand-alone PID controllers (figure 5.50). The figure also
shows the emergency stop that disables and removes power from all peripherals to
the systems. This emergency stop does not stop the printer movement immediately,
although the disconnected power to the extension bus will cause the printer to stop
moving after the communication error has been identified. To stop the movement of
the printer immediately, there is an emergency stop on the HMI pendant.
Figure 5.47: The KUKA HMI Figure 5.48: Extrusion dials and pause button
Figure 5.49: Status LED’s Figure 5.50: System temperature PID controllers
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5.6.3 Configuration Design
For both Etna and Vesuvius configurations, the configuration was designed to yield
the largest possible print volume. The maximum part dimensions are determined by
the bed surface size, which was equal for both systems to 310 mm x 330 mm. The
build height was maximized from the configuration selection, resulting in a maximum
build height of 280 mm for Vesuvius and approximately 1300 mm for Etna. The
robot’s reach was used to set limits volume, an example for Etna is shown in figure
5.53. Both robot configurations were replicated virtually using CATIA V5, as shown
in figures 5.51 and 5.52.
Figure 5.51: The CAD model for Vesuvius Figure 5.52: The CAD model for Etna
5.6.4 Etna End Effector Design
For the second system, the emphasis was set on multi-material and multi-axis print-
ing. This requires not only a significant amount of operating room for the carbon
fiber nozzle, but also at leas one other nozzle to print with other materials. The
decision was made to include 2 non-carbon fiber nozzles, to be used with any other
material that is desired. These use standard 3D printing hardware with the excep-
tion that these are coupled to the KUKA PLCs and not driven off of an Arduino
setup. The orientation of the nozzles on the end effector was chosen by looking at
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Figure 5.53: The configuration of Etna was selected to yield the largest print volume
existing solutions, in particular microscope designs. Microscopes have multiple lenses
on a rotational system which allows easy selection back and forth between different
lenses. The 6th axis of the KUKA robot suits itself perfectly for this application, and
thus the nozzles are located similarly on the end effector. The carbon fiber nozzle is
oriented in the symmetry axis pointing 45 degrees off the axis 6 centerline. Nozzles
2 and 3 are located slightly off-center under 60 degrees facing outwards. This gives
significant clearance on each nozzle to perform complex depositions. The end effector
is shown in figure 5.55, and including wiring measured 4.2 kg, well below the KUKA’s
10 kg payload limit. For each nozzle, the workspace was maximized and the radius
of curvature for potential intersections was minimized. The radii of curvature for the
continuous fiber nozzle are shown in figure 5.54.
5.6.5 External Axis Design & Integration
Some complex, multi-axis parts cannot be printed as the robotic manipulator would
intersect with either itself or an existing part of the print. This is generally true when
printing is required on the side of, or back of a tall wide print. The addition of an
external axis to the robotic platform allows the robot to turn the object around and
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.54: Action radii of the Etna end effector: (5.54a) side view and (5.54b) front
view.
reach in areas it would otherwise not be able to. Two main variations exist that allow
the rotation of the printed object: a turntable and a mandrel. The turntable allows a
part to be printed and rotated around without having to remove the part or relocated
it. This is only feasible for relatively small parts, as larger parts could detach from the
build platform as their center of gravity raises. The manufacturer may then choose to
reinforce already-printed parts by using a mandrel-style external axis. Both of these
external axis systems were designed for the Etna prototype, and are detailed below.
Both the turntable and the mandrel are actuated using the external axis drive that
was pre-installed on the KRC of Etna.
Turntable Design
A turntable was designed for the Etna configuration. The turntable design was such
that the bed surface was raised to the robot base to maximize the reach possibilities
of the robot. The bed from the previous configuration was mounted to a shaft and
supported by a Lazy-Suzan type bearing to prevent wobble and backlash. A collar
connects the shaft to KUKA servo. The turntable is shown in figure 5.56.
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Figure 5.55: The Etna end effector with the carbon fiber nozzle (1), and two plastic
extrusion nozzles, nozzle 2 (2) and nozzle 3 (3)
Mandrel Design
For a certain application, the design of a mandrel for Etna could be suitable to
pursue. A mandrel was designed such that the analytical deflection in the center of
the beam was less than 20% of the layer height (< 0.07 mm) for the expected load P
on the frame with suspension L using the conservative approach for a center-loaded,
simply supported beam. The flexural Young’s Modulus E and the moment of inertia
I of the beam can be approximated from the geometry and material of the extruded
aluminum center beam.
δmax =
PL3
48EI (5.6.1)
This design also accommodates wiring to the central rotating beam through a slipring
for any heating elements that may be present. The design is shown in figure 5.57,
however changes in project direction and scope prevented this from being built.
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Figure 5.56: The turntable integrated on Etna
Figure 5.57: This mandrel designed for Etna can accommodate a 2m long part
5.6.6 Sample Prints
Only very few multi-axis sample prints were made, as these require a base to be
printed first, before any material can be added in other directions. The print time
required can easily span several hours. A sample of what was able to be printed is
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shown in figures 5.58 and 5.59.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.58: Multi-base print sample
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.59: Multi-Axis print samples
5.7 Conclusions & Recommendations
The new manufacturing capability of 3D printing with continuous carbon fibers re-
quires rethinking the approach to manufacturing. In this chapter, the software behind
the new technology is elaborated upon. Existing toolpath planning methodologies
were augmented and optimized fit the new technology. The developed printing end
effector was mounted to a 6 degree of freedom robotic arm, which allows the printing
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in multiple orientations, as opposed to the standard layer-by-layer approach. Path
optimization methodologies including arc recognition, collinearity and small move
removal were implemented to reduce the memory load on the robotic system. As
the cutting and restart capability was not available, a build orientation optimization
strategy was developed, that includes the reduction of the amount of cuts, along
with other performance parameters such as minimization of dimensional errors and
required support volume. Next, the toolbox of multi-axis geometry creation methods
was built and developed, including compounding of objects and stiffener generation.
The multi-axis capability requires an orientation for the end effector such that depo-
sition is possible. Common 3D printing tools do not include nozzle orientation, and
therefore an in-house visualization tool was developed. The considerations required
on the toolpath code and the algorithms used to determine the nozzle orientation were
discussed and demonstrated through visualized examples. Consecutively, the effect
of integration of an external axis were briefly discussed, and the physical KUKA lab
setup and simulation tools were described.
Through experimental verification, the in-house developed toolpath generation,
optimization and visualization software was repeatedly tested successfully. This
demonstrates that the 6-axis robot can indeed print the desired toolpaths with the
continuous carbon fiber material. This further proves that the deposition success
is not orientation dependent, and that depositions can be made on newly printed
surfaces, along any direction, without the need for a breakaway or temporary rein-
forcement.
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Chapter 6
Characterization & Quality Control
In the previous chapters, the processes behind the manufacturing of feedstock, the
continuous fiber printing and the toolpath planning proved that a new method of
manufacturing has been established. Before this method can be adopted by industry,
it is important to see how the processes can be benchmarked and how future parts
can be designed, modeled and tested. Therefore, this chapter focuses on the charac-
terization of the printed parts, and the measures that define quality, as a means to
assess the prints. In section 6.1, the modeling approaches behind common compos-
ite parts are reviewed, and the application towards 3D printed parts, in particular
continuous fiber reinforced parts, can be justified. The other sections focus on how
the part and material quality can be quantified. In section 6.2, the visual inspection
methods are discussed, and through examples, the reader gains an understanding of
what is of importance in both optical and microscopic inspection of parts and fil-
ament. The classical method to assess strength and stiffness of a part is through
ASTM coupon testing. The application for this technology is presented in section
6.3. Furthermore, aerospace and other high-performance applications, it is important
to know the specific strength and stiffness, where the density of the product is taken
into account. The density measurements of this material are presented in section
6.4. It is also useful to understand the constituency of the structure and to verify
any phase-changes that may be present during heating cycles. This can be used to
verify whether the polymer has been altered in any way during any of the previous
steps. Therefore, Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and Thermogravimetric
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Analysis (TGA) results are listed in section 6.5. All of these inspection methods have
been used continuously throughout the entire development of the manufacturing pro-
cesses, and examples from other chapters will be referred to frequently. The chapter
is concluded with some concluding remarks and recommendations in section 6.6.
6.1 Characterization of AM Processes
As was extensively discussed in previous chapters, the anisotropic behavior of AM
processes lends itself to be analyzed as a composite structure. Therefore, existing
composite structure considerations are briefly reviewed in section 6.1.1, together with
their potential applications to this field. In this section, an approach to modeling of
3D printed material is presented. Composite structures are generally analyzed across
multiple scale levels, and the implications of this are discussed in subsection 6.1.2.
Finally, any effects from the deposition parameters on the stiffness and strength of
printed parts and potential considerations are presented in section 6.1.3.
6.1.1 Modeling of Mechanics of 3D Printed Material
To ensure the modeling represents the 3D printed product well, the resulting specimen
produced by the 3D printer need to be very consistent, and the input to the 3D
printer (the polymer filament and any (continuous) fiber reinforced filaments) need
to be of consistent "factory condition" quality. This implies that variations in the
performance of a part or structure is only a result from the effects of 3D printing
toolpathing and process parameters on the final part. In reality, the input filament
and printed specimen may show defects and may not be in pristine condition, as
filament fabrication can introduce defects coming from e.g. voids due to suboptimal
impregnation or moisture during extrusion, processing at incorrect temperatures etc.
The many variables present in 3D printing make it a process that is relatively difficult
to control. For these kinds of deviations, material factors of safety (through perhaps
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introduction of statistical A & B allowables for material properties in the design
stage) may cover any uncertainties in the process, which can be superimposed on
all computational and fundamental steps in this elaboration. As 3D printing for
high-demanding industries is still in its infancy; these safety factors will be relatively
large when compared to more established processes such as composite AFP or metal
milling. This approach is not new, and has been used successfully in other methods
of composite manufacturing
6.1.2 Micro to Macro Scale Modeling
Composites analysis is a multi-scale problem. A variation of approaches exist that
each have their own strengths and weaknesses. The conventional design practices for
composites are regarded and approached from an additive manufacturing point of
view. Both the potential unit cells for modeling of composite material and structures
are presented, and current methods of modeling of composite structures are evaluated
for validity in this new manufacturing method. Finally, a brief extension is made
concerning failure and prolonged use, in particular crack modeling approaches and
material fatigue for continuous fiber printed parts.
Conventional Design Practice
Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) is generally used for the analysis of composite
structures, which often have a shell-like geometry. Through the assumption of plane
stress, the full stress state of a volumetric element, as shown in figure 6.1, is reduced as
through the thickness-stresses and strains are assumed negligible and thus ignored in
far-field approximations. The resulting stiffness matrix (ABD matrix) is thus strongly
reduced and can be further reduced through assumptions of isotropy or symmetry
in the laminates. The resulting matrix is then used in conjunction with popular
failure criteria such as maximum stress, maximum strain, Tsai-Wu, Tsai-Hill, etc. to
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obtain an accurate estimate of the strength of the laminate. As 3D printed structures
are highly variable depending on deposition paths, these analysis methods are not
directly applicable. Similarly, as they were developed with shell-like two-dimensional
structures in mind and include an integration over the thickness of the laminate,
lamination parameters are not suitable for analysis of 3D structures in their standard
form, and the concept of defining composites through stacking of individual plies (as
shown in figure 6.2) in general may not be suitable, depending on the complexity of
the output product geometry. For components that are 3D printed, the plane stress
Figure 6.1: The full, unreduced stress state
of a laminate[161, p. 67].
Figure 6.2: Typical lamina defini-
tion for use in CLT
assumption is no longer always valid, as the thickness of the âĂĲlaminateâĂİ may be
far larger than any width direction. CLT is therefore not a good method of analysis
when the structure is not thin-walled. For thin-walled structures such as aircraft
ducting, the classical laminate theory may still be applicable, although it will have
to be evaluated on a case by case scenario, and it will most likely only be valid for a
sections of the final product.
Unit Cells for Modeling of Material
The effectiveness of a basic micro-mechanics approach have only been proven recently
for 3D printed components; and existing theories such as the rule of mixtures can form
the basis for the small-scale mechanical behavior of the tows. Assuming the system
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continues to work with co-extrusion; there will be a fiber-dense region in the center,
surrounded by a matrix-rich area. Several levels of unit cells may be considered for
theoretical unit cell definition, from strand to multiple deposition level, as shown
in figure 6.3. It should be noted that each connection between two regions also
contains an interface layer, which has its own strength, stiffness and crack propagation
properties. A larger-scale unit cell may also be constructed using a cluster of smaller-
scale unit cells. The decision on which unit cell delivers the most accurate model
for the printed parts depends on the deposition geometry and will only be clear once
analysis results of each model has been applied and verified with test samples.
(a) Strand level
(∼0.01 mm)[30]
(b) Deposition-level
(∼1 mm)
(c) Multiple dep.
(∼5 mm)
(d) Multiple dep. 2
(∼5 mm)
Figure 6.3: Levels of unit cells: (6.3a) strand level, (6.3b) deposition level, (6.3c &
6.3d) Multiple depositions in one cell
Finite Element Modeling of 3D Printed Structures
Although the manufacturing method is relatively new; existing technology and meth-
ods can be readily used for analysis and simulation of the printed parts[147]. As
with any geometry, high-fidelity and low-fidelity meshes may be used to represent
printed geometry, as is shown in figure 6.4, as long as the assigned material coordi-
nate systems match the designers manufacturing intent, as defined from the toolpath
planning in chapter 5.
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(a) Sample Geometry (b) Low-Fidelity mesh (c) High-Fidelity mesh
Figure 6.4: Finite Element Modeling of 3D Printed Parts: (6.4a) A sample geometry,
(6.4b) a Low-fidelity mesh and (6.4c) a High-Fidelity mesh
Once the deposition geometry and toolpath is known; the known allowable
strengths and stiffnesses may be summarized in an elemental stiffness matrix for
analysis in FEM software through common solvers[12][100]. For solid geometries
with infill, principles for the analysis of sandwich core structures can be used to
represent infill patterns, and its representative failure modes (facesheet dimpling,
core crushing...) can be applied to the 3D printed composite[72].
Notes on Crack Initiation, Growth and Material Fatigue Theory
In Additive Manufacturing, in particular 3D printing, material is added to the final
part during each deposition. One may imagine this as ”bonding” material to existing
material, and with each new meter of deposition, a meter of material joining occurs.
Joining material in manufacturing can introduce a weakness in the material through
the formation of stress concentrations, which makes a 3D printed product a product
consisting of mainly joints. No mechanical fasteners can be used in this case to ensure
a good bond, hence the stability of the joint must be guaranteed. For the larger
scale mechanical properties, averages can be used for strength and stiffnesses. For
smaller scale analyses, Discrete Cohesive Zone Modeling (DCZM) or Virtual Crack
Closure Techniques (VCCT) can be used to simulate the bond between two adjacent
depositions, or between two depositions that are not parallel, as qualitatively shown
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in figure 6.5 and figure 6.6. Other conventional analysis tools may be used to simulate
the fatigue life of the material system, through standard simulation practices[193].
Figure 6.5: Crack modeling of two adja-
cent depositions
Figure 6.6: Crack modeling of two non-
parallel depositions
6.1.3 Effect of Deposition Parameters on Stiffness & Strength
Geometric Parameters
There are several geometric parameters (deposition spacing, deposition dimensions,
etc.) that affect the stiffness and strength of the deposited product. To limit the
design space, a designer may choose to select an optimum set of parameters of ge-
ometry, accepting that this will most-likely result in a less-than-optimal design, in
terms of manufacturing cost or product mass. If the designer has more time to run
an optimization, the alternative is to model the geometry variations into the design
space which can be done by basing the geometry-dependent material properties on
empirical and/or theoretical values. An example of geometry-dependent material
properties are ultimate and yield strengths and material stiffnesses in all principal
directions as a function of the deposition spacing, as shown in figure 6.7 and figure
6.8.
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Figure 6.7: Deposition Spacing Figure 6.8: Qualitative estimate of the effect of
deposition spacing on stress and strain allow-
ables
Similarly, in figure 6.9 and figure 6.10 the definition of the deposition height
and its estimated effect on structural stress and strain allowables is shown. A true
optimized 3D printed structure can contain a variable for the deposition spacing
and the deposition height; the true deposition design space is thus a surface plot
containing both variables.
Figure 6.9: Deposition Height Figure 6.10: Qualitative Estimate of the Effect
of Deposition Height on Stress and Strain
Standard FFF 3D Printing versus Multi-Axis FFF
A further major difference exists between standard, layer-by-layer quasi 3D printing
and full 6-axis robotic FFF, or multi-axis FFF. When layers are made by standard
3D printing practices, the build orientation vector is always pointing in the same
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direction, and material properties will always have very similar characteristics in that
direction, significantly simplifying the analysis and designing. When considering
full robotic FFF, this holds no longer true and the material properties can vary
largely in the third direction, depending on the orientation and build direction of
reinforcement. The deposition orientation must thus be kept in the design space;
as different deposition strategies result in different material properties due to the
anisotropy of the deposited road. One way where a key difference exists is that the
mechanical performance differs strongly between wall and floor deposition strategies.
This is true for all composite materials; however 3D printing using 6 axis robotic
tools is the only manufacturing method where the stacking direction of layers can
vary that drastically in discrete steps inherently, as all other composite techniques
require unconventional, multi-section molds (or bonded joints) that are not common
to the practice. In figure 6.11, two different deposition strategies are shown for
an L-shaped geometry; both are manufacturable with 6-axis FFF technology, and
the definition of the local material coordinate system is thus important, as with all
composite materials. It is important to note that in both configurations, the end
results seems the same, and the primary direction (the material x-direction) is facing
the same way, yet the material y and z axis are in opposite orientations. In figure
6.12, an example of this is shown applied to a stiffened wall structure. Fortunately,
most 3D composite modeling and simulation software allow for the full modeling of
material orientation within a finite element structure.
6.2 Visual & Optical Inspection
To the trained eye, visual and optical inspections methods are cost-efficient and quick
ways to qualitatively characterize a part’s quality. On the macroscopic level, visual
inspection can be used to identify external tool-path errors, system calibration, overall
print dryness or material moisture content through bubbling in the filament or part.
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Figure 6.11: Deposition Strategies affect ma-
terial orientation and therefore need to be ac-
counted for and defined in the design stage
Figure 6.12: Significant varia-
tions in ”stacking” orientation
are unique to the 6-axis FFF
manufacturing
On the microscopic level, (cross-sectional) microscopy can be used to identify internal
voids, continuous fiber filament dryness, fiber-volume fractions, fiber-matrix bonding,
or process-induced microcracking or other defects. Microscopy can also be used to
find surface roughness, either through local sections or through confocal microscopy
[89]. The applying of these methods to the printer filaments and parts are discussed
in further detail below.
6.2.1 Visual Inspection
One of the most important methods of quality control in this research is visual inspec-
tion. Not only is this method non-destructive, it can also be used to detect polymer
degradation or print dryness to the trained eye. This method was extensively used
in this research from filament production to printing and part finishing. Extensive
examples of how visual inspection is used in this research were already provided in
chapter 3 for the filament, and in chapters 4 and 5 for the printed parts. Therefore,
the details will not be repeated here.
6.2.2 Cross-sectional Microscopy
Once the variations of details of the material are beyond what the trained human eye
can see, microscopy can be used to assess details on the deposition and fiber level.
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Depending on the application and materials inspected, various sample preparation
methods exist for optimal results. A complete overview of sample preparation for
optical microscopy is provided in reference [59]. This book details not only sample
preparation but also multiple analysis methods and examples applied to composites.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 cover, in detail, how to prepare various composite samples
including which resins should be used to mount the samples, how to polish them, and
the use of dyes to distinguish the composite from the resin as to not interfere with
the testing. Other work contains a multitude of other references that have more in
depth information on particular steps of the preparation process, e.g what adhesives
are more appropriate for sample mounting and how to tailor them for particular
samples[166], applied to glass fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites.
For the microscopy performed in this research, the following steps were performed
for sample preparation:
1. Selection and preparation of samples: The interested areas are selected
and sections for casting are cut using a rotary cutting tool. The cut sections
are bonded together with porous cloth as spacing and placed in a specimen cup
that has been prepared with silicon release agent to prevent the final part from
bonding to the mold.
2. Casting of the resin: A low-viscosity resin is mixed, degassed and poured in
the specimen cups. In this research, the Dace Technologies’ Ultrathin Epoxy
and Ultrathin 2 hardener was mixed in a 10 to 1 ratio. A drop of Alumilite
orange dye is mixed into the resin-hardener mix as a coloring die.
3. Specimen Grinding: Once hardened, the samples are removed from the molds
and ground down to the interested area. This is done through increasing grit
sizes, starting with very course dry grinding (grit 80, 120, 220) followed by
fine wet grinding (grit 320, 600, 800, 1200). The specimen is rinsed with dis-
tilled water between each two minute session of grinding, where the specimen
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is rotated at 90 degree intervals each 10 seconds. The grinding is performed
on rotary grinding tables at a normal force of 40 N or higher as specified by
references[59].
4. Specimen polishing: The specimens are polished on a wet rotary table using
a solution of 12g of 5µm silica powder in 1 liter of distilled water, after which
it is rinsed and dried using compressed air. If necessary, the specimen is rinsed
and this step is repeated with a solution of 5g 3µm alumina powder in 1 liter
water.
If the finish of the polished sample is not satisfactory, the procedure is restarted from
any of the steps and repeated, depending on the level of correction required. Further
details on sample preparation for microscopy can be found in references [166]. A few
of the microscopy samples used for this research are shown in figure 6.13. The samples
shown in the figure include some used to identify the filament quality over a multitude
of batches, and samples used to analyze the part quality, for both thin-walled and
thick parts and ASTM specimen. The microscope allows specimen magnification from
20x up to 5000, and the best magnification for these type of parts is between 100x
and 200x. For some of the specimen, dye was used to increase the contrast between
the PEI and the casting resin. Some of the results from the microscopy of the parts
and filament are discussed in the following subsections.
Filament Microscopy
For the monofilament, some of the results and defects that are of importance were
already indicated and discussed in figure 3.12. The emphasis for filament quality was
on the continuous fiber filament. The effect of respooling and sizing was shown in
figure 3.33 and 3.35, and some further examples are provided here. During impreg-
nation, the tension can be varied such that the tow becomes more or less flattened.
An example is shown in figure 6.14. The higher tension tow is flatter and contains
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Figure 6.13: Some of the used microscopy samples: filament (left) and part sections
(right)
(a) Low tension (b) High tension
Figure 6.14: Continuous 3K carbon fiber filament impregnated at low (6.14a) and
higher tension (6.14b)
less enclosed volume than the low tension tow. With the reduced tension the perme-
ability of the tow is much higher, but enclosed volume tends to become trapped in
the filament, which can lead to weak points and voids in the printed part. Therefore,
a nip-rolling system would be advisable in the impregnation bath or at its exit to
squeeze the air out of the filament.
The downside of the respooling process is that it masks the quality of the im-
pregnation. In figure 6.17, two sections are shown if impregnated, respooled 3K
continuous carbon fiber filament. The outside of appearance may look acceptable,
however the core may be completely dry, as is the case for figure 6.17a. This material
may print well, but the strength of the printed part will be reduced due to this low
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Figure 6.15: Impreg. close-up Figure 6.16: Annotated Microscopic Filament
quality material.
(a) Poorly impregnated (b) Semi-impregnated
Figure 6.17: Impregnation quality can be detected from void content: (6.17a) poorly
impregnated filament and (6.17b) semi-impregnated filament
Part Microscopy
The part microscopy is used to determine the surface roughness and identify any
inter and intra-deposition defects, such as weak bonding and voids stemming from
the deposition toolpaths. The cross-sections of thick parts were used to determine
what the optimal deposition spacing is. If depositions are spaced apart too far, there
will be voids, if the depositions are too close, the print becomes harder to print and
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failure is more likely due to over-extrusion and shearing. Some examples of print
microscopy were already used to indicate the results of post-processing (figure 4.45).
Typical results from a solid part are shown in figure 6.18. The figure shows how the
(a) Solid part (b) Cross Section (c) Detail
Figure 6.18: Solid part microscopy: (6.18a) the inspected part, (6.18b) cross section,
and (6.18c) detail
beads are nicely aligned as they were deposited. Looking at a detail, cross-over of
individual stray strands shows that there is some mechanism during printing that
moves these fibers out of the deposition. These can help increase the inter-deposition
strength as they can function as a ”cross-link” between depositions.
The cross-sections can be used to identify print process and material defects, as
shown in figure 6.19. The figures clearly show the effect of tension which brings
the fibers to the top of the cross section of the deposition. Internal voids in the
filament and deposition borders are also visible, indicating that full linking of the
polymer between depositions has not yet been achieved. Another set of examples
of microscopy is shown in figure 6.20, in which the cross section of longitudinal and
transverse tensile ASTM coupons are shown. The turning-back of the fiber during
deposition is shown in figure 6.20a, whereas the voids between depositions, and fiber
pullout near the edges of the specimen can be seen clearly in figure 6.20b.
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(a) Dry fiber pullout (b) Voids in porous filament (c) Corner Bridging
Figure 6.19: Primary defects in single walled parts: (6.19a) Fiber pullout, (6.19b)
voids, and (6.19c)fiber corner bridging
(a) Transverse coupon (b) Longitudinal coupon
Figure 6.20: Microscopy of ASTM coupons: (6.20a) Transverse coupon section and
(6.20b) Longitudinal coupon section
6.2.3 Surface Roughness
The digital microscope can also be used to perform an analysis of the surface rough-
ness using a confocal profilometry. The focal points of a sections of the part are found
and used to determine the depth of the part. An example for the side of a wall is
shown in figures 6.21 and 6.22. The figure shows a variation comparable to the layer
height, which is common for 3D printed parts. This originates from the geometry of
the deposited bead and for complex prints, this will also be dependent on the cusp
height, as was discussed in section 5.4.2. The plots in the figure can be used to obtain
a surface roughness value, such as Ra.
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Figure 6.21: Two sections used to demonstrate the profilometry of a continuous fiber
3D printed part
Figure 6.22: The profile of the two sections shown in figure 6.21 (left profile is top)
6.3 Mechanical Testing
The unknown material properties such as elements from the stress, stiffnesses or Pois-
son’s ratios matrices required to perform any Finite Element Methods (FEM) can be
determined from 3D printed specimen. Multiple ABD matrices will have to be made
depending on the deposition orientation and configuration, as the material properties
vary by configuration of the depositions ratios, as was discussed in chapter 4 and in
section 6.1.3. The manufacturing of tensile test specimen can be done using the 3D
printing process. Several test coupons for longitudinal and transverse tension and
compression have been manufactured, as shown in figure 6.24 with deposition strate-
gies as shown in figure 6.23; and several ±45◦ oriented specimen were printed as well
(figure 6.27), with a deposition strategy as shown in figure 6.25. These are used to
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determine the mechanical properties resulting from the printing process, which have
been used to measure improvement in material processing as the printing character-
istics get better. The appropriate ASTM standards were be used in the process:
• ASTM D638 will be used for the testing method of the pure polymer specimen
• ASTM D3039 is to be used to determine tensile properties of polymer-matrix
fiber composites
• ASTM D3518 is to be used to determine in-plane shear response of polymer
matrix composite materials by tensile test of a ±45◦ laminate
Pure polymer specimen can be used to assess the performance of the 3D printed UL-
TEM 1000 material with respect to the injection molded polymer counterparts, of
which the data is available from the manufacturer SABIC[134]. Elementary Mechan-
ics of Materials equations can be used to determine the ultimate strengths, stiffnesses
and Poisson’s ratios of the printed material, through the following equations:
σ = P
A
, E = σ
ε
= σL∆L, ν12 = −
ε2
ε1
(6.3.1)
Where σ is the coupon stress level, P is the applied load and A is the cross-sectional
area, normal to the load of the coupon. The stiffness, quantified by the Young’s mod-
ulus E can be determined for both longitudinal and transverse load cases by dividing
the stress level over the strain at that level. The orthogonal stiffness properties of
the composite are then E1 and E2, in the longitudinal and transverse direction re-
spectively, coupled to a yield strength of σ1,y and σ2,y and an ultimate strength of
σ1,u and σ2,u. The Poisson’s ratio that couples the strain between the two directions
can then also be found, when regarding the longitudinal and transverse strain within
one region of one specimen (ε1, ε2 resp.). The shear properties including G12 can be
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Figure 6.23: Longitudinal and transverse
tensile printed test specimen
Figure 6.24: Longitudinal and trans-
verse deposition strategies[84]
calculated from the tensile test of a ±45◦ laminate[8],
G12 =
∆τ12
∆γ12
, τ12 =
P
2A, γ12 = εx − εy (6.3.2)
where G12 is the shear chord modulus of elasticity, ∆τ12 is the difference in applied
shear stress between two strain points and ∆γ12 is the difference between two shear
strain points, as can be seen in figure 6.26. To calculate the shear stress at any point,
P is the applied load and A is the cross-sectional area of the specimen in accordance
to standard D3039. The deposition of this requires variation in deposition orientation
larger than 90 degrees (135 degrees on the sharp corners), as shown in figure 6.27.
This type of approach to the problem of characterization of the material is not new,
and has been applied in many different projects focusing on 3D printing[165][140][111].
As the focus of the research is currently on process development and optimization of
the print parameters as discussed in the previous chapters, the scope of this research
is not to do finite element modeling. The mechanical properties found can be ap-
plied in finite element computational simulation or verification of complex geometric
structures, especially when testing requires complex or single-use fixtures. For char-
acterization and simulation purposes, the author would strongly recommend the use
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Figure 6.25: Shear specimen deposition
strategy[8]
Figure 6.26: Modulus and offset
strength determination[8]
Figure 6.27: Printed specimen to determine the shear modulus and strength
of MCQ Composites and Genoa software (Licensed and developed by AlphaSTAR
Corporation, Long Beach, CA, USA) as the platform for the simulations, as these
have some dedicated tools for statistics based characterization of material and they
contain complex modules for first ply failure analysis which may be tailored for 3D
printed structures specifically. The software can use several solvers (including Ansys,
Abaqus and in-house developed progressive failure analysis) and the capability to
assign material coordinate systems is required for primary functionality. Fatigue and
crack initiation and growth can also be investigated and simulated using both VCCT
and DCZM methods.
6.3.1 Tensile Strength & Stiffness
Tensile tests were run on the in-house MTS testing equipment with a 50kN load cell.
The specimen were clamped using a single sheet of emery cloth between the grip and
the specimen. Only specimen that failed outside the grips were taken into account
during the calculations of the average strength and stiffness. The last batch of failed
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specimen (which were tested July, 2017) are shown in 6.28. In figures 6.29 and 6.30,
the average stiffness and strength of the specimen is shown and compared to the
baseline strengths and stiffnesses. Most specimen failed rather a abruptly, indicating
a more brittle behavior, as is expected from a composite structure. In figure 6.31, a
sample stress-strain curve is shown, in which the brittle failure is clearly visible. The
resulting test averages, standard deviations and sample size are also listed here:
• Tens. Strength (σu) = 623.3MPa, σ = 35.5MPa, # = 10
• Long. Young’s Modulus (Et) = 49.4GPa, σ = 1.3GPa, # = 10
Figure 6.28: Failure modes of the prints
Figure 6.29: Comparison of the tensile
strength with baselines[156][94][134]
Figure 6.30: Comparison of the tensile
modulus with baselines[156][94][134]
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Figure 6.31: Typical Stress-Strain curve of the longitudinal tensile specimen
6.4 Density Measurements
The density measurements were performed using the aforementioned ASTM D792. In
this standard, the specific relative density of a coupon is measured through immersion
in distilled water. For this method, the volume of the specimen is measured as a
buoyancy force from the liquid it displaces. This buoyancy force is the difference of
mass of the specimen in air and the mass of the specimen in water. The test setup
for this is shown in figure 6.32. The density of the specimen at 23◦C, (ρ23c) according
to the immersion method can then be calculated as:
ρ23c = a
a− b · 997.5 (6.4.1)
which is valid as long as the temperature of the water is close to 23◦C. In this
equation, a is the apparent mass of the specimen without attachment equipment and
b is the mass of the specimen immersed in water (suspended from the attachment
equipment). The measured density of the printed components compared to several
benchmark materials is shown in figure 6.33. The resulting density, standard devia-
tion and sample size is as follows:
• ASTM Coupon density = 1230[kg/m3], σ = 42[kg/m3], # = 16
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Figure 6.32: Immersion setup Figure 6.33: Comparison of the density
with baselines[156][94][134]
6.5 Chemical and Physical Composition Testing
6.5.1 Fiber-volume Fraction, Void Volume Fraction
The fiber-volume and void volume measurements were performed using the aforemen-
tioned ASTM D2734 and ASTM D3171. For these standards, the volume and weight
of the samples before and after chemical digestion of the binding polymer are mea-
sured and compared. Once weighed, the specimen were submerged in the digesting
chemical, which is heated to just below boiling to increase the activation. The digest-
ing chemical used for these tests was sulfuric acid (chemical formula H2S04). Once
digested, the acid is neutralized using hydrogen peroxide (chemical formula H202)
and the neutralized solution is filtered under vacuum until only the fiber remains.
The remaining fiber is dried overnight and weighed. The results obtained were as
follows:
• Fiber Volume Ratio (FVR) = 17.4%, σ = 2.6%, # = 5
• Void Volume Ratio (VVR) = 9.6%, σ = 1.2%, # = 5
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Using the rule of mixtures, these ratios together with the densities of the constituents
should match the density data of the parts:
Epart = FV R · Ef + (1− FV R− V V R)EPEI
≈ 0.17 · 1890 + 0.73 · 1270 = 1239 kg
m3
which is in agreement with the density measurements. Similarly, the tensile strength
and stiffness can be predicted quite accurately:
σu,part ≈ 463.5MPa
Epart ≈ 27.1GPa
The fiber volume fraction and void volume fraction testing was applied to both the
input filaments and the printed parts. Each processing step adds a certain amount of
PEI and reduces the fiber volume fraction. The general trend of the void volume and
fiber volume across the material progresses is shown in figure6.34. The figures hows
how the respooling process reduces the void content as it forces the material through
the nozzle. As the material is printed, the same reduction in voids is present, which
brings the overall part void fraction within acceptable limits. As each step requires
PEI, the fraction of PEI is increased at each step.
6.5.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis & Differential Scanning Calorimetry
One of the ways to understand if the polymer has been altered in any way is to see
whether any significant mass loss changes are found during a burn-off cycle. This
can indicate the addition of a new, more volatile processing chemical (such as water
moisture or chloroform) or the alteration of the existing materials. This can be done
using Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). The in-house TGA at McNAIR was used
to perform a set of experiments for each step of the manufacturing process. The
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Figure 6.34: Fiber and void volume ratios throughout the filament production and
printing process
method used for each analysis was a linear ramp heating of room temperature up to
650◦C with a slope of 20◦C/min. TGA results for the pure PEI pellets is compared to
the results from the continuous fiber reinforced filament and the printed part, (figure
6.35), and no significant (more than 1%) mass loss deviations were found between the
three products. The conclusion of this is that there are no significant additions of ma-
terial that are present in the printed part Similarly, Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Figure 6.35: Results from TGA: PEI Pellets (dotted), PEI Filament (Dash-dot) and
Printed part (Bold)
(DSC) can be used to measure any phase changes in the materials. This can be used
to verify whether the glass transition temperature of the polymer has changed, which
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is only the case if it has been chemically altered during the filament fabrication or
printing process. Again the in-house DSC system at McNAIR was used to analyze
pure PEI pellets, CF-PEI filament and a printed part, as shown in figure 6.36. No
significant changes in glass transition temperature were found (less than 5◦C), indi-
cating the integrity of the material in the part. Note that the variations in the slope
are depending largely on sample size, and as long as there are not ”jumps” or other
sizable discontinuities in the graph, no phase-changes are present.
Figure 6.36: DSC Results: PEI Pellets (top), PEI filament (middle) and printed part
(bottom)
6.6 Conclusion
The toolpath planning and the mechanical behavior are strongly related and cannot
be separated. This forces the designer/engineer to think about manufacturability and
process planning during the design stage of complex 3D structures. Fortunately, com-
mon design and analysis tools for finite element discretization can be used, as long as
they are used conscientiously, and that the material properties used are oriented in
a manufacturable manner, as the analysis must be done with the manufacturing se-
quencing in mind. For some analyses, existing failure modes can be used or modified,
although it is not unimaginable that for certain cases, new failure modes or criteria
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may have to be introduced, according to results from testing. The mechanical prop-
erties used during simulation can be obtained from standard ASTM methods, and
some have been determined in this chapter, as presented below:
• ASTM Coupon density = 1230[kg/m3], σ = 42[kg/m3], # = 16
• Fiber Volume Ratio (FVR) = 17.4%, σ = 2.6%, # = 5
• Void Volume Ratio (VVR) = 9.6%, σ = 1.2%, # = 5
• Tens. Strength (σu) = 623.3MPa, σ = 35.5MPa, # = 10
• Long. Young’s Modulus (Et) = 49.4GPa, σ = 1.3GPa, # = 10
• Part Glass Transition (Tg) = 217.7◦C, σ = 3.1◦C, # =7
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Chapter 7
Conclusion & Future Work
The work is concluded in this chapter by reviewing the scope of the research pre-
sented in section 7.1. In section 7.2, the current research is put in perspective by
exploring potential industry applications. The possibilities for future developments
are discussed by chapter as presented in this dissertation in section 7.3. The work is
concluded in 7.4.
7.1 Review of the Hypotheses
In section 1.4, a set of hypotheses were formulated to be proven in this research. This
section reviews those hypotheses and discusses their validity.
1. Continuous fiber 3D Printing fills an interesting void in modern AM methods,
and allows for rapid manufacturing of new, complex, functional parts
Through a thorough review of currently available manufacturing methods for
additive, deformative and subtractive processes, a void was identified for rapid
manufacturing. Current rapid manufacturing methods have limited capabilities
for the inclusion of the strength of continuous fiber in the process. The proposed
method of multi-axis multi-material 3D printing with continuous fibers has the
potential to fill this void and to manufacture, previously impossible or very
expensive and labor intensive to manufacture, functional composite parts using
an automated process.
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2. FFF is the most suitable AM technology to print complex 3D composite mate-
rials.
Upon evaluation of all known AM methods including 3D printing methods,
FFF appeared to be the most likely candidate to allow for the inclusion of
directionally controlled continuous fiber in multi-material, multi-axis prints.
a) The principles of FFF can be used to print with continuous carbon fiber
The manufacturing process resulting from this research adequately demon-
strates this hypotheses through a multitude of demonstration prints.
3. Material formatting within tolerances is essential for the quality of the 3D
printed composites
Variations in both the continuous fiber filament and monofilament have a direct
impact on the printed parts, as was demonstrated through sample prints. Reli-
ability through material homogeneity is one of the key performance parameters
that define print quality.
a) Monofilament variations have a direct correlation to print quality
Both literature studies on 3D printing without continuous fiber inclusion
and early in-house printing trials using highly variable monofilament ma-
terial resulted in variable part quality. This correlation was demonstrated
further through testing with ”rich” and ”lean” printed parts.
b) It is possible to manufacture thermoplastic monofilament with sufficient
tolerances at a competitive rate with respect to industry prices
With the unavailability of the thermoplastic PEI monofilament, an in-
house extrusion line was set up and optimized. The process parameters
were optimized for the extrusion of PEI material and over 420m of monofil-
ament was produced within the required tolerances of ±50µm for the 3D
printing process.
These developments aside, over the course of this research, thermoplas-
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tic PEI monofilament has become available off-the-shelf for competitive
pricing, and relations have been made with filament manufacturers for
future tests. Therefore, further in-house development and monofilament
production is no longer required, except for materials that are not readily
available to filament vendors.
c) An additional preprocessing step is required to the carbon fiber material to
improve interlaminar strength of the product.
Early trials with pure, dry continuous carbon fiber tow demonstrated ex-
cessive build-up of noil during the process, which resulted in sub-par pro-
cess reliability. Improvements in reliability came from impregnation of the
continuous fiber followed by a reshaping and dieing process. This brought
the reliability up to acceptable limits and, as long as the material quality
was reliable, the resulting printing process was too.
d) Wet impregnation of carbon fiber tows improves product quality and
strength.
Wet impregnation after using the appropriate sizing material ensures the
low viscosity solution of polymer in solvent penetrates the fiber bundle
well and increases the transverse strength of the tow. When impregnated
homogeneously and consistently, the filament results in a higher strength
and increased product quality.
4. Current COTS software can be modified and utilized together with in-house de-
veloped software to:
A multitude of open-source and off-the-shelf software packages for slicing, vi-
sualization and simulation were tested and combined with in-house developed
software to arrive to the following proof of hypotheses.
a) Define and optimize a toolpath for multi-axis multi-material 3D printing
Computer Aided Design tools, off-the-shelf slicers and in-house developed
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methods were used to generate a set of building-blocks to generate the
path along which the nozzle traverses. An in-house parser can generate
the nozzle orientations based on a reference surface of the original part,
and the in-house KRL parser optimizes the toolpath to reduce the filesize
and eliminate or concatenate un-neccesary commands. The changes in ma-
terial are currently manual, unless when an off-the-shelf slicer is used, and
the appropriate pauze or adjustments in extrusion rates are automatically
inserted in the code. Furthermore, a parser was written to output external
axis commands and nozzle orientations. This gamma of tools allows for
the printing of complex highly 3D structures.
b) Simulate the generated toolpath and integrate the printing functionality
Off-the-shelf software packages were used to simulate the robot motion,
but currently no simulation of the deposited material is shown. Updating
the syntax that is imported in the simulation tools would allow for the
real-time displaying of deposited material in the print process. This is a
feature of RoboDK.
c) while maintaining compatibility with common NC software
The in-house developed software and parsing tools have common 3D print-
ing G-code at the base of the toolpath generation. These are compatible
with common NC software such as RoboDK and Repetier.
5. A continuous fiber AM process can be developed applicable to the industrial scale
and focused on scalability:
The developed process was applied to an industry-scale robotic platform using
off-the-shelf controllers wherever possible. The process was developed with
scalability and modularity in mind, and as such, has already been demonstrated
to work on two different size KUKA robots. A new output function can be
written relatively easily to output the toolpath generation in the correct syntax.
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Therefore, there is no reason to doubt the modularity of the process other
robotic systems, such as ABB, Fanuc, Siemens or others, granted that the new
robotic platform maintains similar levels of accuracy of the print head position.
a) Liquefier and feedstock thermodynamics and mechanics play a vital impor-
tant role in the process
The importance of the liquefier thermal balance was discussed in depth and
the effect of heating and cooling on the printed part during the process
were assessed. There is an optimal balance between print quality, speed,
resolution, liquefier and nozzle temperature and cooling. These form the
majority of the key performance parameters in the printing process.
6. Current testing procedures can be applied to perform elementary mechanical
characterization, but do not demonstrate the full potential of the technology
Current ASTM testing methods were used to demonstrate the constituency of
the printed material and to obtain first-order estimates on strength and stiffness
of the manufactured composites. ASTM testing methods were not suitable to
assess the strength of complex geometry or toolpaths including multi-axis or
multi-material prints. Thorough monitoring and logging of print parameters
during the printing of complex parts can provide an indication to print quality,
however final assessment still requires (potentially destructive) testing of func-
tional, continuous fiber reinforced parts, which in turn requires the appropriate
test fixtures to be manufactured. Early applications of the technology should
be with caution and/or in non-critical structures.
7.2 Research Perspective
As with all forms of 3D printing, the suitable applications are three-fold in nature.
The first set of applications is those with low manufacturing volume. Parts that need
to be strong, stiff and reinforced in certain areas would benefit from this technology.
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In automotive or aerospace applications, this could be the case for fittings, brackets
applications where the operating temperature does not exceed the melting tempera-
ture of the polymer used. These are often one-off per vehicle and delivery rate does
not justify a purpose built mold or mandrel that needs to be stored.
The second realm of applications is those where the technology is used to com-
plement an existing manufacturing process, to improve it or augment it in a way
that previously was not possible. This is the case for large structures which need
reinforcement or addition of features such as stiffeners, local reinforcements or hard-
points. This can, for example, be the case for an AFP-produced part. Local, out of
plane reinforcements can be added to increase the stiffness of the part and multi-step
processes which require manual assembly can be automated and/or integrated.
The third set of applications is the region where there simply isn’t another man-
ufacturing method that yields the same strength and stiffness to weight ratios as
before, or where geometric features render other methods impossible or very expen-
sive. Cascade thrust reverser vanes on aircraft engines are an example of an expensive
part with significant manufacturing losses. This technology can easily be used to gen-
erate stiffened grids or other low in-fill geometries that currently require lost-mold
investment casting methods with pure polymer. The inclusion of the continuous fiber
renders the parts stronger and stiffer than before, which can increase the component’s
efficiency.
Markets that could benefit from the improvements using this technology fit some-
where within these range of applications. Due to the novelty (and therefore higher
cost) of the system, the applicable markets are the high-end automotive, aerospace &
defense (in particular ducting, UAV or wearables) and medical (in particular prosthet-
ics, orthotics) markets. Some samples were printed over the course of this research,
as shown in figures 4.34, 5.59c and 7.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Applications: a quadcopter UAV (7.1a) with printed arms (shown sepa-
rately in 7.1b)
7.3 Future Development Opportunities
This research opens the door on many further developments that can improve the
printing process and printed part characteristics. The potential for improvements in
each of the domains that were discussed in this research are evaluated in the following
paragraphs.
7.3.1 Framework Development
The work presented in this research is only a small aspect of the framework that was
presented. The current technology level is thus only a single building block that can
be part of a much larger whole. Future efforts could include the expansion of current
CAD or CAM tools to include the newly developed manufacturing method more
integrally. This would be a lengthy process, but it holds the potential to reduce the
design process cycle time and free efforts which can be used to develop the integration
of this with other processes.
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7.3.2 Material & Feedstock Diversification
The material used in the research for the printing process has been almost exclusively
the amorphous material PEI. Future work may include the diversification to include
crystalline materials or even composite prints with multiple thermoplastic materials
within one deposition. The combination of materials that can be tried is vast, and can
yield a broad spectrum of parts for even more applications. The author expects pre-
liminary diversification to likely occur within the realm of engineering thermoplastics,
with expansions to, amongst others PEEK, PPS and PBI. As the technology matures
and development cost decreases, even standard thermoplastics such as ABS or PLA
could added to the inventory of print materials. Many of these already have monofil-
ament available off the shelf, and cooperation with filament extrusion companies can
reduce the development cycle time.
This is not only the case for the thermoplastic material. The continuous fiber tow
may also be varied in both material and tow-count. For this research 3K continuous
carbon fiber was used exclusively. Future developments on impregnation could look
at production of 1K, 6K, 12K or even 50K tow-counts. The increase in volume that
can be processed would greatly reduce print time, but also geometrical accuracy. A
careful trade-off will have to be performed for each application to assess what the
ideal resolution and deposition rate is. The author also expects the step to be made
to other synthetic continuous fiber types, such as glass or aramid fibers for lower-cost
or radar-transparent applications and for higher-end applications respectively.
7.3.3 Continued Process Optimization
For each material variation, the process itself will need to be verified and optimized.
Depending on the variations required this, most likely, will imply a redesign of the
end effector or liquefier system. Within any certain material selection, optimizations
should be made with regards to deposition rate, print reliability and part complexity.
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The limit of the currently developed end effector is close to 13 mm/s, but careful
redesign with a preheating system and improved continuous fiber feeding system can
conservatively result in a doubling of the print speed. The largest part that was
printed on the system during this research took roughly 28 hours to print at 5 mm/s,
which could be reduced to about 7 hours.
A major missing link in the technology is the absence of a cutting & restart
functionality. This means that each start, cut and restart currently is a manual
process which is a limit to the scope of parts that can be printed. The author
would like to stress the importance of the development of this feature to increase the
automation of the system and for market viability.
Furthermore, an effort to improve the process should include the improved fail-
ure detection and monitoring of the print process, as was discussed in section 4.2,
as a means to increase reliability and operator presence. This would include an im-
proved feedback system for the fiber feeding and potentially other features such as
microphones or IR image correlation. As the process becomes more automated, the
recurring costs of operation of the system will be reduced, which will allow it to be
introduced in other markets.
7.3.4 Software Development
Increasing the process print speed is only beneficial if multiple of the same part need
to be printed, as production volume grows, non-recurring engineering fees drop. From
a financial point of view, there is a common trade-off to be made between 3D printing
and other manufacturing processes. Therefore, this technology will only be successful
with a well-defined software and toolpath base. The work done in this research
concerns the development of building blocks to be used when designing a toolpath,
but it is in no way a ”deliverable” product to a consumer. As the technology matures,
so will the software behind it, but until that is the case, the software development
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needs to be a continued focus.
7.3.5 Modeling, Topology and Toolpath Optimization
The path development software already includes many building blocks for common
layer-by-layer manufacturing and multi-axis manufacturing. As experience with the
platform grows, the decision can be made to include higher-level features such auto-
matic toolpath generation based on PCS and topology-optimization algorithms, and
other features presented in the framework. Based on a multi-criterion optimization
function, which should include financial as well as material property and printer con-
figuration considerations, the selection and allocation of material within a part can
be optimized as well as the deposition strategies for the print. This is in no way a
straight-forward or bounded development, and project scope and scale will be driven
by industry readiness for this type of methodology.
An important part of this is identifying successful methods to model the printed
parts. Existing tools can be tried and verified to see whether they accurately predict
the behavior of these printed parts. Once the modeling has been verified, existing
tools can be used to automate iteration cycles of parts to converge to an optimal
design.
7.4 Conclusion
The research and development presented in this work proves that continuous fiber
fused filament fabrication can form a new additive manufacturing method that has
its rightful place in the current gamma of manufacturing methods. The introduction
of the continuous fiber reinforcement yielded higher strength and stiffness values than
were currently observed and the penalty to the density of a print is proven minimal.
Although many details and steps forward exist, this research has opened up a new
field and provided first exploratory steps in the technology for both academics and
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industry. With the right design paradigm, the newly unlocked capabilities can be
proven to have a nearly unlimited potential of applications.
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Appendix A
Sample Code
A.1 G-code Program Sample
1 G90 ;Use absolute coordinates
2 M82 ;Use absolute extrusion
3 M190 S120 ;Set bed temperature to 120C
4 M104 S255 ;Set Nozzle temperature 255C
5 G21 ;Set units to mm
6 G28 ;Home all axis
7 T1 ;(Optional) select nozzle 1
8 F300 ;Set feed rate (mm/min)
9 G92 E0 ;Reset extrusion distance
10 G0 F300 X1.69 Y1.906 Z0.33 ;This is off-part motion
11 G1 X2.910 Y0.901 E0.12773
12 G1 X5.184 Y0.416 E0.25533
13 G1 X6.001 Y0.433 E0.30018
14 G1 X9.971 Y0.342 ;This is a travel move
15 G1 Z0.15 ;This is a layer change
16 G1 X9.971 Y0.342 Z0.660 ;This is a 3D move
17
18 ;The following are arcs
19 G2 Xnnn Ynnn Innn Jnnn Ennn Fnnn ;Clockwise Arc
20 G3 Xnnn Ynnn Innn Jnnn Ennn Fnnn ;Counter-Clockwise Arc
21 G3 X129.5 Y125.6 I31.89 J37.9 E36.5 ;Example
22
23 ;A B and C angles for 6 Axis deposition
24 G1 X59.84 Y22.66 Z94.09 A0 B17.79 C-43.31 E3.71
25 G1 X61.65 Y21.98 Z93.62 A0 B19.41 C-47.01 E3.72
26 G1 X62.55 Y21.78 Z93.23 A0 B19.40 C-46.32 E3.73
27 G1 X63.41 Y21.67 Z92.74 A0 B20.21 C-46.57 E3.74
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A.2 KUKA KRL Program Sample
1 DEF SampleProgram() ;Program name
2 BAS(#INITMOV,0) ;Initialize the configuration
3
4 $ORI_TYPE = #VAR ;orientation is interpolated between coords
5 $CIRC_TYPE = #BASE ;orient. across circ moves is rel. to $BASE
6 $VEL.ORI1 = 200 ;swivel velocity in deg./s
7 $VEL.ORI2 = 200 ;rotational velocity in deg./s
8 $ACC.ORI1 = 100 ;swivel velocity in deg./s/s
9 $ACC.ORI2 = 100 ;rotational velocity in deg./s/s
10 $ACT_EX_AX = 0 ;external axis disabled
11 LAYERCOUNT = 0 ;Initialize any local variables
12
13 $OUT[12]=TRUE ;Turn on system fans
14 $ANOUT[1]=0.5 ;Extruder 1 speed 0
15 $OUT[20]=TRUE ;Enable extruder 1
16 $ANOUT[2]=0.5 ;Extruder 2 speed 0
17 $OUT[21]=TRUE ;Enable extruder 2
18
19 ;Setting Base and Tool Coordinates
20 $BASE = {FRAME: X 950.0,Y 0.0,Z -206.0,A 0.0,B 0.0,C 0.0}
21 $TOOL = {FRAME: X 83.5,Y 4.6,Z 234.0,A -180.0,B -45.0,C -180.0}
22
23 ;Initial Approaching PTP movements
24 PTP {AXIS: A1 5.5,A2 -32.8,A3 129.5,A4 4.9,A5 -51.7,A6 0.8}
25 LIN {X 0, Y 0, Z 0, A 0, B 0, C 0} ;Move to print start
26 WAIT SEC 5 ;Wait for start, 5 seconds
27
28 ;Begin print
29 $VEL.CP = 0.00500 ;Set movement velocity (m/s)
30 LIN {X 0.04, Y 1.88, Z -0.65, A 0.0, B 2.53, C -23.22} C_DIS
31 LIN {X 0.06, Y 2.75, Z -1.14, A 0.0, B 11.10, C -29.58} C_DIS
32 ...
33 LIN {X 0.23, Y 8.14, Z -5.60, A 0.0, B 9.87, C -40.30} C_DIS
34 LIN {X 0.27, Y 8.86, Z -6.29, A 0.0, B 8.58, C -43.52} C_DIS
35
36 ;Disable all active extruders
37 $ANOUT[1]=0.5 ;Extruder 1 speed 0
38 $OUT[20]=FALSE ;Enable extruder 1
39 $ANOUT[2]=0.5 ;Extruder 2 speed 0
40 $OUT[21]=FALSE ;Enable extruder 2
41 WAIT SEC 10 ;Wait 10 sec
42 ;Move to a safe location
43 LIN {X 0, Y 0, Z 240, A 0.0, B 0.0, C 0.0}
44 END ;End of the program
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A.3 KUKA KRL Program with External Axis Sample
1 ;Header modifications:
2 $ACT_EX_AX = 1 ;external axis enabled
3
4 ;Command modifications:
5 ;Sample PTP command with an external axis:
6 PTP {AXIS: A1 5.5,A2 -32.8,A3 129.5,A4 4.9,A5 -51.7,A6 0.8,A7 0.0}
7
8 ;Sample LIN command with an external axis:
9 LIN {X 0, Y 0, Z 240, A 0.0, B 0.0, C 0.0, E1 0.0}
A.4 KUKA KRL Program with Pause Functionality Code Sample
1 ...
2 LIN {X -100, Y -100, Z 2.0, A 0, B 0, C 0, E1 0} C_DIS
3 LIN {X -100, Y -100, Z 5.3, A 0, B 0, C 0, E1 0} C_DIS
4 if Pause_BOOL == True Then ;If the pause toggle is on
5 PAUSE_POS = $POS_ACT ;Store current position
6 $OUT[20]=FALSE ;Disable nozzle motors
7 $OUT[21]=FALSE
8 HALT ;Halt movement
9 WAIT FOR (NOT Pause_BOOL) ;Wait for the pause toggle to be off
10 CONTINUE ;Restart movement
11 $OUT[20]=TRUE ;Enable nozzle motors
12 $OUT[21]=TRUE
13 endif
14 LIN {X -105.5, Y -93.4, Z 5.3, A 0, B 0, C 0, E1 0} C_DIS
15 LIN {X -102.9, Y -96.7, Z 5.3, A 0, B 0, C 0, E1 0} C_DIS
16 ...
A.5 MACFAM Slicer Program Sample
1 ''' Multi-Axis Continuous Fiber Additive Manufacturing Slicer
2 Version 0.5, October 15, 2017
3 Authors: Wout De Backer, Max Kirkpatrick
4 '''
5 from PartStructure import Part, Component
6 import time
7
8 def main():
9 # --- Load components ---
10 comp1 = Component(toolpathFile='gcodeTest.gcode', name='comp1')
11 comp2 = Component(toolpathFile='gcodeTest.stp', name='comp2')
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12 comp3 = Component(surfaceFile='stlTest.stl', name='comp3')
13 comp4 = Component(toolpathFile='aptTest.aptsource', name='comp4')
14
15 # --- create part ---
16 part1 = Part([comp1, comp2])
17
18 # or
19 part2 = Part(name='part2')
20 part2.addComponent(comp3)
21 part2.addComponent(comp4)
22
23 # --- Transformations & Optimization ---
24 # Component Transformations
25 comp1.translate(0, 10, 0) #translation along world X, Y, Z
26 comp2.rotate(0, 90, 0) #Deg. A, B, C KUKA (Z-Y-X)
27 comp3.translateAndRotate(10, 10, 10, 0, 90, 0)
28
29 # Part Transformations
30 part1.translateAndRotate(100, 100, 100, 0, 90, 0)
31 #comp1.translate(-170, -160, 0)
32 #comp4.rotate(180, 0, 0)
33 #part1.translateAndRotate(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
34
35 # Component and Part optimization
36 comp1.optimize()
37 part2.optimize()
38
39 # Nozzle Assignment (Default nozzle = CF&PEI)
40 comp4.overwriteNozzle("Aux2")
41
42 # --- Orientation Assignment ---
43 comp1.findOrientations('World') #Assigns world orientations
44 comp1.findOrientations('Fixed', fixedEulAngles=[0, 0, 45])
45 comp2.findOrientations('Steering',
46 referenceComp=comp3,
47 pathVariation=35, smoothing=False)
48 comp2.findOrientations('Global',
49 referenceComp=comp3,
50 pathVariation=35)
51 comp4.findOrientations('APTFile') #Loads ori's from APT file
52 # This command creates a plot that shows the ABC angles
53 comp4.plotOrientations(plotTitle='Sample Title')
54
55 #These commands overwrite all orientations in a part
56 part1.overwriteOrientations('Fixed', fixedEulAngles=[0, 0, 90])
57 part2.overwriteOrientations('World')
58
59 # --- Visualization ---
60 comp1.display(vectorDensity=0.5)
61 part1.display(vectorDensities=[0,1])
62
63 # --- External Axis Modifications ---
64 comp4.plotOrientations(plotTitle="Before EA code")
65 comp4.applyExAxis()
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66 comp4.plotOrientations(plotTitle="After EA code")
67 part1.display(oriVectors=[0,0,0])
68
69 # --- Output ---
70 part1.writeKRL() #Writes part1 path to part1.src
71 part1.writeGcode() #Writes part1 path to part1.gcode
72 part2.writeRoboDK() #Writes part2 path to part1.src
73
74 if __name__ == '__main__':
75
76 tStart = time.time() #Start Timer
77 print('-- Program started at ' +
78 time.strftime("%H:%M:%S", time.localtime()) + ' --')
79 main() #run #Run main file
80 print('-- Program completed in %s seconds --'
81 %round((time.time() - tStart)))
A.6 Modifications to the KUKA Submit Interpreter (sps.sub)
1 ...
2 ;FOLD USER PLC
3 ;Make your modifications here
4 ;---------Status LED----------
5 ;StatusLED1 (PEI) ;This is duplicated for each LED
6 If ($Out[20] == True) Then ;out[20 is PEI motor Enable]
7 $Out[30] = True
8 else
9 $Out[30] = FALSE
10 Endif
11 ;---------Dial Sensitivity Settings----------
12 Dial1 = Dial1_Avg + Dial1_Sens * (1-ANS1 / 32.0 / 1024.0) ;CFDial
13 Dial2 = Dial2_Avg + Dial2_Sens * (1-ANS2 / 32.0 / 1024.0) ;PEI Dial
14
15 ;---------Motor Extrusion Speeds----------
16 $ANOUT[10] = (1-2*$ANOUT[1]) *Dial2/1000 ;PEI
17 $ANOUT[11] = (2*$ANOUT[2]-1)*CFFeed_SignalperSpd*Dial1/1000 ;CF
18 $ANOUT[12] = (1-2*$ANOUT[3])*Nozzle2Cal ;Nozzle 2
19 $ANOUT[13] = (2*$ANOUT[4]-1)*Nozzle3Cal ;Nozzle 3
20
21 ;---------Pause Functionality----------
22 Pause_BOOL = $IN[200]
23
24 ;---------CF Encoder Feedback----------
25 CF_Slack_EncA = $IN[202] ;Read Enc. Inputs
26 CF_Slack_EncB = $IN[203]
27 CF_Slack_LimSwitch = $IN[204]
28
29 ;Reset condition
30 If (CF_Slack_LimSwitch == True) Then
31 CF_EncPos = 0
32 Endif
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33
34 ;Read Encoder value
35 ;DOENCODERA Function: look for a low-to-high on channel A
36 If (CF_Slack_EncA == True) Then
37 ;Check channel B to see which way encoder is turning
38 If (CF_Slack_EncB == False) Then
39 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos - 1 ;CW
40 else
41 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos + 1 ;CCW
42 Endif
43 else ;Must be a high-to-low edge on channel A
44 ;Check channel to see which way encoder is turning
45 If (CF_Slack_EncB == True) Then
46 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos + 1 ;CW
47 else
48 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos - 1 ;CCW
49 Endif
50 Endif
51
52 ;DOENCODERB Function: look for a low-to-high on channel B
53 If (CF_Slack_EncB == True) Then
54 ;Check channel A to see which way encoder is turning
55 If (CF_Slack_EncA == True) Then
56 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos + 1 ;CW
57 else
58 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos - 1 ;CCW
59 Endif
60 else ;Must be a high-to-low edge on channel B
61 ;Check channel A to see which way encoder is turning
62 If (CF_Slack_EncA == False) Then
63 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos + 1; ;CW
64 else
65 CF_EncPos = CF_EncPos - 1; ;CCW
66 Endif
67 Endif
68
69 CF_Slack_EncRot = CF_EncPos/(2*CF_Slack_EncSteps); Encoder Rot. [rad]
70 ;ENDFOLD (USER PLC)
71 ...
A.7 Modifications to the KUKA Config (config.dat)
1 ...
2 ; Userdefined Variables
3 ;==================================
4 ;---------Feed Variables---------
5 DECL REAL CFFeed_SignalperSpd =2.7000000
6 DECL REAL CFFeed_SignalperSpd2=0.0006292
7 DECL REAL Nozzle2Cal=0.500000
8 DECL REAL Nozzle3Cal=0.500000
9
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10 ;---------Analog Input Signal Groupings---------
11 SIGNAL ANS1 $IN[70] TO $IN[85]
12 SIGNAL ANS2 $IN[86] TO $IN[101]
13
14 ;---------Dial Variables---------
15 DECL INT Dial1
16 DECL INT Dial1_Avg=700 ;Values per 1000
17 DECL INT Dial1_Sens=200 ;Values per 1000
18 DECL INT Dial2
19 DECL INT Dial2_Avg=900 ;Values per 1000
20 DECL INT DIAL2_Sens=300 ;Values per 1000
21
22 ;---------Counter Variables---------
23 DECL INT Counter_Variable
24 DECL INT LAYERCOUNT=0
25
26 ;---------Pause Functionality---------
27 DECL E6POS Pause_Pos
28 DECL BOOL Pause_BOOL
29
30 ;---------RoboDK Streaming Parameters---------
31 INT COM_ACTION=0
32 INT COM_ACTCNT=0
33 REAL COM_ROUNDM=0.0
34 REAL COM_VALUE1=0.0
35 REAL COM_VALUE2=0.0
36 REAL COM_VALUE3=0.0
37 REAL COM_VALUE4=0.0
38 DECL E6AXIS COM_E6AXIS
39 DECL POS COM_POS
40 DECL FRAME COM_FRAME
41
42 ;---------CF Feedback Functionality---------
43 DECL BOOL CF_Slack_LimSwitch ;Enable feedback limit switch
44 DECL BOOL CF_Slack_EncA ;Encoder A Pin
45 DECL BOOL CF_Slack_EncB ;Encoder B Pin
46 INT CF_EncPos=-1 ; Encoder Position
47 INT CF_Slack_EncSteps=600 ; Encoder steps
48 REAL CF_Slack_EncRot=0.0 ; Encoder Rotations
49 ;ENDFOLD (USER GLOBALS)
50 ENDDAT
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Appendix B
Wiring Diagrams
Figure B.1: Heater PID wiring diagram
Figure B.2: PLC connections from the KUKA Extension Bus (1)
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Figure B.3: PLC connections from the KUKA Extension Bus (2)
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